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ABSTRACT

The study was conducted to determine how instructional programming

for individual students has been implemented to provide effective learn-

ing environments for elementary school students. The primary focus was

on the entire range of procedures used to achieve the objectives of the

Instructional Programming Model (IPM). A secondary focus was on the

multiunit school organization as it relates to implementing iristruc-

tional programming.

The system of Individually Guided Education (IGE) includes the

Instructional Programming Model and a model for the multiunit school

organization. The procedures and processes used in implementing in-

structional programming and the multiunit organization in an actual

Rchool situation were compared with these models. -Three broad ques-

tionsi provided the focus for the study:

1. What is the multiunit organizational arrangement of

the school?

2. To what extent does the Instructional Improvement.

Committee support the implementatiolkof instructional

_.13rogramiliting?
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3. To what extent are Steps 2 through 7 of the IPM
implemented in each Instruction and Research Unit?

One IGE school was selected for this case study. The school:Met

the minimal criteria for an IGE school and had implemented instructional

programming in reading and mathematics. Data collection procedures in-

eluded the use of questionnaires, a two-iweek period of-observation and

interviewing, and use of documents available at the school. The data

were analyzed in relation to the questions.posed for the study.

Generalizations about the multiunit school and instructional pro-

gramming were generated from the data. These included:

1. The most difficult aspect of implementing the multiunit school

organization is organizing students in multiaged teams.

2. A reading specialist who coordinates the school-wide reading

program, instructs groups of students, and provides other assistance

as requested by the team staffs is a valuable asset in implementing

instructional programming in reading.

3. Implementation of Steps 2 through 7 of the IFM follows the

model most closely when instruction related to the objectives is iso-

lated from other content.

4. Following the steps of the IPM does not tend to encourage stu7-

dent decision making related to objectives, instructional nodes, or

sequence.

5. The successful implementation of instrUctional programming may

depend on frequent informal interaction among team meMbers as much as

13
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on the more formal interaction of regular team meetings.

6. Record-keeping procedures can be developed which are adequate

for managing instructional programming and which do not require an

excessive amount of time. Developing such procedures may require re-

vision of record-keeping procedures which were being used prior to

the implementation of instructional programming.

7. Implementation of instructional programming in three or more

curricular areas can be achieved by identifying a reasonable nutber of

priorities and focusing efforts on achieving them.

14
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND RELATED LITERATURE

Throughout the twentieth century, educators have been actively

involved in seeking more effective means of providing comprehensive

and meaningful educational experiences for all students. In the past

decades, numerous plans have been proposed for improving the quality

of education. Individually Guided Education (IGE) is one result of

research and development efforts focusing on the elementary school.

Included in the system of IGE are models for a multiunit school

organization and for instructional programming for individual stu-

dents. Adapting these models to specific schools and implementing

them in a manner which is functional, productive, and satisfying for

all the people who comprise the school population is a demanding

task. Among the changes required are: (1) forming a multiunit

organization to replace the traditional age-graded classroom struc-

ture; (2) shared decision making by district personnel, the principal,

unit leaders, and staff teachers; and (3) cooperation of the staff

members of each Instruction and Research (I & R) Unit to plan,

implement, and evaluate instructional programs for the students

within the units,

15
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The comprehensive system of IGE includes models for the multi-

unit school organization and for instructional programming for indi-

vidual students. Schools or school districts which adopt ICE have the

responsibility for determining the procedures to be'used to implement

these models in their particular situations.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of this study was to determine how instruc-

tional programming for individual 'students has been implemented to

provide effectire learnin$ .er-dronments for elementary school students..

The focus was on the processes and procedures used to achieve the ob-

jectives of the Instructional Programming Model (IPM). A related pur-

pose was to study the multiunit school organization as it relates to

implementation of instructional programming.

Conceptual Framework

Optimal education for individual students depends an much more

than 4 child and a teacher. Elements which affect the quality of each

child's educational program include the means of instruction, the

materials used, the organizational structure and staffing of the

school, the attitudes and expectations of parents and other community

members, the availability and application of research data, and the

support of organizations to provide a facilitative environment for

making the changes needed to improve the quality of instruction.

18
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To meet all these requirements, seven components have been inte-

grated to form the system of Individually Guided Education. These

components are shown in Figure 1.1.

The multiunit school instructional-administrative arrangements

indicate the organization of students, teachers, unit leaders, consul-

tants, and administrators within a school district (Figure 1.2). There

are three over-lapping levels of organization. Within each school,

students, teachers, unit leaders, aides, and interns are organized into

Instruction and Research (I & R) Units. The unit leaders, the princi-

pal, and others such as special teachers, the IMC director, and a

parent representative comprise the Instructional Improvement Committee

-(IIC) of a school. At the district level, the Systemwide Program Com-

mittee (SPC) includes the district administrator or a designee, central

office and other consultants, representative principals, unit leaders,

and teachers, and a community representative.

The multiunit school has been described as an invention of organi-

zational arrangements that have emerged from a synthesis of theory and

practice regarding instructional programming for the individual student,

horizontal and vertical organization for instruction, role differentia-

tion, shared decision making by groups, open communication among school

personnel, and administrative and instructional accountability (Klaus-

meier, 1975).

Lnstructional programming for the individual student is based on

the Instructional Programming Model (IPM) shown in Figure 1.3. It

takes into account each student's beginning level of performance, rate

1 '7
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7

Continuing
research and
development

6

Facilitative
environments

5

Home-school-
community
relations

INDIVIDUALLY
GUIDED

EDUCATION

4

Compatible
curriculum
materials

2

Instructional
programming for
the individual
student

3

Evaluation for
educational
decision making

Figure 1.1

Components of Individually Guided Education

(Based on H. J. Klausmeier, M. R. Quilling, J. S. Sorenson, R. S. Way,
and G. R. Glasrud, Individually Guided Education and the Multiunit
School: Guidelines for Implementation. Madison: Wisconsin Research
and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, 1971, Ch. 2.)

18
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Representative teachers
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*** ***** *******11*****

* * Central off
* *
* PRINCIPAL * other consy
* *
* *
* *
* *

.*.. .1..

************ ***** *********************************************

+Parent
representative

.UNIT LEADER A

********* ***** ***********k*********** ***********

UNIT LEADER B

***** *** *****

3-5 staff teachers 3-5 staff teachers

+Instructional +Instructional

aide(s) aide(s)

+Clerical aide(s) +Clerical aide(s)

+Student teacher +Student teacher

or intern or intern

100-150 students 100-150 students

Ages 4-6 Ages t-9

Instruction and Research Unit

******* Instructional Improvement Committee

,Systemwide Program Committee

+Director of
instructional

materials center

**

************************A

+Special
teachers

UNIT LEADER C

k ***** ****** *************************

3-5 staff teachers
+Instructional

aide(s)
+Clerical aide(s)
+Student teacher
or intern

100-150 students
Ages 8-11

+/nclusion of
particular s(

Figure 1.2

Multiunit Organization of an IGE School of 400-600 Students

(Adapted from: Herbert J. Rlausmeier, Richard G. Morrow, and James E. Walter, Individually Guided Educat

Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, 1968.
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Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.

Step 6.

Step 7.

State the educational objectives to be attained by the stu-
dent population of the building in terms of level of achieve-
ment and in terms of values and action patterns.

Estimate the range of objectives that may be attainable for

subgroups of the student population.

Assess the level of achievement, learning style, and motiva-
tion level of each student by use of criterion-referenced
tests, observation schedules, or work samples with appro-

priate-sized subgroups.

Set instructional objectives for each child to attain over a

short period of time.

6

4

4

Plan and implemeat an instructional program suitable for each

student or place the student in a preplanned program. Vary

(a) the waount of attention and guidance by the teacher, (b)

the amount of time spent in interaction among students, (c)

the use of printed materials, audiovisual materials, and
direct experiencing of phenomena, (d) the use of space and
equipment (media), and (e) the amount of time spent by each
student in one-to-one interactions with the teacher or media,

independent study, adult- or student-led small group activi-
ties, and adult-led large group activities.

Assess students for attainment of initial objectives.

Objectives not
attained to
mastery or some
other criterion

Reassess the student's
characteristics, or
take other actions.

Figure 1.3

Objectives attained
to mastery or some
other criterion

Maplement next se-
quence in program, or
take other actions.

Instructional Programming Model in IGE

(Adapted from: Herbert J. Klausmeier, Mary R. Quilling, Juanita S. Sorenson, Russell S. Way
snd George R. Glasrud, Individually Guided Education in the Multiunit School: Guidelines

for Implementation. Madison: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive

Learning, 1971, p. 19.)

21
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of progress, style of learning, motivational level and other charac-

teristics in the context of the educational program of the building.

Instructional programming can be carried out in any curricular area

using objectives from the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.

The development of instruct/1hr programs for individual students is

based on general (school-wide) and instructional objectives. Instruc-

tional objectives range from specific behavioral objectives to more

open expressive objectives which indicate only activities to be carried

out (Klausmeier, 1975).

Objective-based curriculum materials are essential to IGE. Some

objective-based materials, such as the Wisconsin Design for Reading

Skill Development, Developing Mathematical Processes, Prereadiug Skills

Program, and Individually Guided Motivation have been developed at the

Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning and

are in use_in IGE schools. Other schools have developed their own
,

objective-based curriculum programs which reflect their particular needs.

To respond to the attitudes, expectations, and concerns of the

school community, a strategy for implementing an effective home-school-

community relations program is necessary.

Various agencies and groups contribute to the facilitative environ-

ments that are required to provide support and services to the schools

involved in implementing instruction through IGE. Organizations which

can facilitate this implementation include local school districts, state

education agencief:, teacher education institutions, and regional and

state IGE networks. Individuals who are committed to IGE and who have

,
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the-neceSaarY knowledge and.coMpetence to carry out their respective

roles, along with material resources such as appropriate buildings and

equipment, are also needed to provide an environment in which the imple-

mentation of IGE is facilitated (Klausmeier, 1975).

Continuing research and development is essential for improving

instructional materials and procedures. The design of IGE encourages

change as a result of research which focuses on instruction and learn-

ing as well as on the other components incorporated into IGE.

Successful implementation of all seven components of IGE is a dif-

ficult and complex task. Several years of diligent effort on the part

of educators are required to'reach a stage when the immediate concerns

of a school staff can shift from the initial changeover to IGE to

refinement of instructional procedures designed to provide an optimal

educational environment for every student.

Review of Literature

The comprehensive system of IGE has been developed over a period of

approximately ten years by personnel of the Wisconsin Research and

Development Center for Cognitive Learning in cooperation with teachers

and administrators in school systems and other edUcational agencies.

The multiunit school organization was the first component to be imple-

mented, beginning in 1965-1966. This was followed by the introduction

of instructional programming and compatible curriculum materials. The

first set of materials was the Wisconsin Design_for Reading Skill

23
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Development which was implemented in multiunit schools in 1969-1970.

In succeeding years, other components have been introduced in many IGE

schools.

During the first years of developing the multiunit school and

instructional programming, research was conducted in each school where

these components were implemented. In succeeding years as the multi-

unit school organization and instructional programming were implemented

in greater numbers pf schools, related research was conducted on a

broader base. Mich of this research focused on the outcomes and
,+-

effectiveness of one or more components of IGE.

In the following sections, the research related ihstructional

programming and to the-multiunit.school is reviewed. In the review of

research related to the multiunit school organization the emphasis is

on attitudes toward the multiunit organization, teacher behavior, ef-

fectiveness of leader behavior, and conditions conducive to learning.

Research specific to instructional programming focuses on understanding

and using the Instructional Programming Model. The review concludes

with a discussion of the research related to student attitudes and

achievement in IGE schools.

Multiunit School Organization

The model for the multiunit school calls for two different types

of organizations within each school--the Instructional Improvement Com-

mittee (IIC) and Instruction and Research (I & R) Units. The IIC must

include the principal and the unit leaders. Other persons such as ehe
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IMC director, special teachers, and parent representatives may be asked

to be members of this committee. The staff of each I & R Unit includes

a unit-leader and three to five staff teachers; it is recommended that

aides and/or interns or student teachers also be included in an I & R

Unit staff. Approximately 100 to 150 students are assigned to each

I & R Unit (Klausmeier, Morrow, and Walter, 1968). The multiunit
.

school was designed to Provide an environment which is conducive to

shared decision making for the purpose of providing instructional pro-

grams appropriate for individual students.

As a prelude to discussing changes which may be needed as IGE con-

tinues to be refined, Lipham and Klausmeier (1976) indicated: "Evidence

from current research and practice reveals that the multiunit form of

organizational structure is a powerful means for bringing the human

and material resources of the schools to bear directly on the improve-

ment of education" (p. 254). This assertion is supported by research

focusing on vArious aspects of the multiunit school.

Attitudes tuward the multiunit organization. A comparison of prin-

cipals of multiunit schools and non-multiunit schools was made by Rich-

ardson (1972). One of his findings was that the,degree of congruency

between the perceptions of the principals and staff members of the multi-

unit schools was aignificantly more positive than the perceptions of the

principals and staffs of the non-multiunit schools. His study also in-

dicated that all princlpals placed a high value and priority on educa-

tional leadership and that there were no significant differences in ac-

tual educational leadership behavior between the two groups of principals.

25
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A measure of attitudes of school personnel toward their work was
included in a study by Pellegrin (1969). In his study, teachers in
multiunit schools reported higher satisfaction in areas such as per-
sonal relationships with administrators and supervisors, opportunity to
accept responsibility for one's own work or the work of others career
expectations, and availability of instructional materials. It was also
found that teachers in multiunit schools perceived their environment as
being more free, less rigid, and more open to

experimentation than did
teachers in the control schools.

These studies on attitudes of teachers and principals in multiunit
schools indicate that the

implementation of the Multiunit school organi-
zation can ioster the development of more positive attitudes among edu-
cators, but that the leadership behavior-of IGt principals does not.
necessarily differ from that of principals in other schools.

Teacher behavior. In his study of multiunit
schools, Pellegrin

(1969) found that teachers within an I & R Unit tend to develop speciali-
zation in ways such as: (1) working with large or small groups or with
individual pupils; (2) serving as an advisor to the unit on materials
or media related to a curricular

area; and (3) assuming responsibility
for certain aspects of the planning process. Teachers in the r:Iltiunit
schools viewed decision making

differently from teachers in the control
schools; there wav a shift away from reliance on the principal for ad-
vice and assistance toward relying on other unit members for assistance
in decision making. Teachers in multiunit schools identified the two
most important goals for themselves as "giving

individual attention to

28
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eta
Aatil6

4nd 1.'10...agnosing learning
problems of students." By contrast,

1'S'tIs 0 strol
schools, the most important goals were identified as.

ortt
that students learn basic skills" and "developing student

,Aty
ma, .

4 analYt
ical reasoning and problem solving."

later
study, Packard (1973) reported

that teachers did not

spO

14112
, ny student characteristics,

group size, or instructional

/8' however, 80me division
orlabor was apparent in the 'early stages

#111A1b,
of -gentation

ef ICE which appeared to.be associated with increased

44E4E4
wo hds.

The apparent difference between the findings in Pelle-

i511 s _

er 4411
paclGard's studies

may, to some extent, be explained by

"ukr-dw
PO summerY statement:

"Seemingly, once curriculum development

teachers want to perform nll tasks" (P. 113).

studY Of the effects of the multiunit
structure on teacher

Olszewski (1973) reported that
there.were no significant dif-

,

iiremm ,

in the overa11 range of teaching behaviors
exhibited by teach-

0
/8 IA kultiuuit and non-multiunit

schools.
In examining a specific

haE18 behnviors, he found that teachers in multiunit schools exhibi-

#d
4tgnificsntly greater

number of shared teaching behaviors than

I4d
41thers

in non-multiunit schools.

v

Nrrick
(1974) studied the relationship

of organizational
variables'

"4 Ncher motivation to performance. His findings indicate that

/e4ohtts in oultiunit schools
were more highly motivated than those in-.

11°)4'141.mItiunit schools.

The research
related to teacher behavior

includes findings that

tearil
'ilers in oultiunit schools

participate in more shared teaching__

2 7
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behaviors, have daferent goals for themselves, and are more highly

motivated than teachers in non-multiunit schools.

Effectiveness of leader behavior. A study of variables which are

associated with operationally effeetive IIC's was conducted by Smith

(1972). He concluded that the more effective IIC's were those in which

the IIC chairman was perceived to exhibit a primary concern for the

comfort, well being, status, and contribution of the IIC members.

Gramenz (1974) studied the relationship of principal leader beha-

vior and the organizational structure of the multiunit school to I & R

Unit effectiveness. He found a significant positive relationship be-

tween the unit leaders' and teachers' perceptions of the instrumental,

supportive, and participative leadership behavior of the principal and

the effectiveness of the I & R Unit.

The process used in selecting unit leaders in two schools was

studied by Murray (1973). He reported that successful units were

those in which the unit leader had been chosen either from outside the

staff or selected from within using objective criteria. When the unit

leaders had been chosen from within the staff by a "popularity contest"

process or were prior friends of the principal and carried debts to

him or her, the units were less successful.

In a study of the relationship between the effectiveness of the

I & R Units and interpersonal behaviors, Evers (1974) found a signifi-

cant relationship between the unit leader's instrumental leadership and

the I & R Unit effectiveness.

Singe (1974) reported findings which complement those of Evers.

28-
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His study indicates that task effectiveness and interaction effective-

ness were significantly correlated with unit leaders who exhibited both

initiating structure and consideration behaviors. These relationships

were significant at both the IIC and I & B. Unit levels .of orbanization.

The research related to the effectiveness of leader behavior indi-

cates that principals and unit leaders can positively influence the

'effectiveness of the IIC and the I & R Units through their leadership

behavior, and that the effectiveness of unit leaders is related to the

process used in selecting them.

Conditions conducive to learning. A study of the effects of the

multiunit school organization on instructional programs was conducted

by Essig (1971). He reported that there were increased opportunities

for students to be involved in determining their educational programs,

increased involvement of ancillary personnel with students on an in-

structional basis, and elimination of traditional lock-step ability

grouping.

Wright (1972) studied the extent to which IGE schools are indivi-

dualized. His study included five basic'principles of individualiza-

tion: (1) learning rate; (2) learning style; (3) student participation

in goal setting; (4) student participation in determining learning se-

quence; and (5) grouping based on student characteristics, desires,

and needs. Of these, learning rate was the characteristic most often

used in individualizing programs, and student participation in goal

setting was the least used.

Changes in student learning patterns resulting from the

2 9
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implementation of the multiunit school organization were studied by

Joyal (1973). His findings showed that learning patterns in multiunit

schools were characterized by increased uses of different instructional

and Atdiovisual materials, instructional groups of various sizes, and

greater self-direction in terms'of learning activities.

These studies indicate that the multiunit organization can provide

more opportunities for students to be involved in determining their

educational programs and activities. The multiunit organization dis-

courages some of the least desirable characteristics of age-graded

schools, such as lock-step grouping in which all students move at the

same rate.

In general, the research related to.the multiunit school organiza-

tion indicates that this form of organization provides a positive and

supportive environment in which to implement instructional programming

for individual students.

Instructional Programming Model

Instructional programming for individual students involves a seven7

step sequence as shown earlier in Figure 1.3. According to Ironside

(1972), teachers in IGE schools are able to understand the model for

instructional programming, but find it difficult to implement systema-

tically. In a follow-up study, Ironside (1973) indicated that IIC's

and principals expressed the need for assistance, training, and rein-

forcement in implementing instructional programming.

The interpretations of four characteristics of instructional

3 0
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programming (the seven-step sequence, continuous progress, criterion-

referenced assessment, and preassesiment) were examined in a study by

Klenke (1975). In a case study, he interviewed school staff members,

board members, students, parents, and. non-parent.community members of'

two IGE schools. He found that the interpretations of instructional

programming and its underlying characteristics varied widely. Each

school generally followed the basic steps of instructional programming,

but there was much variation in the ways and degree to which continuous

progress, criterion-referenced assessment, and preassessment were imple-

mented.

Although instructional programming is being implemented in schools,

these studies suggest that there are many differences in what schools

are actually doing in their efforts to provide instructional programs

for individual students.

Student Outcomes in IGE Schools

A number of studies have been conducted to determine the student

outcomes which are related to the implementation of instructional

programming and the multiunit school organization. These studies have

focused on student attitude and achievement.

Student attitUde. Wysong and LaBay (1970) compared the attitudes

of students in an urban IGE school and in a matched, traditionally

organized school. They found that the students in the IGE school re-

sponded more positively to school than did pupils in the traditional

school. 31
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In a study of the relationship of IGE to the learning climate of

pupils, Nelson (1972) compared students in multiunit IGE schools with

students in self-contained classrooms. Significant findings included:

(1) the mean self-concept of the students in IGE schools was higher

than in traditional schools; and (2) the mean score on pupil attitude

toward fellow pupils in IGE schools was higher than in traditional

schools. Pupil attitude toward teachers in IGE schools did not differ

from that in traditional schools. Mean scores were higher, but not

significantly so, for students in IGE schools on attitude toward in-

struction and school morale.

Edwards (1972) studied affective change in elementary schools

implementing IGE. He concluded that the environment of the IGE schools

in his study was more conducive to the development of favorable stu-

dent attitudes toward school and toward peers than that of the non-IGE

schools. Evidence concerning student attitude toward school and stu-

dent self-concept tended to favor the IGE schools, but not significantly.

The research on student attitudes is inconclusive. In the studies

which did report significant differences in attitudes, the difference

was in favor of the students in IGE schools.

Student achicArement. During the formative years of IGE, studies

related to instructional programming were carried out by Klausmeier,

Quilling, and Sorcnson (1971). They found that higher student achieve-

ment was occurring in those situations where the curriculum component

in reading had becn incorporated into smoothly functioning multiunit

schools.

3 2
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In another study of reading which focused on word attack skills,

Quilling and Otto (1971) reported that positive results were demon-

strated in terms of attainment of program objectives after one year's

implementation.

The results of a study of ihree IGE schools in one school district

indicate that achievement scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills

showed increases over scores achieved prior to the implementation of

IGE in all areas tested (Kennedy, Entress, McElwee, Pautsch, Schollaert,

and Zwadzich, 1972).

The results of a three-year study in another district showed that

second- and sixth-grade students in the muliiunit schools had higher

standardized achievement scores than students in the control schools

in all areas except spelling at the sixth-grade level (Hackett and

McKilligin, 1972).

Bradford (1972) compared students in an IGE setting with students

in traditional self-contained classrooms on self-concept and on achieve-

ment in reading and mathematics over a one-year period. Her results

indicated that there were no significant differences in reading achieve-

ment. In mathematics and in self-concept, the gains of the IGE students

were significantly higher than those of the students in the control

group.

-r

In some Los Angeles schools local objectives to decrease the percen-

tage of students scoring below the second quartile on national norms were

identified for the 1972-1973 school year. In one of the IGE schools,

the objectives were achieved for the first- through fifth-grade students
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in reading and for the fourth-grade students in arithmetic. Test re-

sults for other groups (reading in sixth grade and arithmetic in fourth

through sixth grades) indicated that the percentage of these students

below the second quartile had also decreased, although not sufficiently

to meet the local objectives (Flournoy, 1974).

A comparison of reading and mathematics achievement of second-. and

third-year students in IGE schools.and traditional schools.was mad

by Burtley ,(1970.. In his Atudy, the mean gain scores over a period

of two years in reading and in mathematics.for both second- and third-

year students were significantly higher in ICE schools than in trad-i-

tional schools.

In a study of the use of an objective-based approach in word attack,

Kurth (1975) reported that at least 90 percent of the students who had

used the objective-based program were able to decode 80 percent or more

of the phonetically regular words.

Positive student outcomes occurring after the implementation o IGE

were reported by the Merrimack Education Center (Final Evaluation Report,

1974). Results of interviews with school staff indicated that although

achievement gains remained about the same as before IGE was begun,

other gains had occurred. Students seemed to enjoy school more; beha-

vior problems had decreased; and students seemed more curious and self-

directed.

Student outcomes in the cognitive and affective domains were inves-

tigated in the ICE setting and in the control setting in one region of

New Jersey (Evaluation Report, 1974). No statistically significant

34
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differences were found in the language arts achievement of children in

IGE and non-IGE schools. Statistically significant differences in

mathematics tended to favor the non-IGE schools. The data indicated

no significant differences between IGE and control schools in students'

self-concepts.

The majority of these studies of student achievement in IGE schools

support the outcome of higher achievement in IGE schools. Only one of

the studies reported a significant difference in achievement which

favored the non-IGE schools. These results strongly suggest that IGE

can lead to the outcome of higher stud'ent achievement which is expected

as a result of the cooperative planning and implementation of instruc-

tional programming for individual students.

Reports of the procedures used by schools to form their multiunit

organization and to develop instructional programs for individual stu-

dents are as yet limited. One such study describes the implementation

of IGE in the John Ridgeway Public School (Ciaglia, Messner, Gresso,

Gies, and Leonard, 1973). The study includes the sequence of events

which led to the implementation of IGE as well as those which occurred

during the first year changeover. Due to the nature of the study, no

conclusions were presented. However, the study provides insights into

the thoughts and feelings, along with the successed-and frustrations

which occurred during the early stages of planning and implementing IGE

in one school.

The research which has been discussed was conducted in IGE schools

with the purpose of identifying outcomes which are associated with the
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implementation of IGE. For educators, the outcomes indicate that

leadership behavior can have a positive influence on the effectiveness

of the IIC and the I & R Units, and that the implementation of-the

multiunit school can foster the development of positive ettitudes.. The

outcomes for students include higher achievement, increased opportunity

for. involvement in determining their educational-programs, and partici--

pation in a greater variety of learning modes.

In summary, the research does indicate that the implementation of

IGE ie positively related to some.of the desirable outcomes which are

being sought in elemrntary education. At present there is little

research describing the day-to-day processes and procedures used in

schools to attain these desirable outcomes. The present stud): provides

some of the needed information about these processes and procedures.

Rationale for the Study

The daily experiences of students in IGE schools are, to a con-

siderable extent, determined by the multiunit organization and the

implementation of instructional programming. The organization deter-

mines the large group of students and teachers with whom each child

interacts during the learning activities which are planned and imple-

mented in the I & B. Unit. The objectives and activities which comprise

each student's instructional program are reflected in the implementation

of instructional programming. Objective-based curricular materials are

essential to planning and implementing instructional programs for indi-

vidual students. 36
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The nature of the models for instructional programming and for

the multiunit school are such that certain outcomes are expected for

all IGE schools. However, there is much room for variation within

these models as schools adapt them to their unique characteristics such

as school goals, interests and eXpectations of the school community,

school size, available staff, and attitudes, interests, and needs of

the school population. Evers and Klenke (1976) indicate that multiple-

strategies are needed in planning and implementing instructional pro-

grato. A variety of group sizes, multifaceted instructional activities,

and diverse teaching methods are required. These elements must be

harmoniously blended with the instructional needs, level of motivation,

learning style, and other characteristics of individual students to

provide effective instructional programs for each of them.

In the review of the literature, it was reported that teachers in

IGE schools find it difficult to implement instructional programming

(Ironside, 1972) and that the characteristics of instructional programr

ming are interpreted in different ways (Klenke, 1975).

LiPham and Klausmeier (1976) point out that one impediment to

effectiVe instructional programming is the failure to follow the se-

quence of Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the model. Problems arise in those

situations where the first step to be implemented is preassessment

(Step 3). In schools where this occurs, objectives for individual

dents are often selected (Step 4) without reference to the major educa-

tional objectives of the school, district, or state (Steps 1 and 2).

Another problem is the development of management procedures which

3 7
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make it possible to implement instructional programming simultaneously

in several curricular areas' (Klausmeier, 1972).

Several years have elapsed since schools began the implementation

of IGE. Many of these schools have implemented instructional programr

ming in at least two areas of the curriculum; some have achieved this

in three areas, and a small nutber have succeeded in providing instruc-

tional programming for individual students in all areas of the.curricu-

lum. Determining the processes and procedures used in these schools

to achieve success in implementing instructional programming for indi-

vidual.students is an important ztep toward helping schools make the

changeOver to IGE or to rekine their existing IGE practices,

Statement of the Problem

The primary purpose of Ois study was to determine how instructional

programming for individual students has been implemented to provide ef-

fective learning environments for elementary students. The focus was

on the processes and procedures used to achieve the objectives of the

-,IPM. A related purpose was to study ihe multiunit school anization

as it relates to implementation of instructional programming.

To achieve these purposes, implementation of instructional programr

ming and of the multiunit school organization was compared with the

theoretical models of these components of IGE. The following broad

questions provide' :he focus for the study: .

38
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1. What is the multi.mit organizational arrangement of
.the school?

A. What is the rationale for this arrangement?

B. In what ways has the model for the multi-
unit school organization been modified?

2. To what extent does the IIC support the implementa-
tion of instructional programming by:

A. implementing Step 1 of the Instructional
Programming Model?

B. coordinating the activities of the I & R
Units to achieve continuity of instruction
in all curricular.areas?

C. arranging for the use of time, facilities,
and material and human resources which must
be shared throughout the building?

3. To what extent are Steps 2 through 7 of the Instruc-
tional Programming Model implemented in each I & R
Unit?

A. In what ways has the Instructional Programr
ming Model been modified to meet the needs
of each I & R Unit?

B. How does the implementation of instructional
programming compare between I & R Unita?

Significance of the Study

The development and refinement of the components of IGE have been

based on a synthesis of theory and practice. In this study, a detailed

description of the practices involved in two components of IGE was the

basis of a comparison between theoretical models and actual implementa-

tion. Such a comparison is important, both for refining theory and for

re-considering actual practices.
3 9
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In discussing the research related to the administration of the

multiunit school, the National Evaluation Committee of the Wisconsin

Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning posed the

question, "What variations in the Center's design for a multiunit school

are presently operational and are viewed by the Center as acceptable

deviations . . . ?" (National Evaluation Committee, 1974, P. 10): This

study responds to the question as it identifies ways in which the multi-

unit school model has been modified in actual practice.

IGE is considered to be a dynamic, changing system by those who

have been responsible for the development of the components of IGE.

This study provides some insights into possible modifications within

some of these components.

The implications of this study may be valuable to researchers who

wish to identify elements of IGE which still require further research.

This study can help practitioners to gain a better understanding of

both the theory and practice of IGE. Many persons find that theory be-

comes more meaningful when considered in the context of an applied

situation. IGE is a complex innovation which includes reorganizing

schools, re-defining staff roles and responsibilities, and implementing

a system of instructional programming for the purpose of providing ef-

fective and appropriate instruction for individual students. Educators

who wish to adopt or refine instructional programming_for individual

students need information about effective procedures for managing the

tasks of identifying objectives, selecting and administering appro-

priate assessment instruments, planning for each student, implementing

4 0
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The research metbOdology and procedures used to conduct the study

are,explained in this chapter. The rationale for the.methodology is

discussed in the first section. Then the means used to identify and

select the school for the case study are explained. In the next sec

tion, the data collection procedures are described. This includes the

selection and preparation of instruments as well as the procedures used

in observing and interviewing. Following this is the explanation of

the data analysis techniques used in preparing and presenting the final

research report. The chapter concludes with a statement of the limita

tions of the study.

Rationale for Methodology

A field study approach was necessary for this study inasmuch as

the intent was to describe the nature bf existing conditions. Festinger

and Katz (1966) indicate that . . . the great strength of the field

study is its inductive procedures, its potentiality for discovering

significant variables and basic relations that would never be found if

4 2
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we were confined to research dictated by a hypothetical-deductive

model" (p. 75). This strength is important in a study which is de-

signed to describe conditions as they exist. It cannot be assumed

that the questions and types of information which are identified in ad-

vance will include everything that is significant in a specific situa-

tion. Thus, a method was needed which made it possible to include

significant information that became available in the process of col-

lecting the data.

The form of field study which was selected as the most effective

means of achieving the purpose of this study was a case study of a

single school. Sax (1968) defines the case study as " . . . any re-

latively detailed description and analysis of a single person, event,

institution, or community" (p. 288). Sax presents several uses of the

case study. Two of them are: "[The case study] may provide new in-

sights, help modify pre-exiSting conditions, or point out gaps in

knowledge. The case study may also be useful in demonstrating how a

theoretical model can be exhibited in a concrete example" (p. 290).

The need for case studies in IGE schools has been supported by

the National Evaluation Committee of the Wisconsin Research and

Development Center. Suggestions for future research were included in

their 1974 report (National.EValuation Committee, 1974). Two of these

suggestions were:

Emphasis on in-depth case study or intensive comparative
studies in a limited number of schools in preference to
surveys and broad sampling studies.

Less reliance on questionnaires and standardized

4 3
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instruments and more on interview and observation tech-

niques. (p. 11)

To carry out this case study, the procedure known as participant

observation was used. According,to McCall and Simmons (1969),.partici-

pant observation

. . refers to a characteristic blend or combination
of methods and techniques that is employed in study-

ing certain types of subject matter. . . . This

characteristic blend of techniques . . involves

some amount of genuinely social interaction in the

field with the subjects of the study, sothe direct

observation of relevant events, some formal and a

great deal of informal interviewing, some systematic

counting, some colleCtion of documents and artifacts,

and openendedness in the direction the study takes.

(P. 1)

Thus, participant observation is not a single method, but a type of re-

search enterprise which combines several methods toward the end result,

namely, an analytic description of a complex social organization.

McCall and Simmont indicate that:

An analytic description (1) employs the concepts, pro-
positions, and empirical generalizations of a body of

scientific theory as the basic guides in analysis and
reporting, (2) employs thorough and systematic collec-

tion, classification, and reporting of facts, and

(3) generates new empirical generalizations (and per-

haps concepts and propositions as well) based on these

data. (p. 3)

In this study, the basic guiezs for data collection, analysis, and
. ........

reporting were the models for.instructional programming and for the multi-

unit school. Systematic procedures, described later in this chapter, were

4 4
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used to collect, classify, and report the data. Based on the data,

some generalizations were derived and are presented at the conclusion

of this report. These generalizations reflect an analysis of the data

as compared with the IGE models for instructional programming and for

the multiunit school organizatiOn. The emphasis in this study was on

the rationale for modifications which have been made in the models,

and on the implications these modifications may have for revising the

models or for clarifying procedures for implementing the models.

The procedure of participant observation can involve different de-

grees of participation and/or observation. Gold (1958) discusses four

pOssibilities: complete participant, participant-as-observer, observer-

as-participant, and complete observer. The role assumed by the researcher

for this study was observer-as-participani. This role calls for rela-

tively formal observation and data collection but also permits informal

observation and participation.

The methods which were used in collecting data,for this study were

questionnaires, structured interviews,.informal interviews, observa-

tion, and reviews of documents collected at the school. Detailed de-

scriptions of these methods are included in the section on data collec-

tion.

School Selection

To obtain a detailed and thorough description of the procedures and

processes involved in impleienting instructional programming for

4 5
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individual students in a multiunit school, one school was selected for

this study. The requirements for the school were that: (1) it met the

minimal criteria for an IGE school as defined in the IGE Implementor's

Manual (Evers, Fruth, Heffernan, Karges, and Krupa, 1975); (2) instruc-

tional programming had been implemented in at least two curricular

areas, one of which was reading; (3) at least one element of the

Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development (Otto and Askov, 1974)

was being used; (4) the school staff was willing to cooperate with the

researcher by completing the questionnaires and permitting the.observa-

tiOn; and (5) the school had a minimum of three I & R Units.

Minimal Criteria for IGE Schools

The minimal criteria for the multiunit school organization as de-

fined in the IGE Implementor's Manual are:

The entire school is organized in the MUS-E organization

pattern with:

A. Instruction and Research Units (I & R Units)

Each I & R Unit has:
approximately 75 to 150 students of multiages
approximately 4 to 6 teachers
one unit leader

The unit leader and teachers of the I & R Unit meet
at designated, regular times each week.

B. An Instructional Improvement Committee (IIC)
The'IIC is composed of:

the principal
the unit leaders from each I & R Unit in the

building
the LMC director

The IIC meets at a designated time each week. (p. A-26)

The minimal criteria described in the IGE Implementor's Manual for

4 6
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instructional programming are:

The school applies the Instructional Programming Model
(IPM) in one or more curricular area(s) by:

A. stating schoolwide educational objectives to
be attained by the students in the building
for the curricular areas to which the IPM has
been applied.

B. estimating the range of educational objectives
that may be attained by students in each I & R
Unit for the curricular areas to which the IPM
has been applied.

C. assessing individual student's-level of achieve-
ment, learning style, and motivation level using
criterion-referenced tests, observation, or work
samples for the curricular areas to which the
IPM has been applied.

D.' setting instructional objectives for each indivi-
dual student to attain over a short period of
time for the curricular areas to which the IPM
has been applied.

E. planning and implementing an instructional pro-
gram for each individual student for the curricu-
lar areas to which the IPM has been applied.

F. assessing students for attainment of the stated
instructional objectives for the curricular areas
to which the IPM has been applied.

G. if the student has attained the objective(s) to
mastery, setting the next instructional objec-
tive for the student; if the student has not
attained the objective(s) to mastery, reassessing
the student, and going through the instructional
sequence again or engaging in sone other activity.
(p. A-27)

:Selection Procedure

A random sample of forty IGE schools which met these minimal cri-

teria for IGE schools had been identified by researchers at the Wisconsin

Research and Development Center (Botian, 1976; Feldman, in press;

Mendenhall, in press; Sigurdson, 1976). These researchers were conducting

studies of achievement and attitudes of students,-attitudes of teachers,

47
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and patterns of decision making.

It was decided to select one of these schools for this in-depth

case study. The four researchers who were conducting the study in the

forty schools were asked to identify those schools in their study which

best typified the multiunit school and instructional programming. From

the list of twelve schools thus identified, those which were known to

have fewer than three I & R Units or were not using the Wisconsin Design

were deleted. This left two schools which appeared to meee the minimal

criteria. Each of these schools was contacted. The staff of one

school indicated that their schedule would make it difficult for the

researcher to carry out the necessary observation.

Alys Drive Elementary School was the remaining school which appeared

to meet the requirements for this study. The researcher contacted the

principal, explained the study, and asked if the staff would be willing

to participate. The principal indicated that Alys Drive was organized

as a multiunit school consisting of five teams (I & R Units), had imple-

mented instructional programming in reading and mathematics, and was

using the Wisconsin Design: Word Attack and Study Skills. He discussed

the proposed research with the IIC and received their support before

inviting the researcher to proceed.

Data Collection

Collecting the data involved the use of questionnaires, a two-week

period of observation and interviewing by the researcher, and.the use

4 8
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Instruments.

- The Descriptor for_Individualized Instruction (DeVault, Golladay,

Fox, and Skuldt, 1973) was used in collecting data related to instruc-

tional programming. The descriptor includes information related to the

following aspects of instruction: program context, sequence, program

pattern, objectives, assessment Orocedures, rate, media, grouping,

record of information, and use of information. According to the

authors, "The Descriptor is designed to provide a graphic portrayal of

individualized instructional programs. . . . It can be used to describe

a single program . . as it is described orally , as it is re-

ported through'the observation of the program in use with learners, or

described through a combination of these means" (p . 3). The Descriptor

was selected as a data collection instrument because the items it con-

tains inclUde information necessary for describing the procedures used

in instructional programndng.

The components of the Descriptor and their relation to the Instruc-

tional Programang Model are as folloWs:

Instructional Programming:Model Descriptor

Type of program materials used Program context

Patterns of instructional pro- Sequence
Program patterngramming

Step 3

4 9

Assessment procedures
Record of information
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Instructional Pruramming Model Descriptor

Step 4 Objectives
Use of information

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Rate
Media
Grouping
Record of information
Use of information

Assessment procedures
Record of information

Use of information

35

The validity and reliability of the Descriptor have been studied

by the authors. They concluded that, "There seems to be ample evidence

of an informal nature that the Descriptor . . . is both valid and re-

liable" (p.. 53). Information supporting this conclusion is presented

in the description of the development procedures for the Descriptor.

The decision to use the Descriptor was supported by this developmental

information.

Additional instruments for collecting data which were not included

in the Descriptor were prepared by the researcher. These included

questionnaires and interview schedules. (Copies of each of these in-

struments are included in the appendix.) These instruments focused on

information (beyond that provided by the Descriptor) needed to answer

the three broad questions which were presented in the statement of the

problem.

The means used to gather data related to each question are presented

in outline form below. For each question, there is a listing of the

so 5 0
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procedures used, the persons involved, and the titles of the instru-

ments used in collecting the data.

Question 1: What is the multiunit organizational arrangement of your
school?

A. What is the rationale for this arrangement?

B. In what ways has the model for the multiunit
organization been modified to meet the needs
of the particular school?

Procedure Person(s) Involved Title of Instrument

Questionnaire Principal Multiunit Organization

Questionnaire IIC Implementation of
Multiunit OrganizatioL.
and Instructional
Programming

Individual IIC members and Rationale for Multiunit
interviews some .teachers Organization

Question 2: To what extent does the IIC support the implementation of
instructional programming by:

"
A. implementing Step 1 of the Instructionall'ro-

gramming Model?

B. coordinating the activities of the I & R Units
to achieve continuity of instruction in all
curricular areas?

C. arranging for the use of time, facilities, and
material and human resources which must be
shared throughout ..the building?

Procedure Person(S) Inmolved

Questionnaire Principal

Obtain copies Principal
a IIC minutes
and agendas 51

Title of Insttument

IIC Information

36
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Procedure Pers',. 4q1 T'wolved: .1G.t,?... . Title of Instrument

Group IIC Instructional Programr

interview--- ming - Step I
IIC - Coordination

Observe IIC
meeting

Individual At least one Same questions as used

interviews teachet in each for IIC group interview

I & R Unit

'Questionnaire IIC . Implementation of Mul-

'tiunit Schooland
Instructional Programr

ming

Question 3: To what extent are Steps 2 through 7 of the Instructional
Programming Model implemented in each I & R Unit?

A. In what ways has the Instructional.Programming
Model been modified to meet-the needs'ofeach
I & R Unit?

B. How does the implementation of instructional
programming compare between I & R Units?

General Information

Procedure Person(s) Involved Title of Instrument

Questionnaire Unit leaders I & R Unit Information

Individual Unit leaders and I & R Unit Staff Member

interviews teachers Interview Questions

Questionnaire All unit staff memr I & k Unit Staff Member

bers Questionnaire

Obtain copies
of agendas,
minutes, etc.

Instructional Programming in Specific Curricular Areas

Procedure

Questionnaire

Person(s) Involved Title of Instrument

Staff memhers of I & R Unit--Instructional

37
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Question 3 (Continued):

Procedure

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Individual
interviews

Group inter-
views

Observe unit
meetings

Perion(s) Involved

units using
Wisconsin Design

Unit leaders

Unit leaders

Various unit staff
members

I & R Unit staffs
(2-3 teachers for
each curricular
area)

38

Title of Instrument

Programming Using Wiscon
sin Design

I & R Unit--Instructional
Programming in Reading

I & R Unit--Instructional
Programming in Math

Using questions from the
above three questionnaires

The Descriptor for Indiri-
dualized Instruction

The instruments developed by the researcher were based on informa-

tion from Unit Operations and Roles (DiPego, 1970), The Unit Leader and

Individually Guided-Education (Sorenson, Poole, and Joyal, 1976), and

The Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development: Rationale and

Guidelines (Otto and Askov, 1974). Asnistance in determining the best

procedures and in developing open-ended interview schedules was obtained

from professors with expertise in field methodology. After the instru-

ments were developed, they were submitted to a panel of experts who

were asked to react to the content validity of the instruments. This

panel consisted of persons who had exporience as IGE principals, unit

leaders, and/or teachers, and persons'who have been involved in IGE

development activities at the WisconsinItesearch and Development Center.

54
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Based on the recommendations of the panel meMberi, changes were made to

improve the inetrUments and procedures.

Procedures

The.researcher observed at'Alys Drive Elementary School for a two-.

week period extending from March 29 through April 9, 1976. The re-

searcher was at the school frOM 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily. Prior to

the visit, questionnaires had been mailed to the principal and unit

leaders.. These were collected by the researcher during the period o

observation.

One formal interview was held with the IIC,and one with ihe prin-

cipal. Structured interviews using the Descriptor to collect informa-

tion about instructional programming in reading and in mathematics were

held with each team. Separate interviews were scheduled for reading

and for mathematics for each team. At least two staff members partici-

pated in each interyiew:._ The researcher also interviewed the assistant

superintendent in charge of instruCtion. Thi!'interview-fOcUsed,on_the

growth and development of IGE in the district over a five-year'period.

Notes were taken during all scheduled interviews.

When.the researcher was not involved_in formal interviews time

was used for informal interviews and conversations and for observing

in instructional areas. Informal interviews Were held with all full-time

team members during the two-week period. Beginning on the third day of

the observation, notes were taken whenever convenient during informal

interviews. Additional notes were recorded from memory it the end of

each day.
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The researcher observed informal, organizational, and instructional

activities in all five teams and-in the special areas. Notes were taken

either during or after such observations. These notes included infor-

mation about physical facilities,.schedules, grouping arrangements,

instructional procedures, available materials, and displays of student

products.

Informal conversations were.held with students. They shared infor-

mation about activities they were involved in and their attitudes about

school. Notes were made about these conversations. Informal conversa-

tions were also held with several parents who were in the building for

programs or as volunteers.

The researcher spent approximately half of each eight-hour day

observing and the other half in structured interviews and informal con-

versations.

During the two-week period of observation, copies of agendas and

minutes for IIC and team meetings were requested and obtained. Addl.-

..

tional documents related to ICE implementation and refinement were con-

tributed by various staff members. These included information about

student achievement, schedules, materials being used for instruction

and evaluation, record-keeping and report forms, curriculum guides and

communications with the district office. The researcher attended one

school-wide faculty meeting, one IIC meeting, and three I & R Unit meet-

ings.

Over a period of several weeks after the data had been collected,

the researcher organized the information into a descriptive narrative

55
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report. Copies of sections of this report were sent to the principal,

and other sections were sent to the team leaders. These persons were

invited to read the report and share any corrections or suggestions

with the researcher. Their corrections and some of the suggestions

were incorporated in the final report which appears as Chapters III

and IV of this report.

Data Analysis Procedures

During and after the period of data collection, the data were

separated into the following categories: background information, mul-

tiunit,organization for 1975-1976, activities of the IIC, and activi-

ties of each of the five teams. The background information was further

categorized under the topics of (1) history of IGE at Alys Drive: 1971-

197.5; a) physical facilities; (3) daily schedule; (4) curriculum;

(5) components of IGE; (6) professional activities and concerns; and

(7) goals achieved since implementing IGE. After developing an outline

based on these topics, the researcher recorded all the relevant infor-

mation in a narrative description of Alys Drive School.

The three major questions posed in Chapter I served as the frame-

work for organizing and summarizing the detailed information. First,

the current status of the multiunit organization at the school and the

rationale for this organization were explained. Then the extent to

which the IIC supports instructional programming was summarized. This

was followed by an analysis of instructional programming in reading
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and mathematics at the team (I & R Unit) level. Finally, the five

teamS were compared in terms.of their implementation of instructional

programming for individual students.

Limitations of the Study

This was a case study of a single school. The particular school

was selected because it met the desired criteria. Because the school

is not representative of any larger population of schools, the results

of the study cannot be generalized to other schools. The data which

were collected and recorded in this report are based on the assumption

that the researcher's observations were objective and that the reporting

is accurate.
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CHAPTER III

THE CASE STUDY: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The case study of Alys Drive Elementary School is presented in two

chapters. The first part of this chapter describes the school's in-

volvement with IGE from 1971 to the end of the 1974-1975 school year.

This is followed by general information about the school including

physical facilities, the daily schedule, school-wide curriculum, compo-

nents of IGE, professional activities and concerns, and goals which

have been achieved since IGE was implemented. Chapter IV then describes

the multiunit organization and instructional programming at Alys Drive

. in 1975-1976.

Alys Drive Elementary School is one of six elementary schools in

the Lancaster Central School District; Lancaster, New York.: Students

from kindergarten through the fifth grade attend the elementary schools.

One middle school serves the sixth- through eighth-grade populations;

the ninth- through twelfth-grade students attend the district high

school.

The Lancaster Central School District encompasses the towns of

Lancaster and Depew located east of the city of Buffalo. Residential

areas comprised mainly of single family dwellings occupy most of the
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area included in the district.

The district administration of the Lancaster Schools consists of

the district superintendent, Dr. Hayes; the assistant superintendent in

charge of instruction, Ms. Whittaker; the assistant superintendent in

charge of business, Mr. Bauer; the pupil personnel director, Mr.

D'Amare;the personnel director, Mr. Romance; the elementary curriculum

coordinator, Mr. Bunting; and supervisors of transportation, building,

and maintenance. Each of the school buildings has its own principal.

The Alys Drive Elementary School is located in a residential neigh-

borhood in Depew. At least 80 percent of the residents live in single

family dwellings, and the remainder live in apartment complexes. The

neighborhood is a lower middle class area and most of the residents are

blue collar workers. There are some white collar workers and some

families which are supported by unemployment or welfare incomes.

The student body includes kindergartners through fifth graders.

The enrollment fluctuates between 550 and 600 students.

The History of IGE at Alys Drive: 1971-1975

1971-1972

Implementation and refinement of Individually Guided Education (IGE)

has been an ongoing process at Alys Drive since 1971. In the spring of

that year, Dr. Hull of the State University College at Fredonia an-

nounced plans fora summer workshop focusing on Individually Guided

Education and the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development (WDRSD).
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.14s. Whittaker, assistant superintendent for instruction.in the Lancaster

Central Schools, encouraged the staffs of the district elementary

schools to consider attending the workshop The staffs of two schools,

Alys Drive and Bowmansvillev'expressed interest, so four.teachers repre-

senting the two schools attended the workshop. These teachers returned

to Lancaster with positive reports about the possibilities of the IGE

system. They recommended that the two athools seek further information

about IGE and WDRSD. The district Individualization of Inatruction

Committee recommended that the district support the two schools_in pur-

suing Individually Guided Education.

N. Sciole the principal of Alys Drive Elementary School), one

teacher at Alys Drive, the district curriculum coordinator, and repre-

sentatives from Bowmanaville attended a Principal-Unit Leader-Workshop.

With the assistance and support of Ms. Whittaker and Mr. Sciole, weekly

inservioe workshops were planned for the 1971-1972 school year. These

were attended by the Ltrat- and second-grade teachers of Alys Drive

and Bowmansville Schools and the reading teacher from Alys Drive. The

workshops focused on the components of IGE and on the Wisconsin- Design

for Reading Skill Development; Word Attack. The agenda for the second

"IiibeYvice workshop, October 20, 1971, from 2:45 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. serves

as an ex!.ple of the content of these workshops. This agenda included

the following items:

1. Brief discussion of last meeting
2. Instructional Programming Model
3. Organizational Chart of a Multiunit School

4. Videotape - Elaine M:Gregor

6 0
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To gain further information about IGE, four teachers traveled to

Madison to attend the State Coordinators meeting in the fall of 1971.

In addition to attending the meeting, the teachers visited an IGE school

in Appleton, Wisconsin.

During the year, the Board of Education was asked to support the

implementation of the Wisconsin Design and the multiunit school organiza-

tion. The Board granted permission to implement these changes for a

trial Period of five years.

Through the workshops and other meetings in 1971-1972, plans were

made to use the WDRSD: Word Attack materials in the first and second

grades beginning in September,,1972. Two I & B. Units were organized to

include all first- and second-grade students and teachers. These were

called Team A and Team B. Each team included both first- and second-

grade students.

1972-1973

During the 1972-1973 school year, the remedial reading teacher at

Alys Drive, Ms. LaCrego, became more involved with.the total reading pro-

gram. AB the reading teacher, Hs. LaCrego had been primarily responsible

for providing remedial instruction for those students who needed it, and

for providing assistance to the classroom teachers at their request.

After becoming acquainted with the WDRSD materials and procedures,

Ms. LaCrego developed a plan for a Reading Center which would serve all

students, not just those who needed remedial instruction. The Reading

Center would have a specific location in two unoccupied classrooms. The
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teams which were using WDRSD would schedule instruction in word attack

skills at different times Of the day. The staff of each team would

continue to identify the students to be grouped for instruction on cer-

tain skills. Some of these groups would then be assigned to the Reading

Center. The.students in these groups would go to the Reading Center at

the scheduled time for instruction with the reading teacher. Having

the reading teacher available as an additional staff meMber would make

it possible to provide instruction in a greater nuMber of skills at

any one time as well as decrease the size of the groups.

Tile principal and some staff members participated in workshops and

other inservice programs related ealIGE throughout the 1972-1973 school

year. Plans were made to implement WDRSD at the third-grade level in

the coming year.

The WDRSD: Word Attack Skills materials were used throughout the

year by the two teams which included the first- and second-grade stu-

dents. At the end of the school year, parents were asked to respond

to a questionnaire. An abbreviated form cl the questionnaire and sum-

marized responses are shown in Figure.3.1.

The teachers were asked to write their reactions to the first year

'in the IGE program. Their responses were as follows:

STRENGTHS

1. Teacher aides

2. Skill sequence in Reading (Wisconsin Design Testing)

3. Increased use of.diversified materials

6 2
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LANCASTER ELEMENTARY I.G.E. - PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE -
ALYS DRIVE SCHOOL - 1972-1973

Teachers and Administrators have worked many hours this year planning
and presenting our new I.G.E. Elementary Program. Our goal is to
present teaching situations which best meet each child's individual
learning needs. At the end of our first year, we would like to know
how parents feel about our program. Please take time to answer this
questionnaire and return it by Friday, June 15th.

1. Did your child enjoy school this year?

Very much (122) Sometimes (43) Very little (0)
No difference from last year (11)

2. Did your.child comment about school experiences this year?

Every day (42) Frequently (92) Once in a while (32)
No difference from last year (0)

3. His your child developed any new interests this year as a result
of the I.G.E. Program?

Yes (118) No (41)

4. Which of the following learning experiences did your child enjoy?

a. Independent learning
Very much Sometimes Very little

activities 94 58 6

b. Activity Room 124 27 10
c. Books and Materials 129 32 3

d. Art activities 119 35 9

e. Group of Teachers 99 42 10
f. Group of Children 107 38 6

g.

h.

Library - Media Center
Working with different

126 26 2

age groups 67 67 16

Figure 3.r

Parent Responses to Questionnaire

Q
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LANCASTER ELEMENTARY I.G.E. - PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE -
ALYS DRIVE SCHOOL - 1972-1973

5. In your.opinion, what did your child gain.most from the I.G.E.
Program?

6. Do you feel this Program should continue?

Yes (156) No (6)

7. What did you like about the reporting system?

Figure 3.1 (Continued)

Parent Responses to Questionnaire

6 4
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4. Children really reading at own rate

5. Children more aware of what they can do

6. Skills well learned

7. Teachers' attitudes toward learning changing; pro-
viding classroom environments which foster learning

8. Child attitudes toward reading seem to have improved

9 "Reading is many different kinds of material"

10. Retooling can be exciting

11. Availability of resource files

12. Activity room

13. Greatest progress in attitudes of students and teach-
ers

14. Children more eager to read

15. Children's reading ability improved

16. Gives a concrete basis for evaluation of children and
reports to parents

WEAKNESSES

1. Printing of some tests needs.to be improved

2. Sequence in two levels needs to be reviewed

3. Not many changes made in teachers' methods of instruc-
tion or goals

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT OR NEEDS .

1. Revise test sequence in B and C level

2. Define individualization for our program

3. Centralize materials

6 5
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1973-1974

In September, 1973, a new multiunit organization was created to in-

clude first-, second-, and third-grade students. There were then three

teams. Team A included all the first-grade students. Teams B and C

each included second- and third-grade students. The WLRSD: Word Attack

materials were used by all three teams. One teacher on each team had

a self-contained room to provide a less diverse setting for those stu-
4A...-ae,:°2.....--

dents who had not functioned as well as expected in the situations in-

volving re-grouping among the. 'entire team. Within these self-contained

roomsi individualized instructional procedures were used by the class-

room teachers.

During the 1973-1974 school yea; ..eadership and assistance con-

tinued to be provided by Ms. Whittaker at the district level and by Mr.

Sciole within the school. Some teachers attended workshops; inservice

programs were held in the district.

By this time, additional support for IGE schools was being provided

by the Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES), First Super-

visory District, Erie County--one of the regional education agencies in

New York. Each BOCES has a director for Optional Educational Programs

(OEP). IGE is one of the optional educational programs in the state.

Thus, the OEP director in each BOCES office serves as a consultant for

the IGE schools in that region.

An example of the involvement of BOCES is provided in the agenda

for a meeting on December 4, 1973. This agenda contained the following

information:
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
First Supervisory District, Erie County

INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION MEETING

DATE: December 4, 1973 (Tuesday)

TIME: 3:00 - 8:00 P.M.

PLACE: Alys Drive School - Lancaster Pupil Schools

Agenda

3:30 - 4:00 Welcome and get acquainted.

4:00 - 4:30 New York State Education Department's Role - Mr. David
Weeks, Division of Elementary Supervision, New York State
Education Department.

4:30 - 4:45 B.O.C.E.S. role in I.G.E. - Jack Hanssel, B.O.C.E.S. 11,
Erie County

4:45 - 5:00 Visitation - Alys Drive School

5:00 - 6:00 Status report of participating districts.

6:00 - 7:00 Dinner

7:00 - 8:00- Small groups
a. Time for planning
b. Multiple age groups
c. Reporting to parents
d. Community evidence
e. Wrap-up And next steps

Continuing leadership and support for IGE in New York were also pro-

vided by Dr. Hull at Fredonia and Dr. King in the State Department of

Education. These two men share the responsibility for coordinating IGE

activities in the state of New York.

In responsa to questions and concerns which were arising about tbis

6 7
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:new system and program, 21 teachers representing the two IGE schools
_

attended a meeting of the Board of Education to explain how'the program

was functioning.

Some of the teachers were asked to serve as consultants.to schools

in other districts. In Lancaster, district policy does not permit

teachers to-earn. fees for consultant services carried out on school

time. It was decided that the fees earned in consulting about implemen-

tation of ICE or WDRSD would be deposited in a special district fund.

'This fund was to be used to.bring other consultants to the Lancaster

District, thus providing additional opportunities for professional growth

for the faculties of the IGE schools.

By 1973, a Systemwide Policy Committee (SPC) had been formed in

the Lancaster School District.. The SPC was composed of two persons from

the central office and the principals and all unit leaders from the two

IGE schools. The SPC did not designate .a permanent chairperson. It

was decided to share this responsibility by having the sPc meMbers al-

ternate as chairpersons for the meetings.

The staffs of the IGE schools recognized that their instructional

programs could be improved if more'student teachers were assigned.to

their schools. The SPC recommended that a brochure be prepared which

would provide-an overview of the multiunit school and the,meaning of- -

IGE. A copy of thib brochure is shown in Figure 3.2. This brochure was

then made 'available to colleges and universities in the area for distri-

bution to those students who were making plans for their student teach-

ing experience. The brochures were sent to the State University of New
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York at Buffalo, Medaille College, Conesius College, arid D'Youville

College.

In the same year, Medaille College began the development of a com-

petency-based teacher education program which required that provisions'

be available for them to send education students into schools for obser-
.

vation, participation, and student teaching. The Lancaster School

District contacted Medaille to discuss ways in which the institutions

could support and assist each other's programs. One of the Alys Drive

teachers, Ms. Nemmer, served on the committee at Medaille to develop

the competency-based program.

Near the end of the school year, the IIC devoted some of its meet-

ings to planning for the follawing school year. The minutes of their

meetings on April 24 and 25, 1974, included the follawing references to

planning the multiunit organization for 1974-1975:

Need to meet again to determine how teams will be
set up for next year -- this includes both staff and
children.

We need to give more consideration to ability of
children when assigning them to a unit.

Depending on what is done in fourth grade next
year Team C sees possibilities of working with next
level to group for reading, math and spelling.

The minutes of an IIC meeting on May 7, 1974, included the following

remarks from Ms. LaCrego, the reading teacher:

Team Structure
On May 30th a meeting will be held with all IGE

staff to assign children to groups.
Teachers should have information on each child

as to standing in Math & Spelling.
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leam A will provide information on Reading
Skills & Comprehension for children on their team.

Reading Teacher will 'correlate information on

Reading for cidren woeking on Team B & C and also

for Kdg. children.
After children are assigned to teams, I will

meet with Teams to set up comprehension groups for

next,year.
4th grade teachers might,also set up reading

groups for 5th grade teaChers. I will meet with

you to inform you of new materials that will be

available at 5th grade level.

1974-1975

A new multiunit organization was created for the 1974-1975'school

year as the fourth-grade students and teachers became involved in the.

IGE organization and in using WDRSD: Word Attack materials. Four teams

were organized: Team A included all six-year-olds (first-grade students);

Team B included seven- and eight-year-olds (most of the second graders

and some third graders); Team C also consisted of seven- and eight-year-

olds (some second graders and most 'a the third-grade students); and

Team D was composed of eight- and nine-year-olds (the.fourth araders).

The inclusion of self-contained individualized tlasses on Teams A and B

was discontinued. The staffs of those teams felt that the children *.

did not need the self-contained atmosphere.

Instructional programming was expanded to include WDRSD: Study

Skills and instruction in mathematics. The Reading Center continued to

function effectively and by this time was considered to be the heart of

the school7wide reading program.

In 1974, Ms. Whittaker worked with interested,persons from other

districts to establish a Hub for the IGE schools in western New York.

7 4
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Workshops related to several aspects of IGE were conducted during this

school year. Using the money from the consultant fees fund, outside

speakers were brought in for workshops which were scheduled from 3:30

to 8:30 approximately once a month. These workshops were open to all

IGE schools in the Hub. Topics for three of these workshops were WDRSD:

Study Skills, Mathematics in IGE Schools, and Individually Guided Moti-

vation.

Faculty members in the IGE schools and Ms. Whittaker in the central

office became increasingly involved in professional IGE activities be-

yond the district. In June, 1974, and June, 1975, they organized

Principal-Unit Leader Workshops for the Hub schools and other interested

persons. In the fall of 1975, they conducted a "One Step Beyond Aware-

ness Workshop" for the Hub schools.

In the summer of 1975, Ms. Whittaker and Ms. LaCrego conducted a

workshop for fourteen of the district's substitute teachers. The pur-

pose of the workshop was to help these teachers understand IGE and the

instructional procedures used in the IGE schools.

Near the close of the 1974-1975 school year, plans were made for

reorganizing the multiunit organization for September, 1975. The

planning involved including the fifth graders and responding to some

of the concerns related to the 1974-1975 organization. Excerpts from

the agenda of an IIC meeting on April 10, 1975, provide insight into the

goals and concerns which were considered in the planning stages:

1. Discussion of tentative goals
(a) Multiage 'uouping
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(b) Math Programs
(c) Fifth grade involvement in IGE

2. Needs
Team A 2 lower primary sections*

2 middle primary sections*
Team B 3 lower primary sections

2 middle primary sections
(a) IIC and Team A and. B members agree on concept
(b) We have some information on criteria for multi-

aging but would like more
(c) Team C - undecided
(d) Team D - favors concept and is willing to con-

tinue this type of grouping
(e) Fifth grade - needs to know more about IGE

Problems
(a) Intermediate - Lacks time to adequately plan

for children who would be involved in an ex-
tended multiage program

(b) Intermediate - Team D finds it difficult to
plan for IGE program as developed so far at
this level

Additional information about the rationale for the 1975-1976 mul-

tiunit organization was gathered through informal conversations with

some teachers. They indicated that consideration was given to: (1) the

numbers of students and staff which could be grouped together for an

effective team; (2) providing the most effective means for meeting the

needs of individual students; (3) assigning teachers who work well to-

gether to a team; (4) assigning teachers to teams at their preferred

level of instruction (e.g., lower primary, fourth grade, upper interme-

diate, etc.); (5) assigning students to teams by grade level to provide

for grade level instruction in social studies and science; and (6) keeping

*Among the primary faculty, different terms were used to describe
certain aspects of the school's program. "Lower primary" was synonymous
with "first grade" and "middle primary" with "second grade."

7 6
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grade level students together to meet the requests of some of the art,

music, and physical education teachers.

Based on the above information and considerations, the regular

Classroom staff members and all first- through fifth-grade students

were assigned to teams for the 1975-1976 school year.

The preceding section has described the development of IGE at Alys

Drive over a four-year period. The 1975-1976 implementation of the

multiunit school organization and of instructional programming are de-

scribed later in Chapter IV. To provide a complete picture of the set-

ting in which these components of IGE are being implemented, additional

background information is presented in the remainder of this chapter.

Physical Facilities

Alys Drive School is located on a large open lot covering approxi-

mately the space of two city blocks. All the area is grass covered

exc-rit for sidewalks, the driveway, and the parking area in the front

of the building. Playground equipment including climbing bars, wings,

and seesaws is located behind the building. One area is used for a

baseball diamond: The rest of the area is open space, available for any

type of playground activity.

Alys Drive School was built in 1964. The entire building is on one

level (see Figure 3.3). It includes a central section and two wings.

The two wings .cDntain fhe classrooms for the first- through fifth-year

students. The central section includes rooms for all other school

7 7
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functions. These consist of two kindergarten classrooms; the Media

Center; the faculty lounge,.storage rooms, and school offices; rooms

for health services, speech lessons, and other special instruction;

classrooms for art vocal music, and instrumental music; the gymnasium;

an area including a stage cafetorium,-and kitchen; and the boiler room.

The rooms in the two classroom wings are located side by side

along either side of the hallways. Each room has a single entrance

from the hall. There are no doorways or movable walls between the

rooms. The hallways and classroom floors are tile.

All of the classrooms have the same basic structure. The outside

walls have a large window area. A desk-height cabinet containing the

heating and ventilating elements as well as some storage space runs

the full length of the windows. On the wall space beside the windows is

a tall cupboard with four or five open shelves for storage. Along the

opposite wall, the space is occupied by storage areas. Approximately

three-fourths of this space consists of closed storage shelves and

drawers under a desk-height counter. A sink is built into this counter

area. The remainder of the storage space is a taller cupboard which

includes shelves and a coatrack. In the primary wing, a portion of this

wall space is occupied by a lavatory. The wall space above the counter

top is covered with bulletin boards to a height of approximately seven

or eight feet. The wall above this area is clear glass, permitting the

light from the rooms to brighten the halls. One end wall of each room

holds a large chalkboard three-fourths the width of the wall; the other

end wall has a bulletin board of the same size. .
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The rooms have a variety of types of furniture. Sufficient desks

and chairs are available for each student to have a place of his or her

own. Each teacher has a desk and chair. A variety of other furnish-

ings are'available in the rooms. These include portable dividers made

of three hinged bulletin boards'. These are on wheels and can be ar-

ranged as a straight divider or turned at angles to form a three-sided

divider in many shapes such as r-- , , and /-1. Work tables of

different heights, three- or four-drawer file cabinets, soft furniture

such as sofas or large pillows, and a piece of carpet are available in

some rooms. Each room has a telephone connected to the intercom system.

In the halls, the walls are lined with individual coatracks for the

students. Each rack has a coat hook; appfoximately ten inches above

the floor is a shelf which can hold books, boots, gym shoes, etc. The

top of the row of coatracks is a narrow shelf which can be used for

storing student materials or for displaying three-dimensional projects..

The kindergarten rooms, gymnasium, art room, music rooms, and

other special areas have many of the same characteristics as the class-

rooms. However, their sizes, arrangement of storage space, and provi-

sion of furnishings are varied to suit the type of instruction which

occurs in each area.

The school office area includes the principal's office, a small

conference room, a closet and a large room which includes a reception

area and desks for the two secretaries.

A room which serves an important function for virtually all of the

staff members is the faculty lounge, located in the central hall. The

0
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faculty lounge is a spacious room, approximately one and a half times

the size of the classrooms; It has one large window Which looks over

an open grassy area of the playground. The lounge is/comfortably fur-

nished with a couch, several casual chairs, six tables each surrounded

by straight-back chairs, a desk, a magazine rack, coatracks, and a stove-

refrigerator unit. Two telephones, one connected to the intercom and

one for outside calls are in the lounge. There are two chalkboards in-

stalled on the walls.

-- Across the hall from the lounge is a faculty workroom which also

serves as a storage room. This room has open shelves on three 6- 'es.

A variety of basal reading books are stored on these shelves. The

room contains two large work tables. On one of them is a duplicating

machine and paper supplies. Cardboard boxes containing files of ditto

masters for instruction in reading and mathematics cover the second

table. A file cabinet is filled with copies of tests for use-in read-

ing and mathematics. Equipment which is shared by all staff members is

also stored in the workroom. This includes an opaque projector, a

rear projector system for a 16mm projector, and reel-to-reel tape re-

corders.

The Media Center is also located in the central hall. It consists

of one large room and two small rooms. In the large rclr are shelves

containing the books which are circulated. The furnishings include a

check-out desk, four gtudy carrell spaces, and several reading tables.

The floor in one corner is carpeted for a story area. One of the small

rooms is designated as a reference room. In it are standard reference
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materials such as encyclopedias and atlases as well as the biography

collection. The other small room includes the Media Center director's

desk, a work area, and storage space for non-print media.

The Media Center collection of books, magazines, and non-print

media exceeds the minimum standards for school library resources as

recommended by the state of New York. In April, 1976, the collection

consisted of approximately 6,000 books, 23 magazines, 644 filmstrips,

73 multimedia kits, and 543 tape recordings. (Some of ehese materials

are checked out to the Reading Center on a long-term basis, but are part

of the Media Center collection.) The total book circulation for the

period from September, 1975, through March, 1976, was 23, 417.

Two of the rooms which were originally built for classroom use are

now used for the Reading Center. The built-in storage space in these

rooms is the same as in the classrooms. Additional storage space has

been created in one room by building floor-to-ceiling open shelves which

L.

extend the width of the room. The furniture in the Reading Center rooms

includes student tables, Individual desks, chairs of different sizes,

a large open storage rack, and a teacher's desk, chair, and filing cabi-

net.

A third classroom which is not needed for a class at the present

time is designated as a multi-purpose room. It is available for use by

staff members and students as the need arises. A variety of desks,

tables, and chairs, along with a kitchen stove, make up the furnishings

for the multi-purpose room.

8 2
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Daily Schedule

School is in session each day from 8:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. Students

begin to arrive at the building saon after 8:30. Those who arrive at

this time congregate in the wide hallway just insida the main entrance.

They visit with their friends, talk to teachers as they walk by, sit

against a wall and read, or just stand or wander acound quietly.

At 8:45 a bell rings and the students move through the halls tb

their team areas. After depositing outdoor wear at theircoatracks,

they.go into their homerooms, or visit with friends in the halls or

other rooms. At 8:55 a signal on the intercom indicates that students

are to be in their rooms.

Daily morning exercises are conducted by students over the intercom

system. Responsibility for these exercises rotates from room to room

throughout the year. To open the exercises, a student announces, "We

will"now say the Pledge of Allegiance." Following the Pledge, a patrio-

tic song is announced and the students in charge lead the singing.

Teachers and students throughout the building participate in these

opening exercises. Within the next 15 to 30 minutes, routine matters

such as attendance and lunch count are taken care of in each homeroom.

In all rooms which were observed during this period of time, students

assumed the responsibility for these matters.

After the morning details are completed, the daily schedule varies

from team to team. Team schedules are presented in the next chapter

when each team is discussed in detail. There is no school-wide schedule
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for recesses or breaks. Each team is free to plan these as appropriate

in their total schedule.

Hot lunches are served thc school. Almost all the students stay

at school for lunch. About halt of them buy hot lunches and the others

tring llinches from home. The lunch hdur begins at 11:20 when the Team E

and staff go to lunch. A different team is scheduled for lunch

each 15 minutes, with the last team being served at 12:20. Teams of

students are in the cafetorium for lunch period for thirty minutes.

Supervision is provided by,paid aides. Generally,

their lunches in the faculty lounge. Teachers are

students when they leay,e the cafetorium. A common

most teachers eat

responsible for their

practice is to take

the students back to their team areas where they may have 15 to 30

minutes of free or unstructured time for relaxation.

About 3:00, preparations begin for going home. StA.Idents return to

their homerooms, instructional areas and desks are cleaned up, and stu-

dents get those items which they will wear or take home. Again using

the intercom system, students assume the responsibility for dismissal.

The first dismissal is for those students who walk. Then bus riders

are dismissed, by bus number, as the buses appear in the driveway. By

3:15 most students have left the building.

On Thursdays, the students from Teams A. B, and C are dismissed at

1:30. This early dismissal is included to provide time for team meet-

ings and planning. The original early dismissal schedule included only

Teams A, B, and C because IGE and the Wisconsin Design had not been

implemented at the upper levels. At the present time, Teams D and E

8 4
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are functioning according to the ICE system, but they have been unsuc-

cessful in acquiring the early dismissal time.

Curriculum

Instructional programming at Alys Drive is carried out in reading

and mathematics. In this section, detailed descriptions are presented

of the school-wide aspects of thece programs. Brief overviews of other

curricular areas are also presented, follawed by descriptions of other

resources within the school.

Reading

The school-wide reading program at Alys Drive is an integrated

program which has been developed through the cooperatve efforts of the

principal, the siaffs of the five teams, the reading teacher, and the

Media Center director. The concept of the Reading Center has evolved

:iver a period of four years into a complex combination of materials,

space, time, and personnel which provide the essential elements for

reading instruction throughout the school.

A great variety of .."Iaterials are available for the reading program.

WDRSD materiaig are used as the focus of instruction in word attack and

study skills. All other aspects of reading instruction are combined

under the heading of comprehension. A set of comprehension objectives

has been identified by the System for Pupil and Program Evaluation

Development (SPPED), a component of BOCES. These objectives reflect

the following areas of comprehension: identify details, identify main
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.idea, identify sequence, can follow, directiOns, can infer, draw conclu-

sions, relate cause/effect, distinguish fact/opinion, can classify,

and recognize analogies.

The WDRSD resource files are one source of instructional Materials.

In addition to these materials, a variety of basal reading materials are

available. These include sets of readers from American Book, Benziger,

Ginn, Harper and Row, Houghton Mifflin, Lippincott, and Scott Foresman.

These materials are stored in the faculty workroom.

In the Reading Center and the Media Center a wide varaty c

plementary materials are available. These include: (1) high interest,

low vocabulary book sries; (2) workbooks and duplicating masters;

(3) tapes and_correlated worksheets or activities; (4) boxed sets of

skill tapes and related print materials; (5) individualized le.te of

printed stories and skill materials; (6) hardware kit; of records z,.nd

films and the accompanying viewer and record-player; (7) transparencies;

(8) filmstrips; (9) commercial and teacher-made gmes; and (..0) a

variety of story books..

The reading_teacher, Ms. LaC-ego, has inst.4;tioaal

materials which relate to each of the word attacY and -.;tudy ski2.1s.

This information is recorded in a large three-ring notebook which hes

one or more pages for each skill; under each skill, related 1*_:triala

for instruction are listed. Folders containing wterials for use ia

&fill instruction are filed in a two-drawer file eabiaet in .ae Reading

Center. Five built-in drawers, one for eacb team, are used for storing

partially completed material such as workbooks and printed materials
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from kits which are being used by the students on that team.

Instructional reading 'games are stored in other large drawers. .A

large free-standing storage shelf holds kits and other boxed materials.

Workbooks, duplicating masters, and non-book printed materials are

organized on built-in shelves. Story books are kept on open shelves,

readily accessible to students.

The WDRSD resource files and duplicating masters for two sets of

basal materials are available in file boxes which are stored near the

duplicating machine in the workroom.

Sets of test materials reflecting the objectives for word attack

skills, study skills, and comprehension are available in a file cabinet

in the workroom. The WDRSD skill tests are available for posttesting

upon completion of a sequence of instruction. Informal scanning tests

in word attack skills, developed by Ms. "..iCrego, are available for use

at the beginning of a school year for initial placement in skill groups.

Comprehension tests are available for each grade level. These tests were

developed by teachers in the Lancaster Schools and are based on the set

of comprehension objectives identified by SPPED.

Several forms are used to keep records of the reading achievement

of eachstudent in the school. On a wall in one room of the Reading

Ceilter are five wall charts, one for each team. Each student is listed on

a chart which also lists all of the word attack skills. For each stu-

dent, the chart indicates whether a skill has not yet been introduced,

has been introduced, or has been urlstered. Near this chart are five file

boxes containing folders for each student on each. team. These folders

8 7
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contain work samples of reading activities as well as samples of some of

the tests the student has taken.

The Lancaster Reading Skills Progress Record is used for a perma-

nent record of each student's achievement of reading objectives. Speci-
.. -

fic objectives are listed under the headings of readiness, phonic analy-

sis, structural analysis, lo;;.atiOnal and work study skills, sight vocabu-

lary, vocabulary development, and comprehension. The data on objectives

which have been mastered and can be applied in independent situations are

recorded fA-1 blue; skills which have been mastered according to criterion-

referenced test results but which a student cannot apply independently

are recorded in red. Additional information recorded on the progress

recordtincludes basal readers completed, scores on the Gates MacGinitie

Reading Test, and scores on individual standard (sic) tests.

The school Media Center is another component of the reading prooxam.

All students in the school are scheduled into the Media Center on

weekly basis. Ms. Bell, the Media Center director, works coopera)

with the teachers of each team and the reading teacher to provide in-

struction which is directly relaz.ed to the reading program. Certain

study skills which relate to library usage are taught "by Ms. Bell.

Other personnel who are an integral part of the Reading Center are

the three half-time teacher aides. Under the supervision of the reading

teacher, they monitor small groups in learning activities, give tests

to small groups or individuals, and prepare materials.

To provide for the most effective and efficient use of the Reading

Center, a weekly schedule for instruction is used. A copy of the schedule

88
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is shown in Figure 3.4. The letters (A, B, C, D, E) in each block indi-

cate the team from which the students come at that time. The students

come for instruction related to word attack skills or to comprehension.

(Re-organizing the schedule to provide time for instruction in study

skills is a topic of discussion which has not yet been reSolved.)

In addition to providing instruction on a scheduled basis, the

Reading Center is used for individual testing as requested by teachers.

The reading teacher provides assistance in suggesting tests appropriate

for individual students for particular purposes. Tests marbe admini-

stered by the reading teacher, a team leader or teacher, or an aide.

At certain times during the school year, the reading teacher pro-

vides additional assistance for specific purposes. In the spring, she

works with each team as they make recommendations for student placement

for the next school year. In the fall, she and the aides assist in

giving and scoring the scanning tests which are used in conjunction with

the group charts to determine initial grouping for skill instruction.

During the year, the reading teacher provides input when teams request

help in making decisions about re-grouping students for comprehension.

The interaction of many people and an organization for using the

available materials, space, and time are important elements in the

school-wide reading program. In many respects, Reading Center is synony-

mous with the school-wide reading program.

Mathematics

The mathematics program at Alys Drive is based on the set of
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objectives included in the Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM)

system. The CAM system was developed by the Board of Cooperative

Educational Services (BOCES), First Supervisory District, Erie County,

New York. The CAM system includes sets of objectives, criterion-

referenced tests, and a computer management system. Teachers, super-

visors, and administrators were involved in developing the CAM system.

The objectives and tests which are now in use were developed by six

teachers && 'he product of a workshop in the summer of 1974.

Objectives have been identified for the topics of: sets; numbers,

numerals, number systems; whole number operations; fractions; measure-

ment; geometry; word problems; algebra; and statistics, probability.

Specific objectives related to each topic are identified for each grade

level beginning at the second grade.

The CAM system includes criterion-referenced tests related to the

objectives at each level. Five tests of equal difficulty are provided at

each level. Each test includes at least one item related to each objec-

tive for that level. The tests may be used as overview pretests in

the fall to determine objectives for individual students; as check-up

tests at intervals during the year to determine progress; or as post-

tests at the end of the year to determine which objectives have been

mat;tered. These tests are used in different ways by the five teams. -

Some revisions of the original materials have been made, and others are

anticipated as the result of this year's experience in several schools.

It was the decision of the Alys Drive TIC to use Xhe CAM system as

t:-..cus for mathematics instruction starting inSeptember, 1974.
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(Beginning in September, 1976, all schools in the Lancaster District

will be expected to use the CAM system as the basis of their mathematics

programs.) Each team made the choice to use or not use the computer

management system. Team C is the only team using the computer assis-

tance at the present time.

The district requires that the 1975 Houghton Mifflin materials,

School Mathematics: Concepts_ and Skills, be used as basic mathematics

texts in all schools. This series includes instructional objectives for

all levels. All teams have sufficient copies of the printed materials

from this series for use with all students. Suggested "hands-on" ma-

terials, correlated with the texts and workbooks, are not available at

Alys Drive. A resource file of mathematics material, particularly dupli-

cating masters related to the Houghton Mifflin objectives, is available

in the workroom.

Each team has a collection of supplementary materials, both commer-

cial and teacher-made, for use in mathematics instruction. These in-

clude games, charts, three-dimensional items, and activity sheets.

Using either the CAM objectives or the Houghton Mifflin objectives

the basic framework, the staff members of each team plan, implement,

and evaluate mathematics instruction using whatever procedures they

determine to be most effective for their team.

Language Arts

Decisions regarding instructional materials and procedures for

language arts are made by each team. All teams use a set'of printed

9 °'
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materials, workbooks, activity sheets, or kits, for their spelling pro-

grams. The teams have selected different sets of materials based on

the needs vf their students and the teachers' prior experiences with

spelling materials.

-Some teams use text materials for part of their language instruc-

tion; some use contracts as an organizing technique; others make plans

based on their prior knowledge of what students are expected to learn

at certain levels of elementary school. The amount of cooperative plan-

ning and teaching in language arts varies widely among he teams.

Science

Science: A Process Approach (SAPA) has been selected as the school-

wide science program. Each team has SAPA materials appropriate for the

levels of their students. These materials are not supplied in suffi-

cient quantities for each homeroom to have a set. The degree of use of

SAPA materials and the procedures for planning and teaching science are

determined within each team.

Social Studies

New York State / 3 identified a bnk of so,ciai studies objectives

which should be attained by elementary school,students. Objectives

selected from this bank are used as the framework for social studias

instruction in some teams. Social studies textbooks from several sources

are used at the intermediate levels. Decisions about social studies

materials and instructional procedures are made by teams or by indivi

dual teachers.
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Special Areas: Art, Music, and Physical Education

Special teachers are responsible for instruction in art, music, and

physical education. The students are scheduled for special classes by

homerooms. Students on Teams A and B have two 30-minute ar classes

weekly; on Team C, one 45-minute art class weekly; and on Teams:D and E,

two 40-minute classes weekly. Ms. Lichtenthal is the instructor for

these classes.

Two teachers, Mr. Adamec and.Ms. Anderson, share the responsibility

for physical education. The students on Teams A, B, and C have two half-

hour physical education classes weekly. Two classes are scheduled simul-

taneously. These sessions may be team taught by the two instructors,

or the gymnasium may be divided and each section used for separate

classes. The kindergartners have one half-hour session of physical

education in the gymnasium weekly. Team D and E students have two 45-

minute sessions weekly. This includes swimming instruction at the high

school for Team E students.

Music is taught by a full-time vocal music instructor, Ms. Welch,

and a part-time instructor for instrumental music, Ms. Folaron. All

students receive instruction in vocal muaLc. Team A, B, and C students

have two half-hour classes weekly. Team D and E students have one 45-

minute class. In addition, some Team D and E students meet weekly as

a chorus.

Students in Teams D and E may choose to participate in instrumental

music. Those who choose instrumental music receive small group instruc-

tion On their instt.uments and participate in large group band activities.

9 5
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Additional Resources

Many decisions related to individual students are made by the

Diagnostic Committee. The regular members of this committee are Mr.

Sciole, Ms. LaCrego, Ms. Stewart (the resource teacher), and Mr.

Schwartz (the psychologist). When the committee meets to discuss a

student) the team leader and/or staff teachers of that student's team

1:,-ve on the committee. The committee makes decisions such as assigning

,ents to the Resource Room and determining placement whet there is

z concern about a student's ability to function in a team composed of

his or her age-mates.

Ms. Stewart is the resource teacher. She works individually or in

small groups with students who have particular learning problems. Stu-

dents are referred to the resource teacher by the team teachers.or by

the Diagnostic Committee. For those students who are assigned to the

Resource Room, Ms. -Stewart plans and carries out instructional activi-

ties related Specifically to their needs.

The speech teacher, Ms. Wilke, works individually with those stu-

dents who need help in developing correct speech habits. The amount

and type of instruction each student receives varies, depending on the

students' needs.

Ms. Grabenstatter, the nurse, is at the school approximately 80 per-

cent of the time. In addition to taking care of immediate problems of

sickness and injury, she plans school-wide programs related to health

and safety and is available to assist teams in matters of health and

safety.
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Components of IGE

Two of the components of IGE, the multiunit school organization

and instructional programming, are described in detail in the next

chapter of this report. Curriculum has been described in the preceding

section of this chapter. Information about facilitative environments

was contained in the section describing the history of IGE at Alys

Drive. The three remaining components (evaluation, home-school-

community relations, and research and development) are discussed briefly

in this section.

Evaluation

A comprehensive program for testing student achievement is an im-

portant element of tM evaluation program at Alys Drive. The New York

State Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP) includes fall testing of all stu-

dents in grades 3, 6, and 9. The Alys Drive third graders take the

PEP test each fall. In the spring, all elementary students in the

Lancaster School District take the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test. In

addition to the state and district testing programs, Alys Drive admini-

sters the Stanford Achievement Test to all their students except kinder-

...

gartners each spring. The IIC as well as team staffs review the results

of each set of tests and make modifications in their instructional pro-

grams based on the results.

Throughout the school year, evaluation of instructional programs

is based on pretests, retention tests, check-up tests, and posttests.

The uses of such tests in each teamare.described greater detail in

9 '7
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the next chapter.

Home-School-Community Relations

Alys Drive has not developed a specific plan for a home-school-

community relations pxogram.. However, a variety of activities have

been conducted by the school or by individual teams to keep parents in-

formed about and involved in the school program. During the early

stages of implementidg IGE and WDRSD, several meetings were held to

-elexplain the new proc dures and program. Some of the teams conducted

information meetings for the parents of their students.

IThe uSe of volunteer parents fluctuates from year to year and from

team to team. When a team feels its program would benefit from addi-

tional adult supervi4ion of small group or individual activities, an

effort is made to schedule parent volunteers on a regular basis.

Reporting student progress involves both written progress records

and conferences. At least 90 percent of the parents participate in the

conferendes.

Parents are encouraged to visit school whenever they wish. A limited

nuMber of parents Lake advantage of this opportunity. Parents are more

likely to come when their child is involved in a program. Homerooms

-

and/or teams sponsor programs which relate to their instiuctional pro-

grams. During the two-week period of observation for this study, three*

programs occurred: Team B had a tasting party; one Team A homeroom pre-

sented an Easter play; and all kindergartners were involved in a Bicen'

tennial production. Each program was attended bY parents of at least 50
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percent of the students.

Parents have expressed their support for Alys Drive in other ways.

When some aspect of the school program is threatened as a result of

budget cuts, re-organization, etc., several dozen parents have ex-

pressed their.concerns by writing letters either to the school or to

the district office.

Continuing Research and Development

Because of their interest in continuing research and development,

the Alys Drive staff members agreed to participate in this study as well

as in an earlier study also conducted through the Wisconsin Research and

Development Center.

The IIC is currently working on a proposal to have the school be

validated by the state. This validation would mean that the school

conld apply for Title IV funds. These funds would be used to set up

Alys Drive as a model school for western New York, as well as to provide

more opportunities for participating in conferences and workshops. The

complex procedure of becoming validated requires that the school provide

evidence of the success of their program.

Professional Activities and Concerns

During the second semester, 1975-1976, eight,Of the Alys Drive

teachers, along with teachers from other schools in the area, were en-

rolled in a course, Introduction to IGE. The course was taught by Dr.

Hull from the university at Fredonia. Classes were held at Alys Drive.

9 9
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The course included the seven components of IGE. Heavy emphasis was

placed on materials and procedures appropriate for instructional pro-

gramming in the different curricular areas.

During the two-week period when this researcher observed at Alys

Drive, the staff was planning for parent conferences which were to be

held on three afternoons of the following week. Scheduling conferences

and preparing the necessary written reports occupied much of.the teachers'

planning time. In addition to updating the reading progress records,

teachers also completed a Parent Conference Check List for each stu-

dent.

As discussed earlier, the Media Center functions as an integral

part of the school-wide reading program. However, Ms. Bell expressed

concerns about the manner in which the Media Center currently functions.

Providing regularly scheduled times for each homeroom to use the Media

Center occupies a major portion of each school day, leaving very little

time for students to use the Center for their independent studies and

small group research. In order to provide common planning time for the

staff members of Teams D and E, one homeroom from those teams is sche-

duled for the Media Center at the same time the other groups go to art,

music, and physical education. This makes it impossible for Ms. Bell to

meet with the teams for planning sessions. It also makes it difficult

for her to group the students according to their previous achievement

on study skills objectives related to library usage.
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Goals Achieved Since Implementing IGE

According to the staff of Alys Drive, higher student achievement

has been an important goal for their school. Since the implementation

of IGE, progress has been made toward this goal. Changes have also

occurred in relation to attitudes of community members, library circu-

lation, and the use of materials and equipment,' Staff members provided

information supporting their feelings of success in each of these areas.

This information is presented in the following sections.

Student Achievement

Results of achievement tests support increased student achievement

during the period since IGE has been implemented. In New York, all

third, sixth, and ninth graders participate in the statewide Pupil

Evaluation Program (PEP) each fall. Of these grade leVel groups, only

third graders attend Alys Drive. A five-year summary of the results

of these tests is shown in Table 3.1. These results indicate that

achievement in reading has increased during the past five years among

the students attaining scores in Stanines 1 through 6. Instructional

programming in mathematics was first introduced in 1974; thus, only

the fall, 1975, results could reflect any IGE-related differences.

These results do not indicate increased achievement after the first year

of instructional programming in mathematics.

It is interesting to note ehe fluctuation of achievenent results

over the fiVe-year period, especially the lower achievement in 1973.

This lower achievement occurred in both reading and mathematics. No

101
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Table 3.1

New York State Pupil Evaluation Program:
Five-Year Summary for Alys Drive Elementary School

Percenstage of pupils who obtained total scores within
achievement level groupings for 1971 through 1975

,.

Stanine

Grade 3-Reading

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

7-9

4-6

1-3

25

59

16

28

53

19

26

46

28

28

69

3

28

68

4

N tested 113 120 96 113 100

Stanine

Grade 3-Mathematics
.

1971
,

1972 1973 ._ 1974 1975

7-9

4-6

1-3

37

60

3

26

66

8

26

47

26

38

60

3

33

67

0

N tested 115 121 95 112 100
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final explanation was offered for this occurrence. It was suggested

that the lower performance might have been related to the added strains

on staff members' time and energy which were required in implementing

new procedures (multiunit organization and team teaching) and materials

(WDRSD).

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show a comparison of the Alys Drive 1975 PEP

results with other groups--Lancaster District Schools, public schools

in the state, and public and non-public schools which are similar to

Alys Drive in size and composition of student body. Again, the results

in reading strongly support successful achievement at Alys Drive. The

results in mathematics indicate a decreasing number of students whose

performance is at the lowest level'

In addition to the PEP tests for third grades, Alys Drive regularly

administers the *Stanford Achievement Test and the Gates-MacGinitie Read-

ing Test. The results-of these tests, shown as aVerage grade levels,

are presented in Table 3.4. The average gain is shown for each grade

levei for which results were available for both 1974 and 1975. At all

grade levels where 1974 scores were available for comparison, the stu-

dents achieved higher performance in 1975.

Attitude

AnOther indication of the success of the school program is strong

support from the community. 'In response to a questionnaire about IGE

distributed in June, 1973, 162 parents answered the question,'"Do you

feel this program should continue?" Of these., 156 said "yes" and 6

103
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Table 3.2

New Ycirk State Pupil Evaluation Program-Fall, 1975
Alys Drive Elementary School

Grade 3-Totall Scores--Reading

Stanine
Raw Score

Range

Cumulative Percentage of
Pupils in the:

Cumulative PercentaE
Pupils in Other Referenc

- _

SOhool System
State Public

School$
Public a
Public C

9 48-50 lop 100- 103 10

8 44-47 99 96 97, -9

7 39-43 90 85 89 E

6 32-38 72 68 77 6

5 23-31 49 47 59 4

4 16-22 21 27 40 2

3 12-15 4 12 23 1

-2-- 9-11---- 0-

1 0-8 0 1 4 .

N= -- 100 420 234,837

*C -Type 5 are those schools in New York which are comparable to Alys Drive in size
position of student body.
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Table 3.3

,

Nè Yoik State Pupil Evaluation Program4a11, 1975

Alys Drive Elementary School

Grade 3-Total Scores - -Mathematics

Stanine
Raw Score

Range

Cumulative PerCentage of

Pupils iti the:

Cumulative-Percentage7of-

Pupils in OtherReference Groups

School System
State Public

Schools

hblic.and Non-

Public C-Type 5*

9

8

7

6

5

4

_ 3

2

1

53-60

48-52

42-47

35-41

25-34

18-24

,

11-17-

6-10

0- 5

100

96

86

67

40

7

100

96

85

68,

44

15

4

1

100

95

87

75

58

36

18

5

,

100

95

87

74

57

34

17

5

2

.. 100 422 232,076.

*C-Type 5 are those schools in New York which are comparable to Alys DriVe in size and com-

position of student body.
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Table 3.4

Alys Drive Achievement Results-June, 1975

Test

Grade

1 2 3 4

Stanford Achievement Test

2.28

2.00

3.46

3.11

4.99

3.92

5.26

4.84

7.29

Average Grade Level-1974

Average Grade Level-1975

_

Average Grade Level Gain 1.46 1.88 1.34 2.45

_

Gates-MacGinitie

2;40

2.53

3.44

3.41

4.59

4.63

5.56

Average Grade Level-1974

Average Grade Level-1975

Average Grade Level Gain .97 1.18 .93
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said "no." More recently, parents have written letters to the school

or district to indicate their support for continuing the IGE program.

Books, Materials, and Equipment

The Media Center director reported that circulation of books has

shown a steady increase since the implementation of IGE and WDRSD. The

principal and other faculty meMbers reported that they have been able

to acquire a wider variety of materials as a result of shared usage

throughout the building. Team interaction and planning have also led

to more effective use of the available materials and equipment.

Summary

Background information related to the implementation of IGE at Alys

Drive Elementary School has been presented in this dhapter. Following

a brief introduction to the school and district, the history of IGE

activities from 1971 to 1975 was described. The remainder of the chap-

ter was devoted to describing the environment in which instructional

programming and the multiunit organization were being implemented in

1975-1976.

109
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CHAPTER IV

THE CASE STUDY: IGE AT ALYS DRIVE, 1975-1976

Two components of Individually Guided Education, as implemented at

Alys Drive during the 1975-1976 school year, are described in this

chapter. In the first part, the multiunit organization is presented.

Then the functions and activities of the IIC and of each of the teams

as they carry out instructional programming are described.

Multiunit Organization

The multiunit organization at Alys Drive includes five teams (I & R

Units). The composition of each team in April, 1976, was:

Team A

Team leader Barbata Zgoda

Teachers -- Patricia Bosinski
Natalie Crouch
Deborah Toth

3 Student teachers -- full time (Buffalo State)

3 Participants

88 Students

-- 3 days weekly (Medaille)

-- ages 6, 7, 8 (38 first graders,
50 second graders)

110
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Team B

Team leader -- JoAnne Burgio

Teachers Gail Cannon
Nellie Konst
Jacqueline Liddle
Donna Nemmer

3 Student teachers full time (Buffalo State)

2 Participants 3 days weekly (Medaille)

120 Students ages 6, 7, 8 (1 transfer from
kindergarten, 67 first graders,
52 second graders)

Team C

Team leader -- Geraldine Jakubowski

Teachers -- Linda Beris
Charles Raimondo
Marion Roche

2 Student teachers -- full time (Buffalo State)

97 Students -- ages 8, 9 (82 third graders,
15 fourth graders)

Team D

Team leader -- Genevieve Bulera

.Teachers -- Jane Jnhnson
Ann Marie Lewandowski
Marge Osvath

3 Student teachers -- full time (2Buffalo State,
1Medaille)

104 Students -- ages 9, 10 (2 third graders,
102 fourth graders)

111
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Team E

Team leader -- Beverly Davies

Teachers -- Shirley Erbsmehl
Donald Kwak
Phyllis Morris

2 Student teachers -- full time (Buffalo State)

95 Students -- ages 10, 11 (8 fourth grade'rs,
87 fifth graders)

Other faculty and staff members include:

.Principal -- John Sciole

Kindergarten -- Jeannette Cherry
Diane Sharpe

Reading -- Barbara LaCrego

Art -- JoAnne Lichtenthal

Music -- Christine Folaron
Cathleen Welch .

-Physical- Educatiori---- Jos.eph. Adamec-
.. Nancy Anderson

Media Center Director -- Maxine Bell

Media Center Clerk -- Mary Darmstetter+

Speech -- Marilyn Wilke

Dental Hygenist -- Susan Bortle*

Nurse -- Lois Grabenstatter
_

Psychologist -- Lauren Schwartz*

+Part-time personnel

*District personnel who are available to Alya\Drive upon
request
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Resource

Secretary

Clerical Aide

Teacher Aides

-- Karen Stewart

- - Sara Murphy

-- Carol Gliss+

- - Cynthia Bouman+
Kathleen Decherd+
Mary Wagner+-

The Instructional Improvement Committee (ITC) is composed of Mr.

Sciole, the principal; the five team leaders; Ms. LaCrego, the reading

teacher; and Mr. Adamec, representing the special teachers.

The members of the Systemwide Policy Committee (SPC) are Ms.

Whittaker and Mr. Bunting from the district office and the principals

and all unit leaders from the two IGE schools in the district.

The kindergartens are not included in the multiunit organization.

Each kindergarten teacher has a morning session

.The kindergartens zre,bailCally-self-contained.
--------------

93

and an afternoon session.

Ms. Zgoda, the Team A

leader, provides instruction in word attack skills for

ners who have acquired the necessary readiness skills.

is scheduled for three half-hour periods weekly.

The Instruaional Improvement Committee

nine kindergart-'

This instruction

In this section,.the TIC is discussed in detail. The description
_

focuses on the activities carried out to: (1) maintain communication

throughout the building and the district; (2) coordinate resources

+Part-time.personnel

143
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within the building; and (3) cooracaate instruction, incduding Step 1

of instructional programming.

Regular IIC meetings are held after school on Monday every other

week. Additional meetings are scheduled whenever a special need

arises; they are usually held on Monday afternoon or before school

on Tuesday.

Agendas are either written or announced prior to each meeting.

Items for the agenda may be suggested by any member of the IIC. Minutes

are written for each meeting and are diatributed to all staff members.

In general, the IIC meetings are attended only by the regular members.

Other staff members sometimes attend meetings if an agenda item is of

particular concern to them.

The activities and decisions of the IIC involve communication and

coordination. Coordination includes arranging for the use of time,

facilities, and personnel throughout the school, as well as planning

for instruction in several curricular areas.

Communication

Within the building, the IIC serves as the .nlaNuunication link among

the five teams and with other staff members. At team meetings, con-

cerns and ideas may arise which are of relevance to others in the build-

ing. These matters are taken to the IIC by the.team leader. IIC deci-

sions and other matters of discussion are reported back to staff teach-

ers by the team leaders. Distribution of IIC mlnutes and informal

114
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conversations also serve to keep all staff menibers informed about

building-wide matters.
--

The IIC also Serves as the communication link with the SPC and

other district office persons. One example of such communication oc-

curred in the spring of 1975. The issue was the need for additional

planning time for the intermediate teams. The IIC prepared a compara-

tive time analysis indicating what could be accomplished with the

extra planning time as compared to the possibilities without the time.

The analysis was presented to the superintendent for his consideration.

In April, 1976, the IIC was working on another matter involving

communication with the district office. Sixth-grade students are cur-

rently at the Midd3e School. During the 1976-1977 school year, part of

the Middle School building will be remodeled; thus, the sixth grades

are being assigned to elementary buildings where space is available.

Three sixth-grade classes will be located at Alys Drive. The addition

of these students requires changes in room assignments and in schedules.

One concern of the IIC is to maintain the Reading Center. Another

is to include the sixth grades as a new team in the multiunit organiza-

tion. During the 1975-1976 school year, the IIC identified problem's

posed by the addition of the sixth-grade students. They also developed

suggested solutions for some of the problems. The IIC requested that

Mr. Sciole arrange for them to meet with the superintendent to discuss

matters related to the returning sixth grades. The TIC listed some con-

cerns, as well as tentative solutions, in outline form for presentation

to the superintendent. The outline is shown-in Figure 4.1.

11.5
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CONCERNS 1976-1977

April 8, 1976

I. Staff Concerns

A. Scheduling

1. Common Instructional Blocks
2. Common Planning Blocks

B. Large Area Instructional Spa,e

1. Primarily to maintain Reading Center Concept

2. Large Group Team Activities

3. Central organization of materials

C. Primary Large Block Planning time

D. Aides

1. Continuation of a multitude of services to staff & children

2. Need to decide how aides are to be used at 5th & 6th grade

level

. Unit Approach to Individualization

1. Maintain flexibility in grouping in all curriculum areas

2. Maintain Team Approach between Units, Reading Teacher

and aides
3. Continue increased higher child participation ratio in

reading due to smaller group sizes
4. Continue effective use of individual Teacher -- i.e.

Word Attack Skills 1 objective, 1 group of children need-

ing common instruction, 1 teacher

5. Clerical organization maintained by aides

6. Staff attitude
7. Individual Unit programs 76-77

F. Team? (Sixth Grade).

1. Participation:in IGE, Wisconsin Design, etc.

2. Utilization of individual teacher talents

3. Scheduling iao Reading Center

Figure 4.1

IIC Planning Report for 1976-1977
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G. Budgeting

97

1. Transfer of portion of 6th Grade funds from Middle

School 1 Alys Drive
Materials and furniture
Inventory of materials being returned to Alys Drive

2.

3.

4. Library materials

H. Special Areas - eitra tea.chers

I. Grouping - team structure

1. grade level
2. multi-age

J. Team cluster arrangement

K. Student Teachers

1. Interest
2. Space

Community Concerns 76-77

A. Continuation of IGE and Current Reading Program

B. Continuation of Reading

C. Continuation of child's
own rate and style

D. Small groups in Reading

Tentative Solutions 76-77

A. Scheduling - With services of 1/2 time Art teacher-common
instructional blocks and planning blocks maintained

Center Concept

instructional needs being met at

- higher child participation ratio

B. Large Arca Instructional Space

_

1. Remove section-Uf-wail-betWeen. RoomT13-an
large store room

C. Large Block Plannink Time?

Figure 4.1 (Continued)

IIC Planning Report for 1976-197.7
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D. Aides?

E.

98

1. continue to work with reading teacher and teams?

2. need to deiermine use of aide time at 5th and 6th grade level

Unit Approach

1. Flexibility maintained
2. Teaming with Reading Teacher and Aides?

a. Depends on Large Instructional Space

b. Continuation of aide employment

3. Child participation ratio? Reading

4. Effective use of individual Teacher Reading?

5. Clerical maintenance of material organization?

6. Staff attitude?

7. Individual Unit Program's 76-77

F. Sixth Grade Team

1. Need identification of Teachers

2. Schedule meeting of IIC

G. Budgeting?

H. Special Areas - commitment of 1/2 time art teacher at our speci-

fied schedule

I. Grouping

J. Team Cluster Arrangement

1. 3 Team C roons transfer to primary wing or 4 depending on pos-
sibility of rennovation of large group instructional area

2. 6th grade utilize rooms in intermediate wing

K. Student teachers

Report prepared by:
Instructional Improvement
Committee - Alys Drive .

Figure 4.1 (Continued)

IIC Planning Report for 1976-1977
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On.April 8, 1976, the IIC held a special meeting to discuss the

procedures to use in presenting the information to the superintendent

at the meeting scheduled for the following week. An agenda was prepared

for the meeting, indicating the order in which topics would be con-

sidered along with the name of the IIC member who would present each

topic.

Coordination: Resources

any decisions related to coordinating the use of resources--time,

facilities, personnel--are made on an annual basis. Decisions related

to short-term matters are made in response to specific needs or Concerns.

Time

Mr. Sciole and Mr. Adamec assume the responsibility for developing

the school-wide schedule for special teachers. Through the IIC, each

team indicates its particular needs, especially their suggestions for

common planning time. Based on information received from team leaders,

the schedule is prepared.

Through the actioris of the IIC, a weekly early dismissal has been

acquired for_ the primary teams. The IIC is continuing its efforts to

gain the same for the intermediate teams.

Facilities and Equipment

The IIC determines how classrooms will be assigned to each team.

In planning for the return of the sixth grades for 1976-1977, the IIC
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has had to prepare changes in room assignments. Insofar as possible,

all rooms for a single team are located in the same area. For the

1976-1977 school year, this appears to be impossible; the most feasible

plan devised so far will require that Team C students and teachers be

split between the primary and intermediate wings. On an ongoing basis,

requests for special use of spaces such as the cafetorium are handled

through the office.

Same equipment and materials are shared throughout the building.

Several major pieces of hardware are managed through the use of sign-up

sheets. Most materials are catalogued in the Media Center and are ob-

tained through regular check-out procedures. There appears to be little

need for IIC involvement in coordinating the use of equipment and other

materiala.

Each team assumes the responsibility for ordering its own supplies.

Special teachers order the supplies which they need. Mr. Sciole com-

bines all requests into one school order to be sent to the district

office. Undesirable overlaps of requests are corrected in this final

order.

Personnel

Decisions regarding the placement of students and teachers within

the multiunit organization are made by the IIC. Io determining the

composition of teams, consideration is given to the number of students,

space allocation, and problem situations Which should be alleviated.

At times,the IIC conveys suggestions about the need for additional

1,,Vts
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personnel to the district office. An-additional half-time art teacher

has been requested for the 1976-1977 year. The three half-time aide

positions were obtained at the request of the IIC.

Coordination: Planning for Instruction

Coordination of instruction includes decisions related to achieving

continuity of instruction in curricular areas and decisions related to

Step 1 of instructional programming.

Continuity of Instruction

The original decision to implement IGE and to use WDRSD: Word

Attack was made prior to the organization of the IIC. Since then, the

IIC has had responsibility for curricular decisions at the building

level. Many decisions about materials to be used in different curricu-

lar areas are made at the district level. However, the IIC did decide

-^.
to use Oe CAM system as the focus for mathematics instruction beginning

in September, 1974. The IIC also requested and received permission to

implement the Study Skills element of WDRSD.

Continuity, of instruction is, to some extent, achieved through a

graded organization in which students learn content appropriate to their

grade level. In the curricular areas for which instructional objectives

have been identified, continuity is achieved by organizing instruction

around the objectives. As an example, in mathematics, the basic set of

objectives for Team C are those identified in the CAM system for Level

3. However, objectives at lower or higher levels are selected for

121
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those students whose performance on the criterion-referenced tests in-

dicates a need for instruction at Level 2 or 4.

Through informal interaction as well as focused discussion, a

general understanding of the content of each curricular area foi each

team or grade level has evolved'.

The IIC's concern for continued efforts in this area is indicated

ia an IIC agenda item for the April 10, 1975, meeting:

IIC-Needs
(1) If goals are to be met IIC would have to be-
come more active to insure continuous progress
for children and coordination of.curriculum.

Instructional Programming - Step 1

In reading and mathematics, school-wide objectives are identified

as those which are included in the programs being used in these areas,

i.e., WDRSD: Word Attack Skills; WDRSD: Study Skills; SPPED comprehen-

sion objectives; and CAM mathematics objectives.

The lIC and the-teams have deVeloped minimum criteria for promo-

tion which also serve as general objeCtiveS. A set Of criteria has

been developed for the first- throUgh fourth-grade students. Each set

includes criteria for reading (comprehension and skills), mathematIts,

and social and emotional maturity. These triteria for each grade level

_
are presented in Figure 4.2,in the-form-in Which they are on file at

the school.
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First Year Students

I. Completed a Primer Reader (minimum requirement)

Completed A Skills

II. Math -

Memorize basic add & sub. facts to 10 (11-20 - optional)

Count and write numerals to 100

Introduction to:

time (hour & half)
tens
symmetry
1/2 - 1/4

III. Social Maturity.

Second Year Students

I. Reading Comprehension

A. Finish 1
2

satisfactorily. Teacher uses own judgment
according to reading series and child's performance.

*Gives Gates at end of year

II. Skills

A. Students should be strong in B skills. (Be able to

apply these skills) Vowel skills are the most impor-

tant B skills.

III. Math

A. Basic equation concept

1. missing addends
2. regrouping
3. addition
4. subtraction

Figure 4.2

Minimum Promotion Criteria
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B. Numerical sequence 1-1000

IV. Independent work habits - good attention span - read and

interpret directions. Good listening habits.

V. Maturity-- don't confuse.immaturity with discipline prob-

lems.

VI. Ability and IQ - If child does not have high IQ and he is
working at his potential he should be put into the next
level.

If student has high IQ and not working to his potential,
he should be retained.

Third Year Students

I. Reading Comprehension

-- Completed to second level, ready for third

-- Judgment will vary with series used.

II. Math

-- Completed second level, ready for third

-- Sums to 18
-- Knowledge of equations and working foims

-- Addition and subtraction - regrouping

-- Introduced to multiplication

III. Skills

Be strong in phonics portion of C skills. Able to apply.

IV: Maturity

-- Social maturity - are they ready to advance

-- Stigma of being retained - peers
-- Consider actual value of retaining.socially mature

child that is an underachiever (working to ability)
-- Family situation

-- acceptance by parents

Figure 4.2 (Continued)

Minimum Promotion Criteria
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-- siblings on same_team
-- child's acceptance of retention

FoUiEh Year Students

I. Academic Progress

A. Achieved 3.0
Spelling and

B. Received 4.0
and science

II. Maturation

level placement in Math, Language,
Reading (Gates)

level instruction in social studies

A. Establishes workable relationships with teachers

and peers

B. Completes assignments

C. Demonstrates independence and responsibility

D. Size (height) is appropriate to peer group at

team levels

III. Achievement

IV.

V.

A. Emphasis is placed on individual capacity and

ability. Children working up to capacity should

not be retained.

B. Underachievement is an important criteria in con
sidering retention on a team. A child's potential

for growth should be considered.

Years Spent in School.

A. One repetition in the primary and in unusual cases
one retention in the intermediate is permissable.

Whether an individual child has been retained in
previous years is an important consideration.

Family

Figure 4.2 (Continued)

Minimum Promotion Criteria
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A. Parent acceptance and co-operation should be consid-

ered.

B. Consideration of sibling competition on a team may

be important.

C. Individual child acceptance of retention so that
placement will not be detrimental to emotional and
social health.

VI. Attendance

A. Neglect in attendance causing gaps in concept develop-
ment and academic, progress can be sufficient reason
for retention on a team.

Figure 4.2 (Continued)

Minimum Promotion Criteria

I_ 2 6
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Instruction and Research Units

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to descriptions of in-

structional programminkas implemented in each of the five teams.

Although the term Instruction and Research Unit is used in the IGE

literature to describe the group of students, teachers, and other

persons who work together in the instructional setting, this terminol-

ogy is seldom used at Alys Drive. The groups are most often referred

to as teams. To maintain consistency with the actual school situation,

the word team is used in the remainder of this chapnr.

The Descriptor for Individualized Instruction (DeVault, et al.,

1973) was used to collect the information about reading and mathematics

which is reported in the following sections. During the interviews

with staff members from each team, information was recorded in graphic

.
form on-the Descriptor. This information was then translated into

narrative descriptions of instructional programming. The relation

of the components of the Descriptor to the steps of instructional pro-

gramming are as follows:

Instructional Programming Model Descriptor

Type of program materials used Program context

Patterns of instructional pro- Sequence
Program patterngramming

Step 3

Step 4

127

Assessment procedureS
Record of information

Objectives
Use of. information
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Instructional Programming Model Descriptor

Step 5 Rate
Media
Grouping
Record of information
Use of information

Step 6 Assessment procedures
Record of information

- Step 7 Use of

The section about each team begins-with information about the staff

add-iiiiaenti of that teat: Then the procedures used in instructional
. . . .

programming are described. For word attack skills and mathematics,

these procedures are related directly to Steps 2 through 7 of the

Instructional Programming Model. The procedures used by Team E for

study skills are also presented as Steps 2 through 7. The procedures

used for reading comprehension involve some elements of instructional

programming but not as specifically as in word attack skills and mathe-

matics. Therefore, the description of instruction in comprehension is

not related specifically to the steps of instructional programming.

Less detailed descriptions of instruction in language arts, science,

and social studies are also included.

In the description of each team, one feature is highlighted and

presented in detail. It should be understood that these features are

not necessarily unique to those teams, but are simply presented as (

examiles of the overall instructional program and procedures at Alys

Drive. The features which are highlighted for each team are: Team A--

instructional modes in word attack skills; Team B--a team-wide unit of

128
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instruction in social studies; Team C--the use of contracts; Team D--

cooperative team planning *all curricular areas; and Team E--materials

and procedures for comprehension instruction.

Team A

Staff and Students

The staff of Team A includes a team leader, Ms. Zgoda; three staff

teachers, Ms. Bosinski, Ms. Crouch, and Ms. Toth; three full-time stu-

dent teachers; and three part-time participants. There are 88 students,

ages 6, 7, and 8; 38 arc first-year students and 50 are in their second

year.

Professional background. The team leader and staff teachers have

all participated in 1GE workshops and inservice programs; all have

taken a graduate course related to IGE. Two of them have had four

years' experience in an 1GE school, another has had three, and the

fourth is in her second year of teaching in an IGE school.

Team planning. Team meetings are regularly scheduled on Thursday

afternoon from 1:30 to 3:30. The teaM has a common planning time from

9:15 to 9:45 daily while the students are in special classes. This

time may be used for team meetings, but generally the staff meets in-

formally in the lounge. Discussion of team matters often occurs at

this time as well as during the lunch break. Decisions are sometimes

made during these informal meetings.

Agendas and minutes are written for the Thursday afternoon meetings.
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Re-grouping of students for word attack skills is regularly handled at

these meetings. Other matters which require team discussion and de,A-,

sions are included on the agenda as necessary. The minutes for re-

grouping meetings include a listing of the skills to be taught, the

students assigned to each group, and the teacher for each group.

Minutes are distributed to all teachers on the team, the principal, and

the reading teacher.

The teachers on Team A have not become specialized in terms of

team responsibilities. All contribute to the team effort by cooperating

and assisting as required by particular circumstances.

Student organization. The students are assigned to homerooms by

grade levels. There are two second grades and two first grades. Those

students who needed extensive reading readiness activities at the bagin-

ning of the year are assigned to one first-grade room. The other first

grade is a more heterogeneous group which includes many students who

are able to handle learning activities independently. One second-

grade room includes students who require much teacher direction and

many structured activities. The other second grade includes students

who generally have a higher level of achievement and can assume more

self-direction.

Team A is located at the end of the primary wing and occupies two

classrooms on each side of the hall. Team A does not have a daily team

schedule for instruction in the different curricular areas. All Team A

students are scheduled for special classes from 9:15 to 9:45. Word

attack groups meet from 12:30 to 1:00 Monday through Thursday.
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Instruction in all other areas is scheduled by individual teachers for

their homerooms.

Instructional Programming in Reading--Word Attack Skills

Instruction in word attack skills is scheduled for four half-hour

sessions weekly.

IPM - Step 2. The word attack objectives which Team A has selected

for their students include Levels A, B, and C skills of UDRSD. The

team has a minimum goal that all students should complete the Level B

skills.

IPM - Step 3. First-grade students and other students who are new

in the school are given the placement test of the Wisconsin Tests for

Reading Skill Development in September. The returning second graders

take the locally-prepared scanning test.to determine if their performance

is consistent with the records of the previous school year, or if they

should review some of the skills which they learned in the previous

year. Based on the record of last year's achievement and the results

of the scanning test or on the placement test, skills to be learned by

each student are identified. An effoit is made to have students pro-

ceed from skill to skill in a sequence which has been determined_b'y the

r
school staff. However, sequence is not the most important considera-

tion and exceptions are made when deemed necessary for scheduling pur-

poses.

IPM - Step 4. In team meetings, the teachers identify skills for

which groups of students.need instruction. Skill gioups are formed
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for groups of related skills or for single skills. When it is not

possible to place all students in appropriate word attack groups,

some students may be assigned to the Resource Room for special help

or be grouped for activities in vocabulary development or comprehension.

Skill groups are planned for a period of two to three weeks.

IPM - Step 5. Individual teachers plan instructional activities

for the skill group(s) which they will teach. As an example, one

period of instruction in word attack skills could include activities,

organization, and use of space as follows: In the hall a student

teacher tests a small group on long and short vowel sounds. 'Also in

the hall, another student teacher listens and helps one child as she

reads from her reading book. In a classroom, the team leader has 16

students listen for the sounds made by au, aw, all, and awk in an oral

exercise. The students complete a related worksheet, then check their

own papers as they take turns reading and providing answers. New

words containing the letters are written on the board and the students

read them. In another classroom, a teacher assists some students in

playing a word game involving rhyming.words. Another .teacher super-

vises students who are completing worksheets at their desks. In the

other room, the fourth teacher is supervising students'who are coMplet-

ing a test related to the skills they have just studied. Three groups

of children are in the Reading Center. One of these groups listens to

tapes and completes a'related worksheet under the direction of the

reading teacher. A second group is reading stories and completing

exercises in materials from an individualized Kit. The.third group is
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taking a test. Aides monitor the activities of the students who are

working independently or taking tests.

Some groups complete their skill work before the end of the pre-

determined two- or three-week period. The teachers may check the

group record chart, identify another skill which those students need,

and proceed with related instruction. Or another reading activity such

as vocabulary study or supplementary reading may be chosen for the

group. Similar activities are available for individual students who

master a skill earlier than others in the group.

IPM - Steps 6 and 7. By the end of the two- or three-week period,

all students have taken posttests. The results are recorded on the

group charts and new groups are formed. Students who did not master

their skill(s) will be re-assigned to another group working on that

skill at a later time.

Pattern of instructionallmiLagEgEs.. Instructional programming in

word attack skills is based on common objectives for all students. All

students are expected to achieve full mastery of these objectives. A

pre-determined sequence of skills is used as a framework,,but varia-

tions are made as needed to make it possible for most students to be

assigned to a skill group at any given time.

Instructional Programming in Readinp--Comprehension

Instruction in all areas of reading except word attack 0.111s occurs

in the homeroom setting. Individual teachers use the previous year's

records and the assistance of the reading teacher to form reading groups
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and to select appropriate basal readers for each group.

Activities-used for vocabulary and comprehension include: teacher-

directed small group reading sessions; workbook exercises; games, inde-

pendent work using recorded lessons; self-check learning center activi-

ties; independent reading; sharing books with others; art activities;

and creative drama. Each teacher has developed procedures to encourage

children to read independently at home and to keep records of what they

have read.

.Additional comprehension instruction for all students is provided

by.the reading teacher. Por these activities, groups of students are

scheduled in the Reading Center on a rotating basis such that each

child goes three times every three weeks.

Although comprehension groups are not re-grouped on a regular

basis, students are moved from group to group within their homerooms

in an effort to have each one working at the most appropriate level.

Teachers sometimes create new groups or combine existing groups to

provide for students' needs. Teachers make these decisions individually

but they often share and discuss such plans in informal team gatherings.

Tests are provided with some of the reading series. ILachers use these

as pretests to determine if students are ready for a book, or during

instruction for diagnostic information. The SPPED comprehension tests

are used to determine when students have attained criterion level in

each area of instruction. Results of these tests may be used to focus

instructior but are not used for re-grouping. The results are recorded

on a group record chart. 134
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Pattern of instructional programming. The comprehension objectives

are common for all studentS. A common criterion of mastery has been

identified for the students of each grade level. The sequence of in-

struction is determined by individual teachers.

InStructional Programming in Reading--Study Skills

Study skills, Levels A and B, are taught in Team B. Individual

teachers make decisions about when and how to teach these skills. For

the most part, they are correlated with science, mathematics, and social

studies instruction. Individual keysort cards are used to record study

skills which have been achieved.

Instructional Programming in Mathematics

Instruction in mathematics occurs in the homeroom setting. Some

grouping is done within the rooms depending on the help available to

instruct small groups. Approximately 150 minutes a week is devoted to

mathematics.

IPM - Step 2. The CAM system includes 43 objectives which are to

be achieved by second-grade students.. CAM does not provide objectives

for first graders. In general, the Team A teachers prefer the mathe-

matics objectives which are identified for grades one and two in the

Houghton Mifflin series. One second-grade teacher reported that at

least three-quarters of her students scored at mastery level for the

Level 2 CAM objective6 at the beginning of the school year. Another

teacher indicated that the use of CAM tests as pretests is very frus-

trating for students who have achieved only a few. objectives. Each of
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the Team A teachers has arrived at a balance of CAM objectives and

Houghton Mifflin objectives which are appropriate for the students in

her room.

IPM - Step 3. Preassessment involves the use of the CAM tests

and/or teacher observation. Diagnostic tests correlated with the text

are used as pretests for some units of study.

IPM - Step 4. Sets of instructional objectives related to one

topic are selected for group instruction. The Houghton Mifflin program

is written for slow, middle, and high achievers. Within one topic, the

number of objectives and/or the criterion of attainment may vary accord-

ing to the ability of the students. A basic minimal program which all

students should attain is identified and the teachers make an effort

to ensure that all students achieve these basic objectives.

IPM - Step 5. A variety of materials and procedures are used .for

mathematics instruction. All students use the series workbook as a

supplement to other instructional materials and activities. Most

topics are introduced to the whole class by the teacher. Then students

complete somq related activities. The teachers provide extra instruc7

tion for small groups or individuals. In addition to the workbooks,

the students use commercial andteacher-made games (e.g., Quizmo, Add-

All), mahipulatives (e.g., popsicle sticks, the abacus)., models (e4.,

clocks, play money), and flash cards.

The sequence of instruction is determined by each teacher. To

maintain interest, instruction related to computation is alternated with

topics such as money, telling time, and measurement.
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1PM - Steps 6 and 7. Upon completion of a topic,'the students

are posttested. These results are recorded, and the class as a whole

proceeds to a new topic. At the same time, those students.who did

not achieve mastery are given extra help by the teacher (as time per-

mits), by peer tutors, or by parent volunteers.

During the course of a year, teachers use diagnostic tests to

Lientify the topics in which individual students need additional in-

struction. The whole class may review a topic, or small groups may be

formed for review or re-teaching.

Pattern of instructional programming.. There are common objectives

for all students, by grade levels. Full mastery of the basic minimal

program is the criterion for all students; Many students are expected

to achieve more than the minimal program. Sequence of instruction is

determined by individual teachers based on their judgment of what is

most appropriate for their students.

Other Curricular Areas

Language arts instruction is planned by the individual teachers.

Many language activities such as writing, drama, and story-telling are

correlated with reading acH.vities. The Ginn Word Enrichment Program

is used as the spelling program.

Science instruction is based on the SAPA materials. The second

graders have science in their homerooms. Sixteen required units and

five optional units are included in Level B. When these are completed,

some students work on Level C activities. Completion of thete units is

1.3'7
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recorded on individual science cards which remain in each student's

personal folder. The two first-grade teachers cooperatively plan and

teach science for their students.

There is no required social studies program. The New York State

Social Studies Curriculum is used, to a limited extent, as a resource

for social studies objectives. Most social studies.instruction is.

homeroom-based. During this school year, the team has cooperatively

planned and taught units of instruction about the Bicentennial and

about Pilgrims.

Additional Information

-----
The Team A teachers explained ,that-their-teaching patterns were

different last Ye-Sr-When-C-hece:included only first graders. Then

they grouped their students across the team for mathematics as well as

word attack skills, and used team teaching in science. Study skills

were grouped within the team and were taught once a week on Friday.

.1,---.-.--._,
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Team B

Staff and Students

The staff of Team B includes the team leader, Ms. Burgio; four

staff teachers, Ms. Cannon, Ms. Konst, Ms. Liddle, and Ms. Nemmer; three

full-time student teachers, and two part-time participants.

Team B has 120 students, ages 6, 7, and 8. One student was trans-

ferred to the team from a kindergarten class; 67 students are first

graders, and 52 are second graders.
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ytofessional background. Four of the teachers have been at Alys

Drive since IGE was implemented there. This is the first,year of IGE

experience for the' fifth teacher.

Three of the,teachers participated in the 1971-1972 inservice pro-

gram at Alys Drive. They,.and a fourth teacher, have attended school

and regional IGE workshops. The fifth teacher, who joined the staff

in the middle of this year, has received her IGE training from the team

staff members.

Team plannina. Team meetings are scheduled each Thursday at 1:30

and laSt from one to three hours, depending on the work to be accom-

plished. Team B teachers have.a half hour of planning time during each

school day. This is sometimes used for team planning and sometimes for

individual planning. Each of the teachers devotes an average of one

hour or more before or after school daily for personal planning.

Re-grouping of.students for word attack skills is a regular agenda

item for the weekly team meeting. Other regular items include mathe-

matics skills and topics for instruction in social studies and science.

Communications coming from or directed to the IIC are also discussed.

One such item at an April meeting was consideration of how to serve the

student teachers from an undergraduate college when the only reimburse-

ment the college could offer was fee waivers--which were applicable only

to undergraduate courses. Discussion of team matters also occurs fre-

quently in the lounge before school, during the team's common planning

time (9:45 to 10:15, Monday through Thursday), and at lunch time.

The team leader prepares an agenda for each regular team meeting.

1.
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During the meeting, minutes are written on a duplicating master. These

are duplicated and distributed to all team staff members, the princi-

pal, and the reading teacher. The minutes include a listing of the

new skill groups--skills to.be learned and students and teacher

assigned to each skill. Other decisions are recorded in abbreviated

form. Decisions made in informal settings are not recorded. An attempt

is made to inform each staff member of such decisions by word of mouth.

There is very little specialization of work within the team. One

teacher has the reSponsibility for ordering films for the team. All

tenchers have responsibilities for designing units of instruction and

preparing materials.

Student orannization. The students are grouped for homerooms by

grade level. There are three first-grade rooms and two second-grade

rooms. Team B occupies five classrooms in the middle section of the

primary wing.

The dailY schedule of instruction has been determined cooperatively

by the team staff (see Figure 4.3).. Instruction in the basic curricular

areas occurs at the same time in all five homerooms.

Instructional Programming in ReadingWord Attack Skills

Instruction for word attack skills is scheduled from 9:10 to 9:40

Monday through Thursday'. On the first day of new skill groups, each

homeroom teacher reads the 1.....sts to her students, then has them line up

and go to the appropriate room. On the following days, the teachers

give permission tO go to skills groups and the students find their way
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MONDAY TaSDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:10-9:40

Word Attack Skills

9:10-9:40

Skills

9:10-9:40

Skills

1:1069:40

Skills

9:10-10:10

Reading

[9:45-10:151

Hemmer - Music

Cannon, Burgio - Gym

Roust - Art

19:45-104

Kammer - Music

Cannon, Burgio - Gym

Konst - Art

:45-10:4

Burgio - Music

Nezcer, Konst - Gym

Car.non = Art

Burgio - Music

Kammer, Konst - Gym

Cannon .- Art

0:15

L10:15

- Music (Konst)

- Art (Burgio)

10:30-11:30,

Reading

*11:00 - Library (Burgio)

10:30-11:30

Reading

*11:00 - Library (Cannon)

10:30-11:30

Reading

*11:00 - Library (Konst)

10:30-11:30

Reading

10:4

ail-
- Music (Cannon)

Art CRemmer)
10:45 - Music (Cannon)

BEE - Library (Liddle)*11:30 - Library (Rammer)

11:30

Spelling

12:15

Lunch

11:30

Spelling

12:15

Lunch

11:30 - Spelling 11:30- Spelling

12:15 - Lunch 12:15 - Lunch- Art (Kammer)

12:15 - Lunch

*12:30 - Lunch (Kammer) RE - Music (Konst)

Early

Dismissal

Team

Meeting

1:15-2:00

Math

1:15-2:00

Math

1:15-2:00

Math

1:15-2:00

Math

,

2:00-3:00

Study Skills

(Social Studies and

Science)

2:00,3:00

Study Skills

(Social Studies and

Science)

2:00-3:00

Study Skills

(Social Studies and

Science)

3:10 - Dismissal

MEE
Burgle - Art

I
3:10 - Dismissal 3:10 - Dismissal 3:10 -'Diemissal

Exception to sChedule

Specials

Figure 4.3

Team B Daily Schedule
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to the right places. The students accept the changes of groupings and

Imations, and there is very little problem in having the students

appear in.the right place at the right time.

IPM - Step 2. The word attack skills which have been identified

for instruction for the Team B students are the Level A, B, and C

skills; skills from Level D are sometimes taught to a few students.

IPM - Step 3. All students have taken the placement tests to de-

termine initial skill group placement. At the beginning of the school

year, the scanning test is used to determine the skills each student

has either retained or forgotten during the summer.

IPM - Step 4., Mastery of skills is recorded on a will chart for

all students. This record is used to determine the skills which each

student should learn. Results from the scanning test are also used for

the initial skill grouping in the fall.

IPM - Step 5. Instructional groups are determined at team meetings.

A gtoup of skills are identified for which some students need instruc-

tion. The number of skills which will be taught in any tine period is

determined by the number of staff members available; this varies, de-

pending on the number of student teachers assigned to the team. All

students are assigned to a group. Group sizes generally range from five

to fifteen students.

The following example of the groups identified for one instructional

sequence is taken from the minutes of the team aeting on April 8, 1976:

compound words, 22 students, Reading Room; Dolch list, 14 students,

Reading Room; possessives, 8 students, a student teacher; possessives,

14 3
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7 students, Ms. Burgio; possessives, 11 students, a student teacher;

diphthongs, 9 students, Ms.' Nemmer; digraphs (B-8), 11 students; Ms.

Liddle; contractions, 16 students, Ms. Konst; plurals (C-13), 8 stu-

dents, Ms. Cannon; plurals (C-13), 8 students, a student teacher.

Each teacher is responsible for planning the instructional activi-

ties for one or two groups. The groups meet in the classrooms, in the

Reading Center, and in the halls. The WDRSD resource files are used

by some teachers for instructional activities and worksheets. Other

activities are selected on the basis of prior experience, from the

Reading Center or homeroom files, and from basal reading materials.

Teachers usually present a skill.in an oral activity; students have

opportunities. 6-aniWei-qUestions, select examples; and discuss the

application of the skill. Worksheets, oral exercises, and games are

used to reinforce new learnings. Those students who master the skill

before the end of the scheduled instructional period work on applica-

tion of the skills or are assigned to another group.

IPM - Steps 6 and 7. At some time during the two-week period,

posttests are given to determine whether each child has learned the

skill belng studied. The results of the posttests are recorded on.the

group record chart; and new groups are formed. Students who did not

master their skills are placed in another group to studythe same skill

either.during the next instructional sequence or at a later date. This

decision is based on the judgment of the team teachers.

Pattern of instructional programming. Common objectives are set

for'all students, and all are expected to master these objectives. . A
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suggested sequence of objectives is used to guide planning, but varia-

tions are made as necessary to provide instruction for all students

Within the limits of possible grouping arrangements.

InstruCtional Programming in Reading--Comprehension

Each homeroom Leather has the responsibility for instruction in cora-

prehension and vocabulary development'. Approximately one hour is devoted

to comprehension Instruction each day. Comprehension skills are those

identified in the SPPED materials. The objectives for the Team B stu-

dents are to reach the level of achievement required by the SPPED tests

for first- or second-grade students. Teacher judgment by the team teach-

ers and the reading teacher along with information acquired from tests

that accompany basal readers are used to determine initial placement of

students in a basal reader which is appropriate for eaCh student's level

of achievement.

.Each teacher has two, th'ree, or four reading groups for her home-

room students. Each group proceeds through its assigned basal reader

in the sequence in which the book is Written with occasional variations

due to student interest or the teacher's own ideas for a more interest-

ing sequence. Different groups proceed at different rates depending on

the students in each group. Provisions such as peer tutoring or extra

teaching from an adult are made for students who tend to work at a
-

slower rate.

Printed materials (basals, other story books, workbooks, instructor-

written and learner-written materials) are used.for approximately 70
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percent of the reading instruction. About 10 percent of the instruc-

tion is carried out with audiovisual materials (films, filmstrips,

audiotapes, records, overhead projectors, and videotapes). The re-

maining 20 percent is based,on games, flash cards, and chart materials.

Students in small groups receive some direct instruction from a

teacher almost every day. Other activities are completed alone ormith

a few classmates.. Students make choices for about half Of the aCtivi-'

ties they pursue without teacher direction.

Three half-hour blocks are available each week for comprehension

activities in the Reading Center. The team plans for the use of this

time so that all students have some opportunities for additional

cOmprehension instruction over a period of three or four weeks.

Some students are assigned to the Resource Room to receive indivi-

dual instruction as needed to assist them in learning to read.

D&eloping a positive attitude toward reading is emphasized.

Encouraging students to select books for independent reading is con-

sidered to be an important element, in developing a positive'attifude.

The groups for.reading comprehension are fairly stable, but

changes within each homeroom are made when the need arises. Based on

observations of a student's Igirformance, teachers make the decisions

to assign the student to anot.;ter group. The reading teacher is some-

times asked to test individual students and make recommendations for

re-grouping.

During the second semester of first grade or anytime in second

grade, teachers may decide to use the. SPPED tests for diagnostic or
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recordkeeping purposes. Students who do not attain the criterion

level for a given area are given additional instruction in that area.

SPPED test results are recorded on a group record sheet. Some teachers

keep a file of work samples for each student.

Pattern of instructional programming. Common objectives achieved

to mastery are,used in comprehension. The sequence of instruction is

determined by individual teachers for their homeroom students.

Instructional Programming in Reading--Study Skills

Study skills are taught by homeroom teachers within the context of

science and social studies. Levels A, B, and C skills are

quence, content, and instructional procedures are at the discretion of

each teacher. These plans are sometimes discussed at team meetings

or in informal conversations as a mattqE of keeping each other informed.

Instructional Programming in Mathematics

Mathematics is taught within the homeroom setting. The teachers

as a team determine the sequence in which objectives will be taught.

Four hours each week are scheduled for mathematics instruction.

IPM Step 2. The math program for Team B students is built

aroundtheobjectivesidentified for grades one and two in the CAM
N-

math system. Tests based on these objectives are provided for grade

two. The teachers have prepared tests for use with the objectives

for grade one.

Most of the students at each grade level are expected to achieve

the objectives designated for that grade level. However, provisions
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are made to permit 901i; stfWents to achieve more advanced objectives

and some to achieve fewer objectives.

IPM - Steps 3 and 4. At the beginning of the year, a pretest which

reflects all the objectives for each grade level id given to all stu-

dents at that level. Based on the results of this pretest, each teacher

selects objectives for the students in her homeroom.
-

IPM - Step 5. New objectives and related instructional activities

are usually introduced by a Leacher to a group of approximately 25 stu-

dents. Following the introduction of objectives, about half of the

students' time is spent in teacher-led small group activities. The

avai3ability of several student teachers on the team makes it possible

to provide a large amount of small-group instruction. The remainder

of the time is spent working alone or in pairs.

Individual teachers plan the activities which they will use for

teaching each objective. Manipulative materials, audiovisual materials,

and printed materials are used in instructional activities. As a team,

the teachers discuss the materials available and share ideas Sbout

appropriate media for different objectives. Manipulative materials,

including building objects, games, charts, and models are used for

approximately 70 percent of the instructional time. Printed materials,

including workbooks and teacher-prepardd materials are used for 20 Per-

cent of the instruction. Films, filmstrips, and audiotapes make up the

remainder of the Lnstructional materials.

The majority of the students at each grade level move at the same

rate in their math programs. Variations are possible for those students
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who achieve their objectives more quickly and for .those students who

need more time. Students sometimes request additional actiyities on

a particular objective. They may.also request to Move on to new objec7
j

tives ahead of the group.

IPM - Step 6. The CAM system includesf:six criterion-referenced

iests for each grade level:. .0ne of these is given eVery'sfx weeks

during the year. 'The results of these tests Are used to determine the

-performance of each student. Re-teaChing or review of specific objec-

tives is planned for those students who have not retained skills which

they learned earlier in.the year.

IPM - Step 7. Group record charts are used to record assessment

information for each student. This information is used by the teachers

in planning for mathematics instruction. Individual teachers provide

additional instructional activities for. students who do not achieve

their objectives;.this may occur immediately after the posttest, or at

a later date.

Pattern of instructional programming. Common objectives are set

for the students at .each grade level. All studentsarSexpeCted-to

master these objectives. The teachers as a team determine the basic,

.
sequence of instruction.: Some variations in_seqUence are made in

response to.the needs or interests of individual students.

Other Curricular Areas
5

Language arts instruction occurs in the homeroom setting. The stu-

dents are not cross-grouped among'the rooms. Few references o language
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arts plans are made at team meetings. Contracts are used by some teach-.

ers for spelling instruction.

Topics for science instruction are discussed at team meetings.

combination of SAPA, WDRSD: Study Skills,.and teacher-made materials

are used for science instruction. The three first7grade teachers

usually plan together for science. Activities related to the selected

topics and the procedures for teaching them are then determined by esch

homeroom teacher. These ideas are soMetimes discussed at team meetinga.

General topics for social studies instruction are selected by the

team. Sometimes planning is done cooperatively by the team, sometimes

by individual teachers for their homerooms. This decision is basically

a matter of time and interest. In November, 1975, all teachers and

students on the team cooperated in a social studies unit'on Indians,.

Pilgrims, and Thanksgiving. The culmination of this unit was a

Thanksgiving luncheon which the-atudenis planned and prepared.

In Mardi, 1976, the team focused social studies instruction on

the topic of Brotherhood. This began in late February when the three

first grades selected Brotherhood aS a topic and decided to study

children in other countries. Among other activities, they discussed

having a tasting party'at which children coUld sample foods from the

countries they studied. In the course of informal conVersations about

the unit, the second-grade teachers became involved. Plans continued

to develop: each group would learn a song from the country they were

studying; each group would learn a folk dance; parents would be asked

to contribute a favorite national food. The activities grew, the plans
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increased, and it was.decided to have a combined program and tasting

party on Friday, April 2. Invitations were sent to Central Office

personnel, Board of Education members, and parents. The parents were

invited to danate food if they wished.

During the week of March 30, much time and effort went into prac-

ticing songs and danceS for the program. Regular schedules were disre-

garded to provide time for practicing in the cafetorium. This involved

trying out songs and dances on the stage as well as learning where and

how to sit as a member of the audience. At times, nerves became frayed

and children became restless. Three large-group practice sessions were

held in.the cafetorium during the week.

On the morning of the program, parents began delivering the foods

they had prepared. Teachers and student teachers also brought foods.

There were 50-60 containers of foods representing about 20 nations.

The multipurpose room was used to set the foods out in cafeteria style.

At 12:30, serving began. The superintendent, an assistant superinten-

dent, a curriculum coordinator and two or three board members came.

The principal, reading teacher, and some other staff members also

came. Under the direction of the Unit leader and teachers, parents

and other available adults assisted with the serving. The students

were wide-eyed at the selection of foods, but all managed to find

several items which looked intriguing. The students returned to their

homerooms to eat. The visitors ate with the students.

After the serving, eatIng, and clean-up were completed, the stu-

dents played quiet games, talked, or listened to stories. Shortly
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before 1:30, the teachers and students took their places in the cafe-

torium. At least 100 parents, youni siblings, and other relatives were

there to see the program. The students presented their announcements,

explanations, songs, and dances according to plansarid all (partici-

pants and audience) were immensely pleased with the experience.

Additional Information

Team B is the only team which has five homerooms. The music, art,

and physical education schedules for primary teams are set up to pro-

vide for four special classes at a single time, thus freeing all home-

room teachers on a team for a common planning time. To handle the five

lhomerooms, the students from Ms. Liddle's homeroom have been divided

into four small groups, each of which goes with another homeroom for

special classes. This arrangement is quite satisfactory for the 9:45 to

20:15 special classes, but it does create an unusual 'situation when

special classes are scheduled at other times for a single homeroom. It

is the opinion of the team, especially Ms. Liddle, that the importance

of a common planning time outweighs the inconvenience of having small

groups of students leaving the room during time scheduled for homeroom

instruction.

In discussing the importance of planning and teaching as a team to

provide for the needs of individual students, one teacher explained,

"Cross-grouping works with teaching academically . . . that' is, teaching

more specific skills . . . but otherwise homerooming is more effective.

. . . We used to group more, but have back-tracked; homeroom teachers
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can really know their students better."

Team C

Staff and Students .

The staff of Team C includes the team leader, Ms. Jakubowski; three

teachers, Ms. Beris, Mr. Raimondo, and Ms. Roche; and two full-time

student teachers.

There are 97 eight and nine year old students on Team C; 82 are

third graders and 15 are fourth graders.

Professional background. The team leader has taught in an IGE

school for four years. Two teachers have three years' experience in an

IGE school, and one is a second-year IGE teacher. Team C was first or-

ganized as part of the multiunit school in 1973-1974 when WDRSD: Word

Attack was introduced at the third-grade level. These teachers were

not involved in the 1971-1972 year-long inservice program about IGE

and WDRSD. The team leader has participated in ICE workshops. She

has been the source of information about IGE for the other team members.

Team planning.. The weekly schedule provides for four hours of

planning time--two hours during the day and two hours after school.

Team meetings are scheduled during these times; the time not spent on

team meetings is used for personal planning. Additional time for indi-
.. ,

vidual planning is taken before or after school as needed by the teach-

ers.

Regular team meetings are held at 1:30 on Thursday. The team meets
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during the daily 10:15 to 10:45 common planning time when there is a

need. The-team leader preiares an agenda for regular team meetings;

all team staff members contribute items for the agenda. Minutes are

written for each meeting and distributed to the team staff and the

principal. The team leader keeps a complete set of minutes in a note-

book.

The Team C staff members have developed some areas of specializa-

tion. Two of them were on the committee which developed the CAM math

program. They have continued to be mathematics resources persons for

the team. The other two teachers assume much of the responsibility

for preparing learning contracts._ All teachers are involved in prepar-

ing instructional materials.

Student organization.. The students in.Team C are homogeneously

grouped for homeroom. Two homerooms are comprised of the slower stu-

dents and the other two have the higher -achieving students. Team C

occupies four rooas near one end of the intermediate wing; three are

adjoining rooms on one side of the hall and the other is across the

hall.

Team C uses a team-wide daily schedule (see Figure 4.4); thus,

the schedule within all four homerooms is basically the same.

Instructional Propramming in Reading--Werd Attack

This is the third year that Team C has used WDRSD. One or two in-

service sessions were provided for the staff to learn about the Design.

Three half7hour periods each week are devoted to instruction in word

attack.
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TIM! MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:00- 9:10 Home Room Home Room Home Room Hone Room Home Rcom

910- 9:30 Spelling-Activities Specials Vary to

each teacher

-Math

-Spelling

9:30-10:15 I Math

J

Math Math Math

10:15-10:43 Specials (see individual schedules)

L_____

10:45-11:00 Snacks, drinks, lavatory

11:00-11:10 Reading

Home Room class

times (health,

science, enrich.)

Reading

Home Room class

times (health,

science, enrich.)

Reading

11:30-12:00 Comprehelsin

(Reading Center

tine- 11:30-12:00)

Comprehension

(Reading Center

time- 11:30-12:00)

Comprehension

(Reading Center

time- 11:30-11:00)12:00-12:30

12:30- 1:00 Lunch Lunch

.--,;-.

Lunch Lunch Lunch

1:00- 1:30 Writing-Language Writing7Language Writing-Language miss

a

1:

Projects --

1:30- 2:00 Skills Skills (1:20-1:00) Skills --art, ss

2:00- 2:30 Social Studies Science Social Studies --science

2:30- 3:00 Films-projects Science Films-projects --holidays

3:10 Dismiss 77 (1) walkers, (2) buses.when cal1ed.

Figure 4.4

Team C Daily Schedule

Instruction

Per Week

Math-

225 min.

Spelling-

100 :in.

Comprehension-,

170 min.

Skills-

100 min.

Writing-Lang.-

.90 :in. +

Social Studies-

135 min.

Sci.-Health-

90 min.
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IPM - Step 2. Level C skills of WDRSD: Word Attack are the basic

set of skills taught in Team.C. Instruction also includes Levels B and

D skills for students whose performance indicates that instruction at

these levels is appropriate.

IPM - Steps 3 and 4. The locally-prepared scanning test is given

at the beginning of the school year. Information from this test and

from the group record chart of the previous year is used to determine

a subset of skills which each student should learn. Based on the tests,

prior information, and teacher judgment, skill groups are identified at

team meetings or by the team leader.

Most of the time, all students are placed in skill groups. In oc-

casional instances where a student is not assigned to a skill group,

he or she uses skill time to study in the Reading Center or Media

Center or to pursue reading-related activities in the classroom.

1PM - Step 5. Skill groups are taught by all team teachers and in

the Reading Center. An attempt is made to assign groups to teachers so

that teachers have as many of their homeroom students as possible.

Individual teachers determine the activities and procedures to be

used for teaching their skill groups. Most skill instruction involves

oral presentations, discussions, and worksheets. New skills are pre-

sented to the whole group. .Related activities are carried out by the

entire group, by smaller groups, or individually. Teachers provide extra

assistance to small groups or indiiiiduals as needed.

Students who master a skill before the end of the instructional

period do not continue to work with the group. They may select enrichment
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activities or work independently on reading activities involving more

difficult vocabulary, word Usage, or application of skills.

IPM - Step 6. The period of time devoted to a single sequence of

instruction varies. After skill groups have been functioning for

several days, the team decides when to complete the sequence. All

students take the posttest for their skill.

IPM - Step 7. The results of the posttests are recorded on the

1 group record chart. The chart is used to determine the skill groups

for the next period of instruction. Students who did not master their

skills are re-assigned to a group studying that skill either immediately

or at a later date.

Pattern of instructional programming. There are common objectives

for all students, and full mastery is the expected level of achievement

for all. The sequence of instruction is determined by the needs of

students in the team; decisions about sequence are made by the team

staff.

Comment. Team C staff members indicated that they support the

skill group approach. Because the skills are isolated, the students

get more thorough instruction in each skill which helps them read bet-

ter. In the other reading activities, they can really focus on com-

prehension because recognizing woras is less of a problem.

The students enjoy the cross-team grouping because they have

opportunities to be with different teachers and with friends from

other rooms.
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Instructional Progranvning in Reading--Comprehension

Instruction in reading comprehension is scheduled for 270 minutes

weekly (11:00 to 12:30 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday).

At the beginning of the school year, all the students on the team

are grouped for comprehension. Eight or more reading groups are formed,

each at a different level. Each teacher has at least two groups. Stu-

dents do not necessarily stay in their homerooms for reading, but the

teachers tend to teach those groups which have many of their homeroom

students.

As a team, the teachers select basal readers for each group. They

try to match the basals with the type of students who are in each

group. The initial groups are formed on the basis of information from

past records, recommendations from previous teachers (including the

reading teacher), comprehension tests, and teacher judgment. After a

few days of instruction, changes are made based on teacher observation

of student performance.

The SPPED comprehension skill areas are used as a focus for in-

struction. The results of the SPPED tests are used as one source of

information for assisting in planning instructional activities in com-

prehension.

In addition to basal reader materials, Team C uses contracts as an

important element of their reading program. Some contracts are directly

related to content in a basal reader. One such contract included the

following directions:
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1. VOCABULARY - Write the pronounciations for

2. Use your glossary to define

3. Read "Danger at High Tide," pp 63-72.

Answer the questiona.

FACT QUESTIONS . . . .

INFERENCE QUESTIONS . . .

4. CREATIVE CORNER: Describe a time when you have been
lost or wandered so far away that you had trouble get-
ting back home again.

5. FOR FRIDAY: Research workbook 26-29

6. Learn some French words! Turn to page 82 in the book,
Let's Travel in France. Pick 5 words or sentences.
Write them in French with the correct pronounciation.

7. Use the book, Let's Travel in FranC'e.'; to answer these
questions . . . .

8. Use the book, Life World Library--France, to answer
these questions . . .

Other contracts focus on certain types of activities rather than

specific content. An example of this is a contract for a book report

(see Figure 4.5) which includes brief directions for each day and two

forms on which to write the report (one for the scrap copy, one for the

final copy).

Students are encouraged to plan and carry out activities which in-

volve reading. They have brought paperbacks, magazines, old encyclope-

dias, and.comics froM home. Other materials available at school are

encyclopedias, library books, dictionaries, paperbacks, and newspapers.

These materials are used for independent reading and for specific
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Figure 4.5

Book Report Contract
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(Pe,r6oh who wrote *Ie. book)

Iksireck-or :
(NAme of 4 e pcoon who drew +he ochArts)

Riorle5i.\onr;119--

Tell sornethinj th1t kAppens in +hebe&nninq o-F -the sivry, 50meAinj
a5 +he sip as on, And 5Ornel-ks ge end of Ae s+ory.

Figure 4.5 (Continued)

Book Report Contract
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projects identified by students or teachers.

The students are encouraged to use the Media Center for research

and for selecting books for independent reading. The Media Center sche-

dule includes an 11:30 to 12:00 (Monday-Thursday) block for Team C which

_ebincides with Team C's schedule for reading comprehension. Sometimes

students may choose to use their reading time at the Media Center.

Additional comprehension instruction occurs in the Reading Center.

Each student is scheduled for the Reading Center for three half-hour

periods every other week. Ms. LaCrego plans instructional activities

which involve reading kits, audiotape lessons, filmstrips, and other

supplementary materials. The students also have opportunities to

select those materials which are of interest to them.

Although the students are grouped for comprehension, much of their

learning occurs independently or in small groups of friends.

The comprehension groups are flexible. Re-grouping is a continual

process, occurring whenever the staff determines that an individual

student would benefit from a different group assignment. Many of the

Team C students change reading groups during the course of a year.

Tatternoramming. The basic areas of instruc-

tion in comprehension are common for all students. Achieving mastery

ap defined by the SPPED comprehension tests is expected for all stu-

dents, but programs for individual student's are not limited to that

which is required for mastery. Each teacher determines the sequence

of instruction for his or her groups. Variations in the basic sequence

occur when students carry out independent activities.
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Instructional Programming in Reading--Study Skills

Level C skills are taught in Team C. They are taught within the

context of Science, mathematics, and social studies. Those skills

which relate to using books and libraries are taught by Ms. Bell in

the Medl.a Center.

Team C has decided not to use the tests provided with WDRSD:

Study Skills as the informatiOn gathered has not been useful to them.

Records are kept of the study skills each student has studied.

Instructional Programming in Mathematics

The mathematics program of Team C is based on the CAM objectives

for third grade. There are 32 objectives grouped under the nine main

topics. This is their second year of using this mathematics program.

Mathematics is scheduled for 45 minutes each day, providing 225

minutes of math instruction each week. Students remain in their home-

rooms for mathematics.

IPM-Step 2. The 32 third-grade objectives comprise the major part

of the math program for most students. Additional objectives at a

imer level are identified for those students who have not yet -
achieved them. Provisions are made for those students who are able

to worR on higher level objectives.

IPM - Steps 3 and 4. In September, all Team C students are given

wgeneral math pretest which includes items related to all 32 objectives.

Individual teachers use the information from these pretests to plan the

math programs for their homeroom students.
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Individual teachers determine the topics and related sets of

objectives to be taught at a.given time. Grouping patterns include

some independent work and various grouping arrangements with an in-

structor. Approximately 40 percent of the math instruction is in

large groups (20-25 students) with a teacher. About 30 percent of

the time, students work alone. During the remainder of the instructional

time, teachers work directly with individuals or with small groups.

Commercially prepared worksheets, instructor-prepared printed

materials, workbooks, and texts are used for about 60 percent of the

instruction in math. Teacher presentations and discussions are used

for introducing new concepts. Some audiovisual materials (films, film-

strip's, and audiotapes) and some manipulative materials (games, charts,

and three-dimensional materials) are also used. The team members are

working cooperatively to develop a file of printed materials related

to each objective.

la each homeroom most of the students move at the same rate through

the math program. A small number of students move at a slower rate and

do not achieve the complete set of 32 objectives,

IPM - Step 6. Upon comPletion of activities related to a single

topic, mini-tests are given. The results are stored on record charts.

IPM - Step 7. A new topic or set of objectives is selected by indi-
.

vidual teachers for their students to pursue. Students proceed to this

new topic regardless of their performance on the posttest for the pre-

vious topic. Additional instruction on specific topics is provided at

a later time for those students who need it.
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At intervals during the year, retention tests are given to deter-

mine which students may need additional help on earlier objectives. A

single test may serve as a posttest, pretest, and retention test. These

tests are part of the CAM system. The results are stored in the com-

puter system. Some results are also recorded on group charts and used

to determine appropriate instruction for individuals or the whole group.

Pattern of instructionalprogramming. There are common.objectives

for all students in the team. Mastery, as defined by scores on the CAM

tests, is expected for all Students. The sequence of instruction is

determined by individual teachers for their homeroom students.

Comment. Team C expects to discontinue the use of computer stor-

age of information after this year. The teachers find their own record-

keeping devices to be sufficient for their needs and feel that the cost

of the computer is an unnecessary expense.

The teachers mentioned several aspects of the CAM math program

which make it valuable for them. The set of objectives gives them a

clear, concise outline of the intent of the math program. They are

able to adjust iheir teaching to their styles and the students' needs

by selecting materials from a variety of sources. And, the students

are aware of their progress. They know what is e:pected of them* how

many objectives they have achieved, and how well they are doing.

Other Curricular Areas

Language arts instruction is the responsibility of the honmroom

teachers. However, there is much team sharing of ideas and an exchange
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of student contracts for language activities.

The spelling program is based on a third-grade text. Many of the

activities for students are organized in contracts. These contracts

often include a specific activity for each day of the week. Students

work on their contracts during free moments.and independent study time

as well as during spelling time. Word attack skills are integrated into

the spelling program. This includes review of previously learned skills

and some introduction of new skills.

Instruction in social Studies and science is carried out in the

homeroom setting. Informal discussion among team members sometimes

leads to a team-wide emphasis on the same topic during a given period

of,time. Records are kept to indicate which science units_the_students

have studied.

Team D

Staff and Students

The staff of Team D includes the team leader, Ms. Bulera; three

teachers, Ms. Johnson, Ms. Lewandowskl, and Ms. Osvath; and three full-

.

time student teachers. Team D is basically a fourth-grade team of 106

students, ages 9, 10, and 11.

Professional background. Two of the staff members have been at

Alys Drive since the original implementation of IGE; the other two

teachers have had three years' expeiencc in an IGE school.

The team leader has participated in two unit leader workshops, in
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inservice programs related to WDRSD, IGM, and DMP, and is currently

taking an IGE course. One staff teacher is also taking the IGE course.

Another staff teacher participated in district 1GE workshops. All

staff teachers have been involved in ICE orientation 11.1c:tins. The

team leader has served as a resource person to the team in providing

information'and leadership in implementing IGE.

Team planning. Team D has four 45-minute periods of common plan-

ning time weekly. Team meetings are held during these periods. Meet-

ings are not scheduled regularly, b t are held when there is a need.

Informal conversations in the lounge frequently occur during these

blocks of time; team plans and decisions often result frOM these con-
........

versations.

Informal agendas are used to organize team meetings. Skill group-

ings and necessary communications are frequent agenda items. As an

example, the agenda for the team meeting of April 6, 1976, included

parent conferences, reports and record forms, and re-grouping for

word attack skills.

Minutes of meetings are not usually written. According to the

team leader: "Our first year in IGE our unit meetings were more form-

ally organized and more frequent. This year we are able to function

more informally. All of us . . . know what needs to be done and do

it!"

--
Some specialization of work has developed among the team staff.

The team leader takes responsibility for matters related to organiza-

tion and scheduling. Two staff members teach all.the science and the
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other twu teach all the social studies.

Student organization. The students are heterogeneously grouped in

homerooms. The team uses a team-wide daily schedule. Figure 4.6 shows

a student schedule. Each student checks the boxes to indicate his or

her responsibility at the times when instruction occurs in different

curricular areas. On the line below the name of each curricular area,

the student fills in the teacher for each area.

Team D occupies four rooms in the central section of the interme-

diate wing. Three are adjoining rooms on one side of the hall; the

other is acrOss the hall.

Instructional Programming in ReadingWord Attack

This is the second year Team D has used WDRSD. Instruction in

word attack skills is scheduled for 100 minutes a week (four 25-minute

periods).

IPM - Step 2. No specific set of word attack skills has been

identified for instruction in Team D. An assumption is made that any

skills which have not yet been mastered are appropriate for instruction

for individual students. Level D skills comprise the major portion of

the program, but lowerlevel skills are included for,those students

who have nnt yet mastered them.

IPM - Steps 3 nnd 4. Students are placed in ,skill groups based on

information recorded on the group record cL.Art and on the results of

the scanning test given in the fall.

IPM - Step 5. Every two or three weeks, new skill groupings are
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wommimm...., ....

MONDAY

. .m....,

TUESDAY VEDNESDAY THRUSDAY iRIDAY

9:00- 9:15
pledge, lunch count, attendance, morning study period

.,.--,-7...........

9:15- 9:35

Math '

9:15- 5%55

Mnth

9:15- 9:55

Math
Science L:7

Social Studies [7

9:15' 9:55

Math

10:00-10:55

Reading

1ig00-10:55

leading

10:00-10:40

Science C:7

Social Studies 1:7

10:00-10:55

Reading

10:00-10:55

Reading

11:00-11:25

Skills

11:00-11:25

Skills

10:45-11:25

Science 0

Social Studies C

11:00-11:25

Skills

.

11:00-11:25

Skills

11:30-12:00 lunch .

12:00-1245 12:00-12:45 12:00-12:45 12:00-12:45
,

12:55- 1:25

Spelling

12:55- 1:25

Spelling

12:55- 1:25

Spelling

12:55- 1:25

Spelling

1:30- 2:15 (2:10)

Art 1:7 'Libeary El

music 0 GYm 0

1:30- 2:15 (2:10)

Art 3 Library 0

music 1:7 Gym E7

1:30- 2:15 (2:10)

Art 0 Library Ei

Music 1:7 Gym C.7

1:30- 2:15 (2:10)

Art 0 LtbralF 1:7

Music I:7 Gym [.7

2:25- 3:00

Science 0

Social Studies 1:7

2:25- 3:00

Science 0

Social Studies 1:7

2:25- 3:00

Science 0

Social Studies E7

2:25- 3:00

Science I:7

Social Studies 0

3:00- 3:15 Dismiss khool

Figure 4.6

Student Schedule- -Team D
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determined by the team. Skills to be taught are selected, students are

assigned to appropriate groups, and teachers (including the Reading

Center staff) are identified for each group. Individual teachers plan

the activities for their group. Instruction generally occurs in tall

groups of 12-15 students. Worksheets, oral activities, and games are

used for instruction. Application of skills is emphasized at the time

students are learning the skills.

Students who are not placed in skill groups are organized into

enrichment, application,'-or study skill groups. Students who master

skills early in an instructional sequence are usually placed in another

group for instruction in a different skill.

IPM - Step 6. Upon completion of a sequence of instruction, the

students take the posttest for their skill.

IPM - Step 7. Results of the posttests are recorded on the group

record chart. Students who did not achieve mastery are re-assigned for

instruction in the same skill at some time in the future.

Using the group record, the team selects another set of skills.

New groups are formed, and the sequence continues.

Pattern of instructional programming. There are common word attack

objectives for all students in the team. Full mastery is the criterion

set for all these objectives. The sequence is determined by the team

staff; variations are made to adjust to the needs of individual stu-

deuts.

Comment. The staff of Team indicated that they consider the

Reading Center concept and the instructional cycle for word attack
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skills as strong and important elements in their reading program.

Instructional Programming in Reading7-Comprehension

Approximately four hours are devoted to instruction in comprehen-

sion each week. At the beginning of the year, all students on the team

are grouped for reading comprehension. Two or three groups are assigned

to each teacher. These groupings are based on student achievement as

indicated by performance during the previous year and on the SPPED com-

prehension tests. A basal reader series is selected.for each group.

The difficulty levels of these materials range from second through

fifth grade. Although more than one group may use materials at the

same level, the expected level of achievement or rate of progress for

the groups may differ. Comprehension reading groups are fairly stable

through the year, but some re-grouping occurs in response to changing

patterns of performance of individual students.

Individual teachers are responsible for planning the instructional

r.tivities and --lnrsting supplementary materials for their reading

groups. As a result of much informal interaction among the team staff,

teachers are aware of what other teachers are doing and often exchange

materials and ideas for instruction.

Some comprehension instruction also occurs in the Reading Center.

Three half-hour periods weekly are scheduled for Team D comprehension;

the students go(on a rotating basis so that each receives instruction

in the Reading Center every two weeks.

Approximately 70 percent of each student's reading time is spent
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in small groups with a teacher. New concepts are taught; improving

comprehension is emphasized; and word attack skills are reinforced.

The basal reading materials are used for this small group instruction.

Other materials such as workbooks, teacher-prePared activity sheets,

paperbacks, films, filmstrips, audiotapes, and games are also used.

During the remaining 30 percent of reading time, students work

independently or on a one-tii-one basis with the teacher. Students meet

individually with teachers for: (1) instruction on a specific topic

or objective; or (2) conferences to discdss independent reading activi-

ties and to plan personal reading programs.

Contracts are used to organize independent reading activities for

some students. These contracts indicate books or stories to read and

related activities to complete. Individualized reading kits are used

by some students for instruction, for enrichment, or for application.

At appropriate times, such as upon completion of a topic, a read-

ing book, or a set of objectives, individual teachers test a group of

students to determine their progress. Different types of tests (e.g.,

SPPED tests, tests correlated with a reading series, teacher-made

tests) aril used. Based on the results of these tests further instruc-

tion is provided as needed.

ThemaiillY students have a clear.understanding-of-,their goals and

responsibilities in reading. They are aware of their mastery or non-

mastery of each of the comprehension areas. They know the choices

which are available for reading activities and are able to select from

those with a minimum of teacher guidance.
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Pattern of instructional programming. Objectives and criteria are

common in that all students are expected to achieve mastery of the

areas of comprehension instrdction. Beyond that, there are variable

criteria for individual students. The sequence of instruction is de-

termined by each teacher for the students in her group, with some

variations for individual students doing independent activities.

Instructional Programming in Reading--StudY Skills

The Team D staff has identified a set of study skills which they

consider appropriate for their students. These skills are taken from

WDRSD Levels C, D, and E. The staff has prepared a plan to integrate

these study skills with science, social studies, spelling, reading,

and library (see Figure 4.7). Specific skills have been identified for

groups of students at three or four different levels in each of the

curricular areas. The library-related skills are taught by Ms. Bell

in the Media Center; all other skills are taught within the team.

Mastery of study skills is recorded on the keysort cards pro-

vided with the WDRSD materials.

Instructional Programming in Mathematics

The team schedule includes four forty-minute periods weekly for

mathematics instruction.

IPM - Step 2. Mathematics objectives for Team D include the

fourth-grade objectives from the CAM system and the objectives, from

the Houghton Mifflin mathematics text for fourth grade.

IPM - Step 3. Students are assigned to general teaue-wide math
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SPELLING READING SCIENCE
SO CIPX

STUDIES
LIBRARY

CROSS

SKILL

GROUP

Level 3 Level 2 0-4, D-5,

0-6

C-3, C-6,

C-7, C-8,

C-9

(Optional)

E-4, E-5

0-7, 0-12,

0-13

C-10

(Optional)

E-8, E-10,

E-11, E-12,

E-13

(Optional)

0-7, D-I2,

0-13

C-10

(Optional)

E-8, E-10,

E-11, E-12,

E-13

(Optional)

.

Any E

.

C-11

(Optional)

D-9

Level 4 Level 3

0-8, D-10

D-11

(Optional)

0-9

Level 4 Level 4

0-8, D-10

D-11

(Optional)

_

0-9, D-14

Level 5 Level 5

0-8, D-I0

E-9

(Opiional)

'0-9, D-14

Figure 4.7

Study Skills Plan--Team D
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groups at the beginning of the school year based on achievement scores

and performance from the previous year and on the recommendations of

the staff of Team C. The higher-achieving groups have 28-30 students

each; the lower-achieving groups have fewer students.

IPM - Step 4. Individual teachers select the topics or objectives

for their math group. One group begins with instruction at the third-

grade level. The others use just the Lourth-grade materials.

IPM - Step 5. All groups use the Houghton Mifflin fourth-grade

text. Additional materials include commercial and teacher-made games,

otber texts, teacher-made worksheets, transparencies, filmstrips, and

worksheets and diagnostic tests correlated with the basic text. The

staff las developed.a file of worksheet materials organized by skill

areas (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, place

value, set theory).

Large group, small group, and independent work are used in instruc7

tion. New topics or concepts are usually presented to the large group.

Small groups are used for providing additional instruction or practice

as needed by students. Individually, students do much written work

for practice in solving problems and in learning basic facts. Indepen-

dent small groups are sometimes organized to study together and to play

math games. The math.programs for some students are organized by con-

-

tracts.

In general, the sequence of instruction follows the textbook, but

each teacher may change the sequence to suit the needs and interests

of her group. Some topics are omitted for the lower groups to allow
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more time for instruction and practice in basic skills. Pacing of in-

struction varies from group to group depending on the ability of the

students.

IPM - Step 6. Text-related diagnostic tests are used when students

have completed a topic. Scores are recorded on individual student grade

sheets.

IPM - Step 7. All the students in a group begin new topics to-

gether. Those who need extra instruction on earlier topics are given

time permits. Throughout the year students may be

to different groups if their rates of progress suggest such

additional help as

moved

changes would he beneficial.
_

Pattern of instructional programming. Common objectives have been

identified for all students in the team. Mastery is the expected cri-

terion for all students. Individual teachers determine the sequence

for their group of students. Individual students occasionally depart

from the basic sequence for specific purposes.

Comment. The Team D staff feels the CAM objectives are too gen-

eral and too easy to be useful in instruction. All fourth-grade CAM

objectives are included in their math text, so the text objectives are

used to plan instruction. The CAM objectives are referred to for gen-

eral guidelines, but the related tests are not used in Team D.

The teachers tend.to become specialists in teaching different

types of groups (e.g., the slower students). Each has developed cer-

tain materials and approaches which are most effective for the students

in her group.

1'7 9
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There is agreement that the math texts now being used are good

instructional material y are " . . . less abstract than earlier

modern math books." I .chers like the emphasis on the more practi-

cal aspects of math. They indicate that the content is extensive

,d that even the best achievers will not be able to complete the

Pire text.

Other Curricular Areas

The students are cross-grouped for spelling. Four groups are iden-

tified at the beginning of the school year based on a pretest and

records from the previous year. One group uses third-grade materials,

two use fourth, and one uses materials at the fifth-grade level. Two

different text series are used. After the initial groups are organized,

individual teachers determine the instructional methods and procedures

for their groups. Although there is no actual team planning for in-

struction, the teachers have some awareness of what each group is

doing.

Other language arts instruction occurs with the heterogeneous groups

in the homeroom setting. There are no pre-determined language objec-

tives. The language text serves as a resource for content. Some teach-

ers use it for instruction; others do no A major,portion of instruc-

tion is focused on creative writing and grammar.

Science instruction is based on the objectives and materials of

the SAPA program. Topics from the third- and fourth-grade materials

are used. Ms. Bulera and Ms. Lewandowski teach all the science for the
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team. Together they decide who will teach each topic. Then each pre-

pares for a single topic, and teaches it for all four homerooms. For

example, Ms. Bulera taught the sequence on chemistry at the same time

Ms. Lewandowski was teaching controlling and manipulating variables.

Science is taught to one homeroom group at a time to keep the group

sizes reasonable for the available space and equipment.

MS. Johnson and Ms. Osvath teach ail the social studies for Team

D. 'The basic content is taken from the New York State curriculum, The

Biographical Approach to Famous Americans. The students use a basic

text, Trailblazers, as well as other texts for enrichment along with

tapes records, and filmstrips.

Additional Information

Team D functions as a team in relation to all curricular areas.

Their team efforts began with the implementation of WDRSD. They have

extended these suggested implementation procedures to other curricular

areas. The team leader commented, "It [the adaptation of instructional

programming] seems to have developed naturally. I can't imagine doing

it any other way."

The staff of Team D expressed much concern about the excessive

amount of record keeping which is expected. Word attack skills are re-

corded on group charts and study skills on keysort cards; this informs-.

tion is used by the team staff. In addition, they record information

on reading prlgress charts, comprehension skill records conference

forms, and report cards. The sentiment was expressed that, "Too much
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of this record-keeping is just for show; no one ever uses it."

Compounding the frustrations of record keeping is the lack of an

early dismissal time for this team. During the 1974-1975 school year,

the team staff.gave serious consideration r their planning time needs.

The team prepared a lengthy report explaining the needs and concerns

as well as some suggested solutions. The report was shared with the

IIC and sent to the district office. No changes occurred as a result

of the request.

Team E

Staff and Students

The staff of Team E includes the r.eam leader, Ms. Davies; three

staff teachers, Ms. Hrbsmehl, Mr. Kwak and Ms. %urris; and Wo run-

time student teachers. Team E is a fifth-grade team ot 95 students,

ages 10, 11, and 12.

Professional background. This is the first year that Team E has

been involved in implementin WDRSD; there.!lote, nis is t first year

these teachers have used materials designed for u 'la an TGE setting

However, three of these teachers have Leen at Alys Drive since IGE was

first implemented at the lower levels, and the fourth re-9.01er joined the

team in 1973. They have functioned as an informal team f*r scversi

years. All of the staff members have been invoaved in -3E workshops

and inservice Programs. Two of them are currently taking the IGE

course from Fredonia.
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Team planning. Team E has a.daily planning time from 12:45 to

1:25. Team meetings are held at.thio time as the need arL,. . Agendas

and minutes of meetings are not writton, 1

Individual staff members have not become Lpecialists in any aspect

of team planning and instruction. The sraff members of Team E consider-

flexibility and team effort to be two of the nost important strengths

of their team.

Student organization. The students are grouped heterogeneously for

homerooms with about 24 students in each room. Team E occupies four

rooms, two on each side of the hall at the-end of the intermediate wing.

Instruction is planned according to a team-wide daily schedule.

Mathematics, reading, and spelling are taught in the morning. Special

classes, as well as language arts, science, and social studies, are

scheduled during the afternoon.

Instructional Programming in ReadingWord Attack and Study Skills

This is the fiat year the fifth grades have.used WDRSD. Ten stu-

dents receive instruction in word attack skills in the Reading Center

for a half-hour perio4 weekly. All othet students have mastered the.

required word attack skills.

Study skills are taught to all Team E students. Study skills are

regularly scheduled for one 55-minute period each-Wednesday.

IPM - Step 2. .The study skills to be taught in Team E have been

identified by skill topic, nr..A.: by levels or by epecific objectives. The

number of topics taught during a year depends on the time available for
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study skills instruction.

IPM - Steps 3 and 4. The team selects a single skill topic such

as indexes to be taught during a 3-week period. All students then

take a placement test for that topic. Based on information from the

placement tests, a level of instruction in the chosen skill area is

identified for each student.

IPM - Step 5. Depending on the needs of the students, four or

five groups are formed. Instruction on the same skill topic is pro-

vicIA at Levels C, D, E, and F. The team decides who will teach each

group. At times the Media Center director or a student teacher pro-

vide instruction for some groups. One teacher may teach groupS a

160
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two levels if the number of students in eaeh ireup is small; if the num-

ber of students at any one level is quite large, two groups are formed.

Individual teachers have the responsibility for planning ;nstruc-

tional activities for their groups. The WDRSD resource file

for some activity materials. The teachers use ther appropl.aL4.:

sources, such as reference books, maps, and globes along with the:1.z.

own ideas and materials.

During an instruaional sequence, tests are sometimes given to

identify specific needs of individuals within the group. Further in-

struction is then focused on these needs.

In addition to direct instruction in the skill groups, study skills

are reinforced in other instructional situations (e.g., mathematics,

social studies).

IPM - Step 6. At the end of the pre-determined period of instruction,
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all students take the posttest for their level. The results are re-

corded on a group record chart and later transferred to keysort cards.

IPM 7 Step 7. A new skill area is selected for instruction, the

students take the appropriate placement test .and new groups are iden-

tified based on the results of the test.

Pattern of instructional programming. The objectives for study

skills,are variable, depending on each student's achievement level.

-
common criterion of mastery at the appropriate instructional level is

set for all students. Although there is no specific sequence of instruc-

tion for the different skill topics, all students pursue-these skills

in an invariant sequence as a result of the management and re-grouping

procedures.

Comment. The Team E staff supports the procedure of separating

study skills from other content areas forjhstruction. According to

one teather, "There's more focuc and emphasis on specific skills than

when they're taught just in Math and social studies."

Instructional Programming in ReadingComprehension

At the beginning of the school year students are grouped by general

reading ability into four reading groups. These groupings are based on

information about each student's previous performance including recom-

mendations from Team P. scores on the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test, and

information from other achfevement tests.

Each of these four groups is assigned to a teacher. Within these

large groups,-the individual teachers may identify small instructional
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groups. This decision is based on reading level as well as student

interest and attitude.

Instructional objectives for reading are determined by the staff--

sometimes individually and sometimes as a team. They are based on the

general fifth-grade curriculum And the-abilities and needs of the stu-

dents in each group. The expected level of attainment varies for indi-

vidual students. One staff member indicated, "Ye recognize individual

differences . . . have different expectations within a fifth grade norm."

Basal readers and other basic reading materials appropriate for each

large group are identified by the reading teadier.

The following materials and groupings were being used regularly

for instruction in the four-large groups in April, 1976:

Group 1: One group of 22 students was reading On the Edge; a second

group of 6 students was reading Kings and Things. Both groups functioned

together for other reading instruction. The students in both groups regu-

larly used materials from an individualized literature kit.

Group The students were divided into two groups using the basal

readers, Kings and Things and Sky Lines. Along Story Trails was used

for enrichment. Tape recordings and television programs related to

Newbery Award books were used by all students.

Group 3: There were two basic reading groups using the Open High-

ways series, oi Level 4 and one at Level 5. All students used

arint (a high interest, low vocabulary biweekly magazine) and Reading for

Concepts as enrichment material. A strong emphasis was placed on compre-

hension skills for the total group.
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Group 4: Two basal readers, Open Highways (Level 3) and Open

Highways (Level 5) provided the focus for instruction. Individualized

reading materials, at a comprehension level appropriate for each stu-

dent, were used for instruction in the Reading Center.

In addition to instruction in the classroom, students carry out

independent study activities. Whenever appropriate, students use

additional materials such as filmstrips, tapes, and reference books

in the Media Center.

At least once every ten weeks, all students are evaluated on their

reading progress. As a result of the evaluation, students are re-grouped

as necessary.

Individual l.eachers keep informal records of student performance in

reading. Achievement is also recorded on the required records--the read-

ing progreos card and conference sheets.

Pattern of instructional programming. All students in Team E do

not pursue common objectilm.s. Achievement of objectives is based on

variable criterion levels. The sequence of instruction differs for

each group. Within each group, students follow a general sequence as

determined by the teacher.

Comment. The lowest reading achievement on Team E was reported

to be about a 2.5 grade level. According to Ms. LaCrego, "This is the

first time that all of our fifth graders can read at least some ma-

terials."

The Comprehension element of WDRSD will be used in the school next

year. Team E anticipates making some changes in their grouping and
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teaching procedures when these materials are available.

Instructional Programming in Mathematics

Team E bases their mathematics program on topics included in the

New York State syllabus and on the Houghton Mifflin program. Objectives

are available with the CAM system,'but.they are not being used by Team E.

They expect to use them next year.

IPM - Step 2. The objectires for math instruction are those iden-

tified by the New York State syllabus and the Houghton Mifflin program

for fifth grade.

IPM - Steps 3 and 4. At the beginning of the school year, four

math groups are formed. In general these are identified as above-

average fifth, average fifth, below-average fifth, and very law achievers.

The groups are determined on the basis of records and recommendations

from the previous year. The groups are of different sizes, with the

slowest group having the fewest number of students.

LPM - Step_ 5. All groups use the fifth-grade Houghton Mifflin math

textbook. Individual teachers determine the sequence and pacing of in-

struction for the studentn in their groups. The pace varies within

groups as well as between groups.

Materials other than the basic text include worksheets correlated

with the text, math practice cards, instructional games,- equipment

(e.g., measuring tools, protractors), geometric objects, models, and

teacher-made activity sheets. Films and filmstrips are occasionally

used for instruction.
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Introductory lessons for a topic are often presented to a whole

group. Follow-up activities usually involve small group or individual

work. Teachers provide specific instriiction for small groups of stu-

dents who need additional explanations or teacher direction. For some

topics, assignments are given for a three- to'five-day period. Stu-'

dents do these assignments independently, requesting help from the

teacher as needed. Other independent activities involve small group

drill or practice.and the use of old math texts for additional prac-

tice or for studying a different topic.

During the course of a year, the students may make decisions about

which one of a set of topics they will study. When two groups are

studying the same topic; the two teachers sometimes plan instructional

activities cooperatively.

In all groups, there is an emphasis on everyday applications of

math concepts. This emphasis is particularly strong with the slower

group. These students are expected to learn only the basic math con-

cepts for the fifth grade. Within alr-groups, the expected level of

achievement varies according to the ability of individual students.

1PM - Step 6. Diagnostic tests are sometimes given upon comple-

tion of a chapter or topic. If students need additional instruction,

a topic may be re-taught or reviewed immediately or later in the year.

Teacher judgment is used to determine whether td re-teach a topic or

proceed to a new topid.

1PM - Step 7. Individual teachers keep informal records of stu-

dent performance on daily work aud diagnostic tests. Math achievement
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is also recorded on conference forms and on the grouping chart.

The basic math groups are flexible, and individual students are

re-grouped whenever there is a need for a different type or Pace of

instruction,-

Pattern of instructional ptogramming. There are common mathema-

tics .objectives for all studenta in Team E; the expected level of

attainment varies depending on the ability-of the students. Individual

teachers determine the sequence of instruction. Within a group, stu-

dents proceed in an invariant sequence with occasional alterations re-

sulting from the interests and/or needs of individual students.

Other Curricular Areas

The grouping procedure used for math is also used for spelling.

Groups at four achievement levels are identified at the begiuning of

the year, and changes are made as needed. Other language arts instruc-

tion occurs in the homeroom setting. Individual teachers determine

topics, activities, and sequence for instruction. These decisions are

based on common expectations of appropriate content for fifth grade.

In science, the Level F SAPA materials provide the focus for in-

struction. Instruct.ion in science and health is basically the respon-

sibility of the homeroom teachers. However, two of the teachers do

exchange students and share instructional responsibilities in these
,

areae?.

Social studies instruction is planned and carried :Jut by Individual

teachers in the homeroom setting. Most instruction is based on the
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MacMillan text, Living in the Americas.

Additional Information

Three of the Team E teachers have taught together at the fifth-

gr.r-xle level for thirteen years. These teachers suggested that this

has made it easier for them to_work as a team. As reported earlier,

they have informally practiced team teaching for several years.

As one of tht, teachers explained their situation and provided in-

formation about the grouping procedures fOr study skills, spelling,

and math, the closing commint was, "I guess we're using an IGE format

without realizing it."

Summary

The implementation of the multiunit school organization and of

instructional programming for individual students at Alys Drive

Elementary School-during the 1975-1976 school year has been doscribed

in this chapter. First, the multiunit organization for the school

was described. This was followed by a discussion of the communication

and coordination activities of the IIC as they affect instructional

programming. Then the processes and procedures used by each of the

five teams in implementing instructional programming were described.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The descriptive data about Alys Drive Elementary School have been

presented in detail in the previous two Chapters. In this chapter,

the data are analyzed and discussedin relation to the questions posed

for this study.

Multiunit School Organization

Question : What is the multiunit organizational arrangement of the
school?

I & R Units. The school is organized into five teams. Each team

has-, a team leader, three or four staff teachers, 88 to 120 students,

and two or three student teachers. Teams A and B also ',lave part-time

participants. The kindergartncrs, their teachers, and the teachers of

special areas are not assigned to teams.

The students in Teams A and B are first and second graders with

an age span of approximately three years. Teams C, -and E are basi-

cally grade level teams for third, fourth, and fifth graders. Each

team has some students who have been in school one year longer than

most students on their team. These assignments are the result of having
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retained students whose levels of achievement and/or maturity were less

than the staff considered reasonable for assigning the students to

teams with their age-mates. A few of the most capable students have

assigned to teams, pne,level,aheadof their, pected grade level.

Instructional Improvement Committee. The Instructional Improve-.

ment Committee includes the principal the five teamileaders, the

reading teacher, and one of the physical education teachers. The IIC

does not include the Media Center director or a parent representative.

Systemwide Policy Committee. The principal and all team leaders

represent the school on the district SPC. Other members of the SPC

are the_principal and team leaders from the other IGE school, the

assistant superintendent in charge of instruction, and the curriculum

coordinator.

Question 1A: What is the rationale for this arrangement?

The school staff has not developed a statement of the rationale

for their multiunit organization. Rather, the organization has

evolved over the five-year period of implementing IGE as changes have

been made in response to particular situations. In the following

sections, those considerations which have had the greatest impact in

determining the multiunit organization are discussed.

I & R Units. There have be.qn changes in the multiunit organization
_

-

- .4!ach year. These changes haVe-been'necessary tO carry Out the school's

plan to add one additional grade level to the IGE system each year.

Annually, decisions have been made as to how the new grade level will
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be incorporated in the organization. These decisions have been based

on previous experiences and the attitudes and concerns of the staff

members involved. There is currently a strong emphasis on grade level

teams which is, in part, the result of adding one grade each year. In

the course of doing this, the concept of grade level has been rein-

forced to the point of being a greater consideration than the concept

of Multiaging.

There is also a strong emphasis on grade levels in the district

and the state. Testing programs and many report forus are directed at

grade level groups of students. Curriculum guides emphasize content

to-be-learned-at each grade lev-el. Assigning students by grade levels

makes it easier to comply with district and state guidelines.

Among the staff members of the teams, there are varying opinions

and attitudes toward multiaging. This topic has been discussed at

meetings and in informal conversations for several years. A need has-'

been expressed for more extensive information on the purpose and

strengths of multiaging.

In the first two years of ICE, the primary students were organized

as multiaged teams; within the teams, multiaged groups of students were'

assigned to each homeroom. j The students went to special classes (art,

music, and physical education) as homeroom groups. Some of the special

teachers were not receptive to having the students multiaged for instruc-

EI-in their areas. In the following year, the staffs of the multi-

aged teams assigned their-students to homerooms by grade levels. This

resulted from the concerns expressed by some special teachers as well
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as the uncertainty among the team teachers as to the value of multi-

-
aging within hotherooms.

Each year's decision about the multiunit organization has been

based an the input, suggestions, and concerns of the staff of each

team. Insofar as possible, the organization is planned so that teach-

ers can work in the situation in which they feel they can best cariy

out their responsibilities.

The-school-will again-be reorganized-for the-1976-1977-school-year.---

Staff members indicated that they expect the plan will include six

teams one for each grade level. There is a_feeling.expreased by some

staff thembers that, although multiaging has séme strengtha, these are

not sufficient to outweigh the difficulties involved in planning and

managing instruction for students at several grade levels.

Instructional Improvement Committee. The principal and all team

leaders are members of the IIC, following the description of the IIC

in_the_IGE_literatureThe_reading-teacher-is-included-because of her

extensive involvement in developing and assisting in the school-wide

reading program. The physical education teacher is included as a

representative of the special teachers. He also assumes the duties of

the,principal when-the principal is absent.

_
-No-partidUlar' 66nsiddrat1on has been given to incluting-the Media

Center director on the IIC. She did express the thought.thateing a

member of the IIC might be a reasonable way to try to overcome some of

the problems which exist in scheduling the Media Center and providing

related instruction appropriate for individual students. Parents.have
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not been included on the IIC. The staff has not felt any particular

reason to arrange for a parent representative on the IIC.

Systemwide Policy Committee. There are only two IGE schools in-

the district. Including the principal and all team leaders from each

school has been an effective way to ensure representation of all staff

members and to arrive at decisions which reflect the opinions and needs

of both schools.

Question 1B: In what ways has the model for the multiunit school
been modified to meet the needs of the particular_school?

The prototypic model for the multivait school suggests that each

team should include 100 to 150 students. In the IGE Implementor's

Manual (Evers, Fruth, Heffernan, Karges; and Krupa, 1975), the recom-

mendation is that 75 to 150 students be assigned to each.team. -Four

of the-teams at. AlYs -Drive have fewer than 100 students. The major

modification of the model is the lack of multiaging to include stu--
dents of two or more grade levels on all of the teams. The IIC and

e .

SPC structures follow the prototypic model closely.

Instructional Improvement Committee
---------

Question 2A: To what extent does the IIC support the implementation of
instructional programminrby implementing Step 1 of the
Instructional Pr6gramming Model? --

The IIC, in cooperation with.the teams, has identified criteria to

be used in determining whether or not students should be promoted to the

next level within the building. At the present time, these are the only
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general educational objectives which have been put into written form.

Other objectives have been 'discussed, but have not been formally iden-

tified.

The IIC-considers the WDRSD: Word Attack Skills, WDRSD: Study

Skills, and CAM (Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring) mathematics

objectives to be the school-wide educational objectives for reading

and mathematics.

Question 2B: To what extent does the IIC support the implementation
of instructional programming by coordinating the acti-

vities of the I & R Units to achieve continuity of
instruction in all curricular areas?

Under the direction of the reading teacher, a set of records for

all students in the building is maintained for word attack skills.

Continuity, without overlap, is achieved by referring tO these records

as students are placed into groups for instruction in word attack

skills.

In comprehension, continuity is achieved as the reading teacher

works with the team leaders and staff teachers to identify groups of

students with similar instructional needs, to select basal reading ma-

terials for them, and to make changes in grouping and maierials through-

out the year in response to changes in learning rate or style of indivi-

dual students.

Continuity of instruction in mathematics results from the use of

the CAM objectives as.the focus for assessment and record keeping. For

most students, mathematics instruction is planned around textbook ma-

terials at their grade level. A small percentage of students use
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materials and/or objectives from higher or lower levels. Most of the

CAM objectives are contained in t.he text materials; teachers plan

additional instructional activities for those CAM objectives which are

not included in the texts. Informal communication among the staff mem-

bers along with the records of Objectives which have been achieved

serve as the means of assuring.continuity of instruction for each stu-
-

dent.

No formai steps have been taken to achieve continuity-in the other

curricular areas. The combination of teaching content by grade levels,

keeping records of topics and content, and frequent interaction among

teachers within and between teams makes it possible to have a continuous

program of instruction with a minimum of repetition for individual stu-

dents.

Question 2C: To what extent does the IIC support the implementation
of instructional programming by.arranging for the use
of time, facilities, and material and human resources
which must be shared throughout the building?

The IICspends a small proportion of'actual meeting time on mat-
..

ters-related to Coordination of resources. Planning for school-wide

schedules occurs once a year when the daily schedule for special teach-

ers and the Media Center is determined. The IIC makes sugeestions: re-

garding the schedule,.and the detailed schedule is worked out by Mk.

Sciole and Mr. Adamec. Ms. LaCrego works with the IIC and with indivi-

dual teams to plan the schedule for the Reading Center.

Planning for the daily schedule also includes the planning for the

use of human resources which are shared throughout the building. The
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schedule determines when special teachers will work with each homeroom

group. The Reading Center schedule is planned in such a way that the

assistance of the aides is available for instruction and clerical tasks

related to word attack skills.

Planning for the use of the available building space is also an

anrmal function. The IIC determines which rooms will be.assigned to

each team. The use of space which is shared (e.g., the multipurpose

room-and-the cafetorium).._is_handled through the_office_on an ad hoc

baSis. Materials and equipment which are shared are managed by check-

ing them out from the Media Center or by using sign-up sheets in the

faculty workroom.

As a result of the annual planning ari the provision of effective

management procedures, it is not necessary for the IIC to devote much

time to arranging for the use of resources. A more important function

is to obtain these resources in the first place. The IIC was instru-

mental in obtaining the weekly early dismissal for the primary team

and_in_getting_the-three-half-time-aide positions-for-the-building.

Needs for curricular materials and major equipment are discussed by

the'IIC and their recommendations are communicated to the district of7

fice.

Much of the planning for 1976-1977 has been related to the addi-

tion of the three sixth-grade homerooms. The IIC has made several

recommendations which are important for including the sixth gradea

and for maintaining or improving ICE, especially the reading program.

These include (1) remodeling one area.of the building so that ai
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storage room can become part of the Reading Center to replace the space

of one Reading Center room which will be used as a classroom; (2) con-

tinued availability of at least three half-time aide positions; (3) the

addition of a half-time art teacher to the staff; and (4) early dismis-

sal for the intermediate teams to alleviate problems associated with

insufficient planning time.

Instruction and Research Units

Question 3: To what extent are Steps 2 through 7 of the Instructional
Programming Model implemented in each I & R Unit?

A. In what ways has the Instructional Programming Model
been modified to meet the needs of each I & R Unit?

k.

Reading. Instructional programming for individual students has

been implemented in reading in all teams. The reading program is based

on WDRSD: Word Attack Skills, WDRSD: Study Skills, and the SPPED

.(System-fur-Vupii an I Program Evaluation Development) comprehension_
areas.

Team-wide planning and instruction for word attack skills occurs in

Teams A, B, C, and D. The procedures used are based on the suggested

procedures described in the WDRSD materials. In Team E, only a few

students receive instrdcti6n in word attack skills. These students are

identified by the team; their word attack instruction is planned and

carried out by the reading teacher.

For study skills, team-wide planning and instruction occurs in

Teams D and E. In these two teams, instructional programming-in st-dAY-

6-1 q.v
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skills follows Steps 2 through 7 of the IPM. In Teams A, B,. arid C,-

instruction in study skills is carried out by individual teachers in

the context of other curricular areas. In these teams, study skills

are generally not isolated for instruction. Rather, they are empha-

sized as they occur in instructional sequences in mathematics, :xience,

social studies, or library skills.. Individual teachers Select the

skills and determine the sequence for instruction. Teams A, B, D,

and E use the WDRSD posttests and record the results on the study

skills record cards. The posttests are not used in Team C.

Comprehension instruction: isThased on objectives which are more

general than-the wordattack and study skills. Planning and impleMent-

ing comprehension instruction is more of a long-range'procedure. All

teams identify comprehension groups at the beginning of the year. In

Teams A and B, groups are formed_within-each-homer" om; n Teams C, D,

and E, cross-team groups are formed. (Cross-team groups include stu7

dents from the entire team who have similar nee-cs.) --;e-ren-g:._

teacher assists all teams in forming groups and identifying appropri

ate reading materials. Basal readers are used for comprehension in-

struction in all teams. In addition to the instruction carried out by

the team teachers, Teams A, B, C, and D have regularly scheduled blocks

of time for students to receive additional comprehension instruction

in the Reading Center.

The amount of interaction among team members_regarding-instruttiiiii-

_--in-comprehen-Sien and the frequency of-regroUping students differ from

team to team. Each team has developed planning Lind instructional
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procedures which the team members feel are most'effective for their
.... _

situation.

The following observations regarding school-wide comprehension

instruction indicate the extent to which Steps 2 through 7 Gf the 1PM

are being implemented:

Step 2: Rather than identifying a range of objedtives, all teams

plan instruction to reflect the ten areas of comprehension instruction

identified in the SPPED materials._ These are: identify details, iden-

tify main idea, identify sequence, follow directions, infer, draw con-

clUsions, relate cause/effect, distinguish fact/opinion, classify, and

recognize analogies. The level of expected achievement for each team

is defined by the mastery score for the correlated SPPED comprehenaion

ests for the grade level(s) of the-stud-ents in the team.

The major preassessments occur at the beginning of the

school year when initial groups,are formed. The procedures used in-

elude records from the previous year, and teacher judgMents from the

reading teacher, teachers of the previous year, and the teachers for

the current year. Teher judgments reflect student learning style

and motivational lrel as well as reading ability.

Step'4: Much instruction reflects the content and sequence of

thc basal reading materials being used by partionlAr_groupsSome-in--7_
includes self-selection of reading books and pursuing ihde-

pendent reading activities which may or may not focus on instructional

objectives. Occasionally, short-term instructional objectives are iden-

tified for individuals or small groups to attain.
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Step 5: Variations in teacher guidance, grouping mode, and the

use of time, materials, and space occur to some extent in all teams.

The amount of variation is very much a matter of individual teachers'

preferred teaching styles and their interpretations of the best proce-

dures for the students in their groups.

Step 6: Various types of assessments (text-related diagnostic

tests, teacher-made tests, and SPPED tests) are used at the discretion

of individual teachers or as determined by the team staff. Diagnostic

and teacher-made tests are used to determine student performance re-
,

lated to completed units of instruction (chapters or topics),_and-to

in which certain students need furaArt.

SPPED tests are generally given toward the end Of the year when it is

expected that most students have reached the expected level of attainment

for their grade.

Step 7: The information attained at Step 6 may be used to deter-

mine the next sequence of instruction, especially if assessments indi-

cate that students need additional instruction in a particillar area.

In other cases, the next sequence is determined by the reading materials

being used or by teacher and/or student interest.

Student's whose pregress-is greater than that-of most others-in--

their-group are--identified- through-the--assessments--and-teacher-ludgment;-

These students, as well as those who need additional work or a slower

pace, are re-assigned to other reading groups when the teachers consider

this to be the most effective way to meet the needs of individual stu-

dents.
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Step 7 may lead back to Step 4 or to Step 5. Throughout the year,

the teams attempt to proVide sufficient focus in their instruction

that each student shows improvement in each area of comprehension in-

atruction. However, instruction is not limited to the ten areas, but

is plannedtoprovde wide experiences in reading for each student.
7

Mathematics. 1 Instructional programming in mathematics is based

on 'combinations of, the CAM objectives and the Houghton Mifflin objec-

tives. Teams B and C use the CAM objectives for planning and evaluating-----
(:

instructionmoaginstruotional=attiVI:ties-are-selected-frotithe Houghton'

Mifflin materials: Teams_ADand-E-use-the-HolightFEMITflin objec-

tives and materials for instruction .

In Teams A, B, and C, mathematics instruction is planned and carr.

ried'out within each homerooth. Long-term cross-team groups are OrganiZed

for math in Teams D and E. In all teams, math instruction generally

folloWs the procedure of large group teacher presentation after which

individual students or small groups complete related activities such as

worksheets, games, or exploration with manipulative materials. While

studenta are doing these activities, teachers Often provide extra in-

struction for those students who need it.

Objectives are used as an overall focus for mathematics instruc-
....

tion..__Howevermost_iasirational_activities are based on topics or

areas of content (e.g., telling time re-grouping in subtraction, Ling

division, adding fractions).. Thus, a topic is identified for a group,

a variety of instructional activities are carried out, and,all students.

are expected to improve their understanding of the topic or their
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Upon'completion of a topic, tests are usually

given to determine_studentSLunderstanding of that topic;
_ _

At intervals during the year, the CAM tests which reflect the

objectives to be attained are given by Teams B and C. The results

are used to determine objectives (or topics) for which further instruc-

tion is necessary. Teams A, D, and E use the results of text-related

diagnostic tests to determine when further instruction-is needed for a

given topie.

Patterns of instructional programming. The patterns of instruc-

tional'programming reflect decisiens made at both-the building level

and the team level. The patterns used for word attack skills, study

skills (Team E only), comprehension, and mathematics, are shown in

Figure 5.1.

The common objectives and common levels of attainment for all

areas in Teams A, B C and D result from the use of WDRSD: Word Attack

Skills, SPPED comprehension areas, and CAM mathematics objectives as

'the focus .bar instruction and/or assessment. The common objectives
_

and common levels
----
of attainment_refer_to_aminimal:leve1....ef7achie7e,..-__

----
------------

meat which is expected of all students at each grade level. Additional

Instruttional activities which do not necessarily reflect.specific ob-

jectives occur in both reading and mathematics.

Sequence is determined by teams or individual teachers. Because

much instruction occufs in groups, the staff members make decisions

about basic sequence. Variations in sequence occur as individual stu-

dents carry out additional activities which may or may not reflect

2,05
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Ubrd Attack Skills Comprehension Mathematics

Team Objectives
Level of

Attainment
Sequence Objectives

Level of

Attaintent
Sequence Objectives

Level of

Attainment Sequence

C C C/V C C C C

,

C C

C C C/V C C C C C C/V

C C C C C/V C C C

C C C/V C C C/V C C C/V

E V

Study Skills

C C V V C/V C V C/V

Key: C - Common

ei f) V - Variable

fl'u 0 C/v - Combination of cotton And variable

Figure' 5.1

Patterns of Instructional Programming
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instructional objectives.

In Team E, variable objectives are used in study skills. The ob-

jectives for individual students reflect different levels of related

topics or skills. Team E does not use the SPPED comprehension tests

or the CAM mathematics objectives and related tests. The objectives

for theie areas are derived from the text materials in use. The expec-

ted levels of achievement in these areas vary for individual students.

Question 3B: How does the implementation of instructional program-

ming compare between I & R Units?

In discussing Individually Guided Education, the staff members at

Alys Drive seldom refer to laructional programming. Their references

focus more on working as teams to provide appropriate groupings to meet

the needs of individual students and.to share information about students

and instructional activities. The team organization is considered an

important element of ICE by all team members. All teams have developed

a spirit of cohesiveness in relation to proviaing for the needs of

their students. However, each of the teams functions in a different

way, to achieve its goals.

Team A has cross-team grouping for word attack skills. All other

basic instruction is carried out within the homeroom setting. The

staff members interact frequently, especially during their common plan-

ning time and lunch time. Each person has a general awareness of what

the others are doing, and they often exchange ideas and suggestions

about effective instructional activities and materials. This exchange

of ideas occasionally leads to a cooperatively-planned unit of instruction
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for all students in the team. The regular team meetings are used to plan

for word attack skill instruction and for other matters which relate to

all team members.

Team B also has cross-team grouping for word attack skills. The

remainder of the instruction in reading as well as in language arts

and mathematics occurs within each homeroom. The three first-grade

teachers cooperatively plan and teach science. About half the units

of instruction in social studies are cooperatively planned and carried

out by all team members. The staff members keep in close contact

.,through __much-informal_conversationin..thehall_near_their_rooms and,.
_ .

in the lounge during their planning and lunch times. Plans for team

activities often occur spontaneously in these informal settings. The

weekly team meetings are used for regular planning activities and for

communicating information.

Cross-team grouping is used for all reading instruction in leam C.

Short-term groups are formed for word attack skills. Long-term groups

are formed for reading comprehension; frequent re-grouping of stu-__

dents occurs among the groups. Many instructional ideas and materials
_ . ... _

are shared by the team staff, especially for reading and other language

arts activities. Team C has formal planning sessions during.team meet-

ings as well as some informal planning which occurs as the staff members

converse in the hall near their rooms or as they eat lunch together in

thelounge.

In Team D, team planning and cross-team grouping are used for word

attack skills, comprehension, mathematics, and spelling. Two teachers
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assume the responsibility for science inr.l.ruction and the other two

handle social studies. Study skills are naught within the context of

spelling; readingi science; social studies and library. Specific

SkillS have been identified for instrUction in each of these areas.

Much information is shared in informal settings, especially in the

lounge during the common planning time or at lunch time. Decisions

are often made during these informal sessions. Team meetings are sche-

duled when there are specific matters to be discussed or decided by

the team.

Team E uses cross-team-grouping-for-study skills comprehension,

mathematics, and sOelling. Their approach to team planning and cross-

grouping has evolved over a period of several years during which the

same teachers have taught the fifth grades.. Team planning oCcurs

mainly during their common planning time in formal or informal team

meetings. In addition to the teamr-wide. planning, two teachers plan

together for science and health instruction for the students in_their

homerooms.

Summary

In this chapter, the data gathered at Alys Drive School have been

diseussed-In-reletion-t-o-the-questIone-posed-for-thIs-study. The imple-
`.

mentation of ICE at Alys Drive reflects many of the procedures and pro-

cesses recommended in the TGE literature. At the same time, certain

aspects of this school's IGE program have deviated from the IGE models

2 10
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in response to the staff's views of the needs and unique characteris-

tics of their school population.

In the following chapter, the procedures used at Alys Drive and

the modifications which have occurred are discussed in terms of the

implications they have for the implementation of IGE in other schools

or for reconsideration of the prototypic models for instructional pro-

gramming and for the multiunit school.

211
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SUMMARY, OBSERVATIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary

This study was conducted to determine how instructional program-

ming for individual students has been implemented to provide effective

learning environments for elementary schook,etudents. While the pri-

mary focus is on the entire range of procedures,used to achieve the

objectives of the Instructional Programming Model-(IPM), an important

secondary focus is the multiunit organization (Min) as it relates to

implementing instructional programming.

Earlier studies of IGE schools indicate that instructional pro-

_

_

gramming is difficuIt-to:implementaYSteMatically ..(Ironside, 1972),

and that the interpretations of its characteristics vary widely among

thosewho-are-involved-TiTinstructional Programming (Klenke;-1975);7-

Difficulties arisinrom'the-failureto-follow-the-sequence-have-ba-en-

discussed by Lipham and Klausmeier (1976). Klausmeier (1972) has ex-

pressed the need to develop adequatemanagement strategies which make

it possible to Implement instructional- programming simultaneously in

several curricular areas.

In spite of the problems which do exist, a nuMber of studies of
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IGE schools which have implemented instructional programming in reading

ant/or mathematics do indic'ate that higher student achievement has

occurred (Burtley, 1974; Flournoy, 1974; Hackett and McKilligan,

1972; Kennedy, et al., 1972; Klausmeier, et al., 1971; Kurth, 1975;

Quilling and Otto, 1971). Other studies which compared student atti-,

tude in IGE schools and non-IGE schools indicate that positive student

attitudes are associated with IGE schools (Wysong a1id LaBay, 1970;

Edwards, 1972). The multiunit school organization has been found to

be associated with an increase in shared teaching behaviors (Olszewski,

1973),'higher teacher motivation (Herrick, 1974), and a greater variety

of instructional materials and modes for students (joyal, 1973).

These studies identified outcomes which are associated with the

implementation of IGE, but did not investigate the details of the pro-

cedures used to achieve the outcomes. The details of the year-long

process of changing over to IGE in one school have been reported by

Ciaglia et al. (1973).

In the present i,tudy the details of carrying-out-instriretional pro-
,

giamming in reading and mathematics were examined in a multiunit school

in its fourth year of implementing IGE. Three broad questions were posed

as the focus for thc study:

1. What is the multiunit organizational arrangement of
the school?

A. What is the rationale for this arrangement?

B. In what ways has the model for the multiunit
organization been modified?
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2. To what extent does the IIC support the implementation-

of instructional programming by:

A. implementing Step 1 of the Instructional Pro-

gramming Model? ,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, - ,,,,,

B. coordinating the activities of the I & R Units

to achieve continuity of instruction in all

curricular areas?

C. Arranging for the use of time, facilities, and
material and human resources which must be
shared throughout the building?

3. To what extent are Steps 2 through 7 of the Instructional
Programming Model implemented in each I & R Unit?

A. In what ways has the Instructional-Programming
Model been modified to meet the needs of each

I & R Unit?

B. How does the implementation of instructional
programming compare between I & R Units?

Field methodology was used to carry out this case study of one IGE

school. The criteria applied in selecting the school were that it met .

the minimal criteria for an IGE school as defined in the IGE Implementor's

Manual (Evers, et al., 1975), had implemented instructional programming

in at least two curricular areas, was using the Wisconsin Design for

Reading Skill Development (WDRSD), had at least three I & R Units, and

had a staff which was willing to participate in the study. Alys Drive

Elementary School in Depew, New York, was selected for the study.

A combination of techniques was used in collecting the data. The

Descriptor for Individualized Instruction (DeVault, et al., 1973) pro-

vided an effective means for collecting detailed information about pro-

gram context and pattern, sequence objectives, assessment techniques,
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rate, media, grouping, record of information, and use of information.

Additional data related to instructional programming and the multiunit

organization were gathered through questionnaires, observations, inter-

views, and perusal of related documents. The observation and inter-

viewing were Larried out by the researcher during a two-week period of

full-time attendance at the school.

After the data were collected, they were categorized according to

topics related to the questions of the study. The information was

then reported in a detailed narrative description of the school

(Chapters III and IV). Following this narrative presentation, the

data were analyzed and discussed as they relate to the questions of

the study (Chapter V).

'Observations and Generalizations

Multiunit School Organization

Certain aspects of the model for the multiunit school may be easier

to implement than others. At Alys Drive School the assignment of staff

members to appropriate roles in the multiunit organization follows the

NUS model closely; however, the assignment of students deviates from

the model in respect to multiaging.

The SPC includes all persons suggested in the model except a com-

munity representative. The IIC follows the model by including the

principal, the unit leaders, and two special teachers. The I & R Units

(teams) follow the model in respect to numbers of staff and students
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and composition of the staff.

Factors which seem to have contributed to the successful organiza-

tion of staff members into teams include an expectation among the staff

metbers that a team of teachers can provide more effective learning

environments than can individual teachers, a physical setting.in which

the members of each team are located in proximity to each other, and

---
a-cooperative spirit among the staff members. Although the cooperative

spirit may have contributed to the successful multiunit organization,

it may also be true that the organization has contributed to the co-

operative spirit.

Another important feature of the multiunit organization at Alys

Drive is the assignment of student teachers to each team. At the time

of this study, each team had two or three full-time student teachers.

The availability of this number of student teachers resulted from a

concentrated effort by district and building personnel to inform area

colleges and universities of their needs, and to provide an effective

learning environment for the student teachers.

------Tfig-Mareif-ii4diffatEion of the model for the multiunit school is

in the minimal degree of multiaging within 741ams C, D, and E, and in

the proposed organization for the 1976-1977 school year when each team

is expected to include students at a single grade level. The staff at

Alys Drive has given consideration to the strengths and weaknesses of

multiaging during their four years as an IGE school. The topic has

appeared on agendas during these four years and was also a topic of

discussion during the interviews for this study. Multiaging has
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occurred in the primary teams, but the recent trend is toward grade

level teams. The emphasis op grade levels is encouraged by district

and state curriculum guides and reporting .procedures as well.as by

some of the teachers within.the school. There are teachers who sup-
_ .

port the concept of multiaging, but they feel there is a lack of in-

formation based on research and practice which could be used to build

a strong case for multiaging.

-datei-the-iiterature describing IGE has not included much sup-__
portive data regarding multiaging. If multiaging is to be a vital

characteristic of,IGE in actual practice, more extensive information

explaining the reasons for and strengths of multiage grouping needs to

be made available to schools as they plan their multiunit organizations.

A different multiunit organization has been used in each of the

four years of IGE at,Alys Drive. The staff members did not indicate

that this frequent reerganizing,created_any particular,problemss Tt.

may be that reorganizing in an attempt to meet the needs and interests

of the staff and students is more important than maintaining a less

acceptable organization-for-the sake of stability.

-Sehbel1x;7ide"CdOrdinatien-and COMthunieation

Effective means have been developed to coordinate instruction and

resources throughout the school. The reading teacher, Ms. LaCrego, has

provided leadership. to coordinate the school-wide reading program

through the Reading Center. Within the Reading Center concept, she

coordinates the use of the space alloted for the Reading Center, plans
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for the use of the-aides' time, recommends reading materials to be ac-

quired, maintains records of each student's progress, and assists each

team in planning and implementing instruCtiOnal'Programs in reading.

Her assistance and ampport are highly=valued by the staff. It seeMs

reasonable to suggest that other schools which are implementing IGE

should attempt to obtain an interested and qualified staff Member to

provide similar services.. Carrying this suggestion further, it also

seems reasonable to speculate that having a .staff member to coordinate

and participate in instruction in other curricular areas might provide

the suPport which is needed to implement instructional programming in

those areas. This would be of Particular value in areas for whiCh a

school has identified minimal objectives for all.students.. _

The Media Center, directed by Ms. Bell, also serves an important

function in the coordination of resources. Most non-text materials

iri the building arercatalogued in the Media Center. Well-established

check-out procedures make it possible for teachers to locate needed

materials readily.

From the interviews and observations, it became apparent that the

_
support and leadeishiP of the principaL-Mr:-Sciole-,---werevery impor-

.

tant to the staff members. They often indicated that the effective

implementation of IGE was in large part attributable to him, yet they

seldom gave examples of specific actions which he had taken. It would

seem that his rOle had been one of providing leadership through the

kinds of activities Which are inconspicuous but effective in causing

changed to occur. Chairing_the IIC,,enCouragiiig\shared'decisiOn'llefkinga
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and giving support and information as needed or requested by teams or

individual teachers are examples of the actions Mr. Sciole has taken

in providing leadership at Alys Drive.

Instructional Programming for Indiyidual Students-

General school-wide objectives, as defined in Step 1 of the IPM,

have noi been identified aiAlys Drive. Rather, the staff uses the

instructional objectives contained in the adopted curricular materials

as their school-wide objectives. Criteria for promoting students re-

flect the minimal achievements expected of students to be assigned

to a higher grade level. The combination of instructional objectives

and minimal promotion criteria appears to be sufficient for an under-

standing of the general school-wide expectations for student achieve-
_

ment.

In relation to Step 1, it might be reasonable_to assume that a

set of instructional objectives can lie substituted for general school

wide objectives. 'This seems to be a feasible assumption if the empha-

sis is on identifying a minimal level of achievement which all stu-

dents can 1e expected to attain. However, this would not provide

guidelines for expected levels of achievement for the more able stu-

dents--and these are the students who might benefit most from IGE

with its possibilities for providing instruction over a wider range,

at a more advanced level, or at a faster pace.

ImElementation of instructional programming at the team level. The

implementation of Steps 2 through 7 of instructional programming follows
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the model closely when the teams use the WDRSD materials and the sug-

gested guidelines for implementation. This is probably due to two

factors: (1) the WDRSD guidelines reflect the IPM; and (2) many staff

members first becameacquainted with instructional programming through

workshops about WDRSD. Staff members have used their knowledge of

WDRSD to develop instructional programming procedures in comprehension

and in mathematics.

Several observations about the use of the Instructional Programming

Model are noted:

1. The steps are easiest to follow when instructional objectives

are stated specifically, as in the word attack and study skills ele-

ments of WDRSD.

2. The steps are followed closely when the staff members consider

the objectives to be of

struction. Teams A, B,

for word attack skills,

sufficient importance to be isolated for in-

C, and D have specific periods of instruction

and Teams D and E have identified procedures

to provide specific instruction in study skills.

3. The steps are also used, butin a less precise way, in mathe-

matics. For the most part, mathematics objectives are not isolated

for instruction. Rather, instruction is planned on the basis of units

of instruction or topics. Objectives are then used at intervals as

checkpoints to determine which students need additional instruction

to attain mastery of certain objectives. The approach to mathematics

instruction may also be affected by having two sets of objectives (CAM
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and Houghton Mifflin) which are recomnended by the district. Fortu-

nately, the two sets of objectives are not in conflict. However, it

would seem that the implementation of instructional programming would

be simplified if the staff only had to deal with one set.

4. In comprehension, ten areas of comprehension serve as the

focus for instruction; the objectives for individual students are to

attain the level of competence which has been alentified for the stu-

dent's grade level in each area. Steps 2 through 7 can be identified

in the actions taken in comprehension instruction, but they do not ne-

cessarily occur in a regularly planned sequence.

5. At Alys Drive, grouping students on a short- or long-term basis

is one of the most used techniques for providing instruction at a level

appropriate for individual students.

6. Students seldom have opportunities to make decisions regarding

the objectives they will learn or the sequence in which they will put-

sue them. When instructional programming is used mainly in connection

with common objectives, there is no option for student selection of

objectives. If an emphasis on self-selection of objectives were de-

sired, a broader range of objectives would need to be made available.

Student decision making could also occur within the pattern of common

objectives by encouraging students to select instructional materials,

grouping modes, or sequence of instruction.

7. The variations suggested in Step 5 of the IPM were observed in,

or reported by, all teams over a period of time. Within a single in-

structional activity, it is not always possible to provide the ideal
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setting Ior each student. Achieving a balance of appropriate instruc-

tional modes for each student over the longrrange may be as close to

the ideal as is actually possible within a school setting.

8. Much instruction focuses on activities rather than objectives.

Perhaps there is a place in elekentary education for activities which

do not necessarily lead to the achievement of objectives. A related

possibility is that activities (or units of instruction or topics)

could serve as the short-term focus of instruction, and objectives

and criterion-referenced tests would'be used as guidelines for long-

term planning and evaluation.

9. -Interaction among team members in informal as well as formal

settings is a vital element of the process Of planning and implementing

instructional programs.for individual students: Having a daily sche-

dule and a physical setting which are conducive to informal interaction

maTbe important factors in providing a supportive environment for the

implementation of IGE4

Patterns of instructional prograMming. The patterns of instruc-

tional programming in word attack, comprehension, and mathematics for

Teams A, B, C, and D all reflect common objectives, common level of

achievement, and common basic sequence with some variation for indivi-

dual students. However, the actual expectations of the staff members

are not the same for all students. There are several reasons for this

apparent contradiction.

1. The objectives are common in that they serve as a guide for
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minimal expectations. Students may pursue additional activities, espe-

cially in comprehension and mathematics, which lead to higher achieve-

ment or more extensive learning; these are not necessarily reflected

as the achievement of additional objectives.

2. The common level of achievement is mastery, defined by a pre-

determined score, which is also a minimum expectation. Knowledge which

exceeds the grade level expectations in comprehension and mathematics

is not reflected in the scores for mastery.

3. The common sequence is related to a strong emphasis on small

group instruction. As long as instruction occurs in teacher-directed

groups, the s.equence is controlled by the teacher. Independent student

work is encouraged by many teachers, but this mode is not often used

for achieving a given set of objectives. Thus, the variations in se-

quende of instructional activities are not reflected in describing the

patterns of instructional programming inasmuch as the patterns deal

with units of instruction or sets of objectives. Most variations in

sequence occur within a unit of instruction rather than across units.

It is difficult to consider the pattern of instructional program-

ming in a curricular area (such as comprehension in this study) where

instruction is focused on broad areas and increasingly higher levels

of achievement are exPected throughout elementary school. Describing

the objectives and expected level of achievement as common for all

students states the minimal expectations but does not reflect the variety

of additional learning experiences carried out by many students (e.g.,
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extensive independent reading or research on a specific topic). An

alternative would be to identify all the possible activities which

students might pursue and state them as variable objectives. Whether

or not this is sufficiently important to the overall instructional pro-

gram to-be worth the time and effort would have to be determined by

the staff members involved.

Management. The strategies used for planning and managing in-

structional programming difier froM team to team. Each team has de-

veloped procedures which reflect the personal interests and styles of

thd team members. Effective communication through the IIC serves as a

means of avoiding problems which could occur when different procedures

are used.

Some record-keeping procedures are the same for all teams. These

include school-wide wall charts for recording achievement in word attack

skills; individual records of level of achievement in comprehension; and

record forms for achievement of CAM math objectives. Other available

record forms, such as the keysort cards for study skills, are used by

some teams but not others. In both reading and mathematics, the records

are an important source of information for assigning students to groups

or identifying objectives for individual students. These records seem

to be sufficient for managing instructional programs.

Several teachers expressed concerns about the excessive amount of

record keeping which is required. These comments related to some school

and district record-keeping forms which are not needed for managing

instruction. In some cases, the same information is recorded on more
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Keeping records to mankge instructiOn is not necessarily ancver7

whelming task but as new or different forma are required for this

purpose, a serious effibrt must be made to change district and school--

record-keeping policies to avoid the-additional work involved in re-

cording the same information in several ways. It might be wise to

provide implementors with suggestions for astisting -schoas.and

tricts to review their redOi&-keeping policies so that the records

required for instructional programming.might replace some record forms,

rather'than being required in addition to the previous forms.

The amount of formal team planning Which is required in'instruc-

tional.programming appears to berelated to the type of ObjectiVes which

are being used.- Planning for specific objectives such as word-attack

skills requires frequent team discussion about prior achievements skilla

to be taught, grouping arrangements, and teacher assignments

for broader objectives, as in comprehension, occurs lest frequently;

once decisiOns about levels of instruction and basiC groups are reached,

regular team planning is no longer required. In infOrMiltetsiont, the

team members keep each other.inforMed:and makedecisiont for changes.

Cooperative planning for instructional prograMming in curricular

areas other than reading and matheMatic6 has ocCurred in different ways

in each team. Cooperative team planning hap resulted frOM a Combination

of personal interests.!and_informal interactionsamong team-members.

After the initial changeover to ICE ,it may be that teams should'be en-

couraged to develop their own prOceduree for extendinvinstructional
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programming into other curricular areas. The IIC shOuld be involved

in providing basic guidelines, but the staff members of each team could

determine procedures which are most effective for them.

Because of the importance of informal interactions among teem

members, room locations are important. It may be that locating team

members in close.proximity can be AS effective in terma.of the physical

setting atii providing open space areas: for each team.

The faculty lounge is amimportant element of IGE!at Alys Drive.

It is a spacious, pleasant room, and many faculty meMbers spend their

break time in the lounge. Much of the lOunge conversation is about

school-related matters Many team decisions are made in the.lounge,

and communications from the IIC or distriet are often: shared and-d3s-

cussed. It seems reasonable to assume that IGE at:Alys Drive would

function differently, and'probably less effectivelY, ifthere were

no central gathering place for the entire staff. It is possible that

the quality and location of a faculty lounge has an impatt on the

quality and degree of implementation of:IGE in other SchoOls.

The original decision to implement WDRSD and the' multiunit or-

ganization was approvec1by the Board of Education fOr a trial period

of five years. The five-year trial period.may have made it less

threatening for the staff to handle difficulties which%occurred in

the early stages Of implementation than would have beempossible if

there had been more pressure to.uprove" the effectiveness of IGE in-a

shorter period of time.
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Implications
gt,

Implications Related to the ModelsNUS and IPM

Although the models for the multiunit school and instructional

programming have been modified to some extent, many of the elements

of each model have been maintained. Thus, recommendations for re-

vising the models do not seem desirable. However, it does seem im-

portant to emphasize that the models are flexible and can be adapted

in various ways to achieve the intended purposes in many different

types of school situations.

Implications for Further Research

.Several of the observations which have been made suggest questions

which might be pursued in further research.

1. In what ways do the outcomes for students in multiaged I & R

Units differ from the outcomes for students in I & R Units of a single

grade level?

2. What differences in student outcomes occur over the seven-year

period of elementary school in schools_which_have identifiecischool-

wide educational objectives as compared to schools which have not iden-

tified school-wide educational objectives?

3. Is the achievement'of student outcomes in a given curricular

area enhanced by the availability of a staff meMber who assumes the

responsibility for coordinating the planning, implementation, and

evaluation of instructional programming throughout the school in that

. area?
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4. Is there a difference in the procedures used for instructional

programming when a staffllearns about instructional programming through

-compatible curriculum materials (e.g., WDRSD) and when they learn

through studying the Instructional Programning Model and then adapting

their own materials? If there is a difference in procedures used, is

there any effect on student outcOmes?

5. Is there a relationship between the availability and use of a

comfortable lounge and the effective implementation of the multiunit

organization and instructional programming?

6. What are the uost effective procedures for a school staff to

use in extending the implementation of instructional programming to

encompass several or all curricular areas?

This was a'case siudy which has provided a description of the pro-

cesses and procedures used in implementing instructional programmin'g

in a multiunit school. The results of a case study of a single school

cannot be generalized to other schools. Additional case studies_such

as this one are needed to verify or modify the observations and gener-

alizations which have been,presented.

Implications for Practitioners

This study dealt primarily with the implementation of instructional

programming in reading and mathematics. As schools extend the use of

instructional programAing to additional curricular areas, management

procedures will need to be refined or changed to meet the demands of

the task. Two possible approaches to extending instructional programming
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to several or all curricular areas are presented here. One approach

would be to identify a limited number .g., six to ten) of essential

objectives in.each curricular area for each student to attain during

a school year. Focused instruction would then be planned for these

objectives; additional instruction could involve activities which

Are valued for reasons other than attaining objectiVes. One staff

member could assume the responsibility for coordinating the objectives

and record-keeping techniques for each area throughout the school.

Another approach to implementing the 1PM in all curricular areas

_ would be to have each team, or the total staff, identify those charac-

teristics of instructional programming which they consider most imr

Portant for their situation. Some of the characteristics which would

be considered are objective-based instruction, criterion-referenced

assessment, student grouping patterns, varied instructional procedures

and activities, continuous progress, and team planning. The selected

characteristics would be the ones which would receive the most empha-

sis as the staff extended instructional programming into additional

curricular areas. Over a period of time other characteristics could

gradually be included as necessary to improve instructional programming

in each area.

Educators who are involved with the implementation of ICE at Jther

stages may also find this study to be of value. The study provides a

detailed descripLion of the procedures used in implementing instruc-

tional programming in reading and mathematics. As educators implement

ICE, they frequently want to know "how other schools have done it." The-
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details of the year of planning as well as the description of IGE in

1975-1976 may be useful as 'sources of ideas which can be adapted for

use in other schools.

Educators involved with IGE schools may be interested in compar-

ing their-14lementation with the models-Ior instructional programming

and the multiunit school. The methods and instruments Used in this

study could be used in conducting such studies.

Thg staff Members of the Alys Drive EleMentary School willingly

accepted the proposal for this study in spite of any misgivings they

might have had about exposing wealulesses in'their IGE program. Some

staff members expressed appreciation for the opportunity to describe

their programs in detail as this save them an opportunity to analyze

what they were actually doing in a careful and 'thorough manner. Perhaps

their willingness to ,cooperate with a total stranger will provide en-

couragement to other IGE school staffs who have been hesitant to sub-

ject their programs to the careful sorutiny which is necessary in the

process of refining Individually Guided Education.
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MULTIUNIT ORGANIZATION

1. Names and positions of the members of the ITC:

207

QUESTIONNAIRE
Principal

2. Name and composition of each I & R Unit:

Unit name:

Number of students:

Ages of students:

Staff Members:

Unit leader

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Clerical aide Teacher

Student teacher or intern Instructional aide

Unit name: Staff Members:

Number of students: Unit leader

Ages of students:

Clerical aide

Student teacher or intern

Teacher

TeaehAr

Teacher'

Teacher

Instructional aide
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Unit name:

Number of students:

Ages of students:

Staff Members:

Unit leader

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Clerical aide Teacher

208

QUESTIONNAIRE
Principal

Student teacher or intern Instructional aide

Unit name:

Number of students:

Ages of students:

Clerical aide

Staff Members:

Unit leader

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Student teacher or intern Instructional aide

Unit name;

Number of students:

Ages of students:

Clerical aide

Student teacher or intern

233

Staff Members:

Unit leader

Teacher

Teacher

---Teacher

Teacher

Instructional aide
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QUESTIONNAIRE
IIC

IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIUNIT SCHOOL
AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING

1. When did your school first implement the multiunit organization?

2. When did your school begin to implement instructional programming

in:

reading?

. math?

other (specify)?

3. What inservice activities were provided to teach the staff about

IGE models and-processes?
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_INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS
IIC members and some teachers

RATIONALE FOR MULTIUNIT ORGANIZATION

Note: The numbered questions are the questions for which I am seeking
answers. Following each question are probes (phrased in a more informal
manner) which will be used in'the actual interviews.

1. What are the strengths of your school's multiunit organizational
arrangements?

PROBE: What do you like about the multiunit organization?
What about team teaching? multiage grouping?
nongradedness?

2. What are the weaknesses of your school's multiunit organizational
arrangement?

PROBE: What bothers you about the multiunit organization?
What about team teaching? multiage grouping?
nongradedness?

3. What is the rationale behind your school's multiunit organizational
.arrangement?

PROBE: Why did the school decide on the multiunit organiza-
tion now in effect?

Who was the motivating force behind this organization?
What factors were considered in deciding on the multi-

unit organization?
Has the multiunit organization changed since the first
year of implementation?

What features have changed?

. 4. Are changes now being considered? If so, what are they?

5. Do you have any suggestions for change?
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Principal

IIC INFORMATION

1. Other than the regular members of the IIC, who else has attended IIC

meetings during this school year?

2. .Why did they attend personal choice, invited by,someone,

etc.)?

3. What is the IIC meeting schedule?

4. How is time arranged to make it possible for unit leaders to attend

IIC meetings?

5. Is an agenda prepared prior to each IIC meeting?

If yes: Who prepares the agenda?

Who submits agenda items?

Who gets a copy of the agenda?---

If no: How are topics to be discussed determined?

6. Are minutes written for each meeting?

If yes: Who writes the minutes?

Who gets a copy?
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IIC INFORMATION (Continued)

If no: How are decisions recorded and reported?

212

QUESTIONNAIRE
Principal
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GROUP. INTERVIEW
IIC

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMING - STEP 1

1. In what curricular areas has the IIC set school-wide objectives?

2. What are the school-wide objectives? (Obtain copies)

3. Who was involved in determining these objectives?

4. How were the objectives determined?

5. -If objectiVes have mot been set, how is content coordinated.through-

out the school?

IIG - COORDINATION

1. What has the IIC done to coordinate the activities of the I & R

Units to achieve continuity of instruction in all curricular areas?

PROBE: What does the IIC do to achieve continuity through-

out the school in reading? in math? language arts?

social studies? science?

.NOTE: Use minutes of IIC meetings to determine the answer

to this question insofar as possible.

2.. What actions has the IIC taken to coordinate the use of:

A. the INCmaterials; equipment; learning activities based

in the 1MC.

B. physical facilities.

C. time.

D. human resourcesart, music, physical education teachers;

other specialists; paraprofessionals.

E. other matters.which require coordination.

NOTE: Use observation to determine answers to these questions

as much as possible.
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I & R UNIT INFORMATION

1. What is your regular schedule for unit meetings?

214

QUESTIONNAIRE
Unit leaders

2. Are agendas prepared prior to each unit meeting?

.If yes: Who submies items for`the agenda?

Who prepares the agenda?

Are agendas distributed prior to the meetings?

Who receives them?

If no: What procedures are used to organize unit meetings?

3. Are minutes written for each meeting?

If yes: Who receives them?

If no: How are decisions recorded?
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IND IV IDUAL INTERV IE WS

Un it leaders and teachers .

I & R UNIT STAFF MEMBER INTERVIEWAUESTIONS

1. In general, what proportion of unit meeting time is devoted to each

of the following purposes?

ongoing operations setting objeCtives

developing units of instruction developing plans for assess-'

assigning students to groups ment

monitoring student.progress, scheduling students

evaluating instructional piograms evalUating.student progress

PROBE: Havmuch unit meeting time does your unit use for
__management activities?
Once management is taken care of, what else do you

accomplish in unit meetings?
---Inthe last three months, what have.been the most

important achievements of your unit?

2. What do you consider to be the strengths of your I & R Unit staff in

Planning, implementing, and evaluating instruction for the students

in your unit?

PROBE: In terms of planning instruction, in what ways has

your unit been most effective?
What aspects of implementing instruction have been

most effective?
What about 'evaluating instruction?

3. What changes would you suggest to make your I & R Unit more effec-

tive?
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Name of unit

216

QUESTIONNAIRE
All unit staff members

I & R UNIT STAFF MEMBER QUESTIONNAIRE

PERSONAL INFORMATION

1. Name

2. Position: Teacher Unit leader

Student teacher Other

Aide

3. Years of teaching experience in IGE schools

4. Years of teaching experience in non-IGE schools

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION RELATED TO IGE

1. Describe any special preparation you have had for teadhing in an

IGE school (incJude university courses, inservice programs, work-

shops, etc.):

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

1. What is your weekly schedule for planning time as an individual?

...NIMi

2. In general, what percent of your time is spent in:

teaching planning z keeping records

other (describe)

3. What arc your major strengths as a member of the I & R Unit staff?
(For example, designing units of instruction, preparing materials,
providing expertise in one curricular area, etc.)

0 A 4
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I & R UNIT STAFF MEMBER QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONNAIRE

(Continued) All unit staff members

4. Other than participating in unit meetings, what regular unit respon-

sibilities do you have?

,..11....616111VINMENy....
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QUESTIONNAIRE
I & R Units using Wisconsin Design

I & R UNITINSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING USING
WISCONSIN DESIGN

Name of unit Number of students

Age range of students

1. What inservice activities did your unit staff members participate itt
which helped prepare them for using the Design?

2. Dia all students take the Wisconsin Tests for Reading Skill Devc7
ment prior to implementation of instruction using the Design
dures? If no: On what basis were students exempted from
testing? .

3. How are Wisconsin Design tests scored? Staff member

computer NCS Other

4. How are records (group charts and/or individual profile cards ) used
in planning instruction?

5. What is the weekly schedule for instruction in Word Attack Skills?

6. What is the weekly schedule for instruction in Study Skills?

7. What procedures are used in forming instructional groups?

keyeort cards, computer teacher judgment

other
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QUESTIONNAIRE

I & R Units using Wisconsin Design

8. How are teachers and students matched for instruction?

9. What provisions are made for students . . .

A. who are not placed in a skill group?

B. who master the objectives early?

10. Is postassessment carried out at regularly scheduled times?

If yes: How often?

If no: How is postassessment handled?

11. How are the elements of the Design integrated into your total read-

ing program?

12. What are the strengths of the Design as implemented in your I & R

Unit?

13. Wbat.suggestions would you make to improve the effectiveness of the

use of the Design in your Unit?
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Unit leader

I & R UNIT - -INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING
IN READING

(The following questions are to be answered in relation to reading acti-
vities excluding elements of the Wisconsin Design.)

1. How much in-class time is devoted to reading each week?

2. Have possible objectives which may be attained by the students of
your I & R Unit during the course of a year in reading been identi-
fied?

If yes: How were they determined?

3. Is instruction in reading organized by (circle one):

units of instruction topics modules skills other

4. Are instructional activities planned cooperatively by the I & R Unit
staff or individually by each teacher?

5. Approximately how often does re-grouping of students occur?

6. Are provisions made for students who achieve their objectives
earlier than most of the group? If yes, what are these pro-
visions?

7. Are provisions made for students who don't achieve their objectives
within the time alloted for instruction? If yes, what are
these provisions?

8. Are all students expected to master all objectives, or does the ex-
pected level of attainment vary for individual students?

215
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Unit leader

I & R UNITINSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING .

IN MATH

1. How much'in-class time is devoted to mathematics each week?

2. Have possible objectives which may be attained by the students of
your I & R Unit during the course of a year in mathematics been -

identified? If yes, how were they determined?

3. Is instruction immathematics planned and carried out in (circle

one):

units of instruction topics. modules skillS other

4. Who assumes responsibility for initial planning for these units,

topics, etc.?

5. How many mathematics units, topics, etc., have been carried out in

your unit during this school year?

6. Approximately how often does re-grouping of students occur?

7. Are,instructional activities planned cooperatively by the I & R Unit

staff or individually by each.teacher?

8. Are provisions made for students who achieve their objectives earlier

than most of the group? If yes, what are these provisions?

9. Are provisions made for students who don't achieve their objectives

within the time alloted for instruction? If 'yes, what are

these provisions?

10. Are all students expected .to master all objectives, or does the ex-

pected level of attainment vary for individual students?
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